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1. Introduction

1 Introduction
This report summarizes the Ohio Public Engagement in Neighborhoods Mapping Project—OPEN
Maps—a participatory mapping project to collect and aggregate community of interest (COI) data
throughout the state of Ohio.
The project is an active collaboration between academic and community partners. The MGGG
Redistricting Lab at Tisch College of Tufts University led an academic faculty working group from
institutions across the country, in partnership with the Ohio State University’s Kirwan Institute for
the Study of Race and Ethnicity, the Ohio Organizing Collaborative, and the Ohio Citizens Redistricting Commission.
Prioritizing Communities of Interest is generally considered to be an essential ingredient of
fair redistricting but, in practice, it is prohibitively difficult to implement without local community
knowledge. A key contribution of this work is the collection of spatialized testimony from the public, which featured not only textual descriptions of the communities, but mapping showing their
geography.
To summarize the public testimony, We chose a data resolution that produced an initial round of
25 clusters near the end of August, numbered A1-A25; a second round in early September, numbered
B1-B25; and a final round in early October, numbered C1-C22.
The choice of coarse or fine data resolution can be varied, but it is important to consider usability by the line-drawers at the scales relevant to redistricting (which suggests that the clusters should
not be too large), balanced with ensuring sufficient richness of the supporting data (which means
that the clusters should not be too small). A full description of methodology is available on request to
contact@mggg.org.
We begin with summary descriptions of each COI cluster, accompanied by heatmaps showing
where the corresponding areas of interest were located. The raw testimony that supports each
cluster is presented in Section 3. There are hyperlinks from the summary to tables, tables back to
summary, and from individual table entries to the detail pages in the public portal.

1.1

How to use this report

As the line drawers in Ohio proceed to publish proposed lines for its new districts, members of the
public can consult this report to find synthesized and organized public testimony.
Steps
• Consult the summary view (Figure 1) to see which clusters are most relevant to the part of the
state under consideration.
• Begin with the brief description and heatmaps of the clusters in Section 2. This should help
form a sense of the geographic scale of the cluster and will provide a summary of important
themes.
• Next to the name of the cluster is a link that will jump you straight to the table of raw data in
Section 3. There, you can read the submissions for yourself! Some submissions are very long, so
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1.1

How to use this report

we have truncated them after a character limit equivalent to several tweets. In the first column
of these tables, you can find a link that will take you straight to the detail page for the original
submission in the public portal. Note that the top row of the table contains a link that jumps
you back to the summary page for the cluster.
By flipping between the summary descriptions/heatmaps, the tables of supporting data, and the
submission pages on the public portal, we hope that users will be able to form a high-level view of
public testimony, supported by specific detail.

Figure 1. This summary view shows the centers of mass for the 22 clusters produced from submissions to the OPEN-Maps public feedback portal. Some of these submissions were presented as
communities of interest, and others were presented as single districts, usually with a communitycentered description.
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2. COI Clusters

2 COI Clusters
Cluster C1 — Greater Cincinnati. (52 submissions) Diverse urban area. Bond Hill identified
as predominantly Black community with concerns about access to grocery stores, gentrification,
flooding, and health disparities. Northside described as gentrifying neighborhood with young families, amenities, and important community events such as parades. Other named neighborhoods
include College Hill, Walnut Hills, Mt. Auburn, East Price Hill, and OTR (Over-The-Rhine). Prince
Hill, Delhi, Mason, West Chester, Clifton identified as areas with significant Muslim community.
Wyoming identified as a wealthy area with good schools.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C2 — Inner-ring Cincinnati suburbs. (27 submissions) Diverse area facing gentrification, leading to skyrocketing cost of living. Affluent area in Hyde Park and Oakley. I-71 divides many
neighborhoods. Health concerns regarding addiction.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C3 — North Cincinnati suburbs. (22 submissions) Cluster includes upper-middle-class
suburban communities, families, and professionals, with an interest in maintaining the quality
of their school districts. Mix of small businesses and chain stores. Recreational opportunities,
including Loveland Bike Trial. Two submissions describe diverse community of Black, Hispanic,
and Middle Eastern families. Some cite targeting of immigrant communities by ICE.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C4 — Springfield/Celina/Northwest. (7 submissions) Submissions cite downtown revitalization in Springfield. Concerns about declining population, lack of jobs, and inequitable distribution of resources across the city. Shared festivals and recreation including a water park identified
as important community spaces in the greater region. Older, White, Catholic community in Celina
identified.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C5 — South Dayton. (65 submissions) Includes White suburban areas around South
Dayton, as well as diverse Muslim and Indian population in Centerville. Submitters noted importance of three area high schools: Springboro, Lebanon, and Centerville. Concerns about community spaces and parks. Includes neighboring town of Bellbrook in Greene County, a rural area with
individuals who commute to Dayton, Beavercreek, and Cincinnati for work and events.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C6 — West Dayton. (28 submissions) This cluster centers on West Dayton, an important and historic Black neighborhood. Lack of services, including grocery and hospital access.
Some abandoned homes and general infrastructure needs. Concerns about litter, job opportunities; desire for representatives to support women- and Black-owned local business, including local
childcare network. Some recreational facilities (e.g., golf course) are not accessible to community members. Churches are important community gathering spaces, particularly Omega Baptist
Church and New Hope Lutheran.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C7 — West of Dayton. (13 submissions) Western suburb of Trotwood is a focus; Darke
County and Jefferson Township (Montgomery County) cited, along with predominantly Black Dayton neighborhoods of Westwood and Residence Park. Trotwood described as diverse, friendly, and
close-knit. Major infrastructure needs in the area, including tornado damage recovery, healthcare
and hospitals, roads, and primary education.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C8 — Mansfield area/Morrow County. (30 submissions) Commenters mention some
wealthy areas, including a gated community, and residential areas with senior and assisted living
complexes. Rural and bedroom communities. Predominantly White, but there is a Hispanic community present in Mansfield. Concerns about access to groceries in several submissions.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C9 — Athens. (30 submissions) Athens proper is described as a college town, with recent Black Lives Matter and renters’ rights protests. Town is surrounded by relatively poorer, rural
community. Nearby recreational activities are noted.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C10 — Reynoldsburg/Gahanna. (18 submissions) Gahanna cited as an increasingly diverse Columbus suburb with growing African-American and Asian populations; Reynoldsburg also
diversifying, with many commuters. Creekside is an important community gathering place. Concerns over policing and public services, including addiction resources, and environmental concerns in Gahanna. Diverse area with recreational opportunities. Gentrification and the displacement of Black communities noted.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C11 — Westerville/Granville. (58 submissions) Submitters describe predominantly White,
middle- to upper-class communities. Rural identity in Jersey Township, Hopewell, and outskirts of
Granville. Growing corporate presence, including Facebook headquarters. Westerville described
as having many churches, strong support for police, and as needing attention to development priorities and to increased inclusivity.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C12 — Northeast Columbus and suburbs. (35 submissions) Communities often identified by their school districts. Shared parks and churches. Many refugee and immigrant families,
including Somali and Nepalese. Concerns about infrastructure, including sidewalks inaccessible
to wheelchairs. Shared public services.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C13 — Columbus metropolitan area. (158 submissions) Large student population with
residential turnover in student areas. Recreational activities and increasing young workforce. Gentrification and access to green space are key concerns. Grandview Heights is predominantly White,
affluent area with concerns with school districts. Mifflinville, North Linden, and Northeast Columbus comprised of diverse immigrant community, with many Muslim and Somali-Americans. (Note:
this cluster includes many duplicate submissions.)
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C14 — Hilliard/Dublin. (121 submissions) Increasing population of young professionals
alongside families and older individuals. Some wealthy neighborhoods are noted. Large concentrations of middle-class Muslim families. Recent improvements to infrastructure. Several important
religious institutions. (Note: this cluster includes many duplicate submissions.)
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C15 — Greater Toledo metro. (30 submissions) Distinct inner city and suburban areas.
Submitters value public art, museums, recreational areas. Concerns about affordable housing, public transportation, and infrastructure for daily commuters. Surrounding suburbs share concerns
about water quality. Shared public services.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C16 — Northeast Ohio/Cleveland suburbs. (56 submissions) Mix of urban neighborhoods and bedroom communities (Rocky River, Bay Village) near Lake Erie, an important natural resource. Diverse, trending younger. Glenville described as historically Jewish, then AfricanAmerican, now gentrifying. Glenville Riots noted as shared history. Lakewood is described as
densely populated, multigenerational, and multiracial, with a strong community identity.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C17 — East Cleveland and inner-ring suburbs. (67 submissions) This cluster stretches
along Lake Erie inland to Shaker Heights, an affluent suburb with strong schools. Includes some
diverse neighborhoods with fewer resources. Concerns about poverty, housing, education, access
to grocery stores, and over-policing. Cultural attractions (including Cleveland Museum of Art and
Institute of Music) can feel inaccessible to local residents. Suburban area concerned about noise
pollution from major highway. Richmond Heights lacks grocery stores.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C18 — Akron/Kent. (65 submissions) Diverse rust belt community in Akron, formerly
anchored by rubber and automobile manufacture. Some impoverished areas and wider lack of affordable housing. Employment centers include cities of Akron, Cleveland, and Youngstown. Investing in infrastructure is a community interest; policing concerns. Institutions of higher education,
including Hiram College and Kent State, with some town-gown tensions. Cuyahoga Valley National
Park, Cuyahoga River noted. West Portage County described as wealthier. Area has major shared
history, from John Brown and Sojourner Truth to Kent State Massacre and beyond.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C19 — Parma/North Royalton. (28 submissions) Individual areas painted by submitters
in this cluster describe the split into lower-income (Old Park) and middle to upper class (Strongville,
Parma Circle) suburban neighborhoods. Described as predominantly White and rural.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C20 — Medina and surrounding counties. (45 submissions) Largely rural/suburban but
with some commercial areas and housing developments. Bedroom communities near Akron. Predominantly White. Medina Square is an important community space for recreational activities.
Good school districts, College of Wooster. Limited public transportation. Medina County residents
travel to Fairlawn and Wooster for shopping and dining. Some submissions detail 200 years of local
history.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C21 — Warren/Youngstown. (17 submissions) Some areas in Warren identified as lowincome with concerns about education, gun violence, and homelessness; some described as more
expensive areas with predominantly White residents and access to good schools and grocery stores.
Concerns in Youngstown include food deserts, education, poverty, crime, and high incarceration
rates. Economic opportunities are lacking, as manufacturing and factories have closed. West side
of Youngstown and city outskirts are more rural with large retirement communities.
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2. COI Clusters

Cluster C22 — Stark County. (14 submissions) Strong education and transportation system with
major interstate highway. Though economic opportunities are cited, there are also concerns about
declining population. Conservative, middle-class area with large student population identified in
Alliance.
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3 Supporting data
Supporting Data for Cluster C1
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c1152
(28486)

Troy’s Northside community: Northside Cincinnati

Northside-DH: An eclectic mix that grew from German/Appalachian to African Americans in ’80-the ’90s. In
the ’90-’20s LGBTQ affirming. Currently, long-term selfproclaimed urban pioneers. Young family homeowners
and young family renters. A walkable community that is
hilly as you head north. Values music, art, and holiday
gatherings City bus transportation hub. A number of bars,
restaurants, and non-profit or...

c1346
(29960)

OEC - Justyn B.: Springfield Township

Springfield Township: Township designation that is surrounded by small communities To access goods and services we have to travel outside the township. For example, the nearest grocery store is in Finneytown. This township doesn’t have its own school district. Suburban - not
always walkable Transportation - Bus stops along Winton
road. Many areas that don’t have sidewalks at busy intersections, increasing safet...

c1352
(29973)

Mt Auburn area: I recently moved to the west side of the Mt Auburn
neighborhood, which is a geographically segregated sliver between
Vine Street on the west and Cincinnati Children’s Hospital on the east.
I included part of the brewery district in Over the Rhine (to the south)
and part of Clifton Heights (to the north and northwest) since those are
extensions of the immediate area that I frequent.

Mount Auburn Area: I recently moved to the west side
of the Mt Auburn neighborhood, which is a geographically segregated sliver between Vine Street on the west and
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital on the east. I included part
of the brewery district in Over the Rhine and part of Clifton
Heights since those are extensions of the immediate area
that I frequent.

c1355
(29963)

OEC Montgomery: nan

Bond Hill in Cincinnati: Bond Hill is a food desert in
Cincinnati. There are no grocery stores. You have to get
food from outside of the neighborhood. The closest grocery store is in Norwood or in Oakley. Many religious institutions in Bond Hill. There are a few parks. There is a large
golf course in the middle of Bond Hill, but it’s private, so
community members are not able to use it. There’s a significant divide be...

c1359
(30006)

Jeanne’s Avondale/No Avondale/So map: nan

Community 1: Avondale/North Avondale/South Avondale
Key Businesses and Institutions: Xavier University, private
and public elementary schools, Cincinnati Zoo, churches,
Children’s Hospital What is missing: Large Grocery store,
shopping district. Good size park. Key Issue: Bordered by
Norwood and St. Bernard which are not part of the city of
Cincinnati Parts of neighborhood are very diverse where
other parts...

c1367
(29955)

Northside Cincinnati: Northside is a bustling and changing community with a long, living history and some new gentrification and activity. From what I know, it has been demographically diverse in the past,
and that is one of its assets.

Northside: Northside is a gentrifying but relatively diverse
urban community with access to greenspace and strong
neighborhood presence. It has a public library branch,
nonprofits, and small businesses, as well as apartment and
single family home housing.
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c2475
(14348)

OCC.DH.COMM: nan

East Price Hill Community: Majority White people. There
is an increase in Black & Hispanic Population. White people are starting to move west, going towards Indiana. Mixture of pockets of homeowners and pockets of renters. Income levels are mixed. Historically this was a racist community. This was the first suburb of Cincinnati. Inlcine
District: More wealthy folks live here. Very nice housing in
this area. There are ...

c2478
(14338)

OOC.TL.COMM: nan

Bond Hill Community: Predominately Black Area. Doesn’t
extend over 75. Roselawn is not apart of the Bon Hill
Community but often gets put together because both are
predominately Black Communities. Predominately older
Black Community. Used to be all homeowners, now shifted
to majority renters. Some power in the business district
and Maketewah Country Club/Golfcourse. Part of ward 7, it
is a Black community th...

c3650
(36362)

CAIR-Ohio-Juno-GreenTownship: This map represent Green Township, mostly white, but significant black communities, wide range of
financial situations, majority christian catholic, communities are relatively close within neighborhoods,

CAIR-Ohio-Juno-GreenTownship: This map represent
Green Township, mostly white, but significant black communities, wide range of financial situations, majority
christian catholic, communities are relatively close within
neighborhoods,

c3652
(36358)

CAIR-Ohio-Tariq-mason: family oriented, business-friendly to large
corporations, Kings Island amusement park, large immigrant population, largely of Indian or Asian origin. Largely Mason, West Chester,
and Liberty Township areas. Not a lot of diversity. Highly educated,
but not politically engaged. Close-knit community. Diverse population
of Muslims.

CAIR-Ohio-Tariq-mason:
family oriented, businessfriendly to large corporations, Kings Island amusement
park, large immigrant population, largely of Indian or
Asian origin. Largely Mason, West Chester, and Liberty
Township areas. Not a lot of diversity. Highly educated, but
not politically engaged. Close-knit community. Diverse
population of Muslims.

c3653
(36363)

cair ohio- muhammad- clifton: The most common problems for our
community are hate crime, less halal food options even though there
are lot of Muslims. Most of the times, we have to come to West Chester
just to buy the Zabiha Halal.

CAIR-Ohio-Muhammad-clifton: Muslim community is
quite larger because of Clifton Mosque and UC. Most of
the community members are students and immigrants and
not politically engaged. There are some community members that are well settled but others are just doing average.
The most common problems for our community are hate
crime, less halal food options even though there are lot of
Muslims. Most of the times, we have to come...

c3654
(36345)

cair ohio- rema- beckett ridge: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Rema-Beckett Ridge: This map represent
parts of Mason, West Chester and Clifton. Love my Muslim neighbors, love that there are two mosques close to me.
Close-knit community. love the homeschooling community and there are other Muslim homeschoolers close by.
I love our parks. I love the parks we have and I love the
West Chester Library

c3656
(36367)

CAIR-Ohio-Rachel-Delhi: This map represents the Delhi area, including parts of Price Hill. Although a majority white community, there
is a steadily growing population of minority groups, including black,
Hispanic, and Muslims. We also have a growing number of minority
owned businesses, including many restaurants.

CAIR-Ohio-Rachel-Delhi: This map represents the Delhi
area, including parts of Price Hill. Although a majority
white community, there is a steadily growing population of
minority groups, including black, Hispanic, and Muslims.
We also have a growing number of minority owned businesses, including many restaurants.

c3657
(36365)

CAIR-Ohio-Victoria-Anderson-Beechmont: I would describe my community where I live (Anderson) as lacking a lot of diversity, it is mostly
white and Christian. We rarely out anywhere in the Anderson area as
they do not meet a lot of our needs as Muslim Americans. My husband
mostly works in the Mt. Orab area which is also lacking diversity and
is very close to 99% white, which is why we decided to live in between
that community and the c...

CAIR-Ohio-Victoria-Anderson-Beechmont: I would describe my community where I live (Anderson) as lacking
a lot of diversity, it is mostly white and Christian. We rarely
out anywhere in the Anderson area as they do not meet a
lot of our needs as Muslim Americans. My husband mostly
works in the Mt. Orab area which is also lacking diversity
and is very close to 99% white, which is why we decided to
live in between that community and the c...
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c3658
(36368)

CAIR-Ohio-Muhammad- Price Hill: This map represents part of the
University Of Cincinnati and Downtown Cincinnati areas. This is one
of the worst areas in Cincinnati which is not good at all for living especially for Muslim desi immigrants.

CAIR-Ohio-Muhammad- Price Hill: This map represents
part of the University Of Cincinnati and Downtown Cincinnati areas. This is one of the worst areas in Cincinnati
which is not good at all for living especially for Muslim desi
immigrants.

c3760
(18488)

Ohio Map: nan

Finneytown: 4 square miles, defined by school district,
which is "Finneytown Local Schools." Officially part of
Springfield Township, and receives services (fire, & police)
from the Township. But the Township is not contiguous
and not considered a community. Racially diverse, economically diverse. Originally home to many employees of
Proctor & Gamble Winton Technical Center.

c4074
(24895)

Ohio Map: nan

Wyoming Lifestyle: Wealthy, great school, good restaurants

c4075
(24963)

Ohio Map: nan

Wyoming: An independent municipality with its own (excellent) schools, its own fire department, lots of green
space and sports facilities. Small town feel, on the outskirts
of a larger city. Sponsors an annual judged art show that
brings in regional artists.

c4136
(27877)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4154
(28486)

Ohio Map: nan

Northside-DH: An eclectic mix that grew from German/Appalachian to African Americans in ’80-the ’90s. In
the ’90-’20s LGBTQ affirming. Currently, long-term selfproclaimed urban pioneers. Young family homeowners
and young family renters. A walkable community that is
hilly as you head north. Values music, art, and holiday
gatherings City bus transportation hub. A number of bars,
restaurants, and non-profit or...

c4182
(29666)

Ohio Map: nan

Cincinnati: Cincinnati is a large urban city, with 45%
African American population, very active arts scene, high
childhood poverty, wide income disparity, strong German
Catholic conservative heritage. Strong community cohesion but considerable racial separation. There is a lot of
housing but low amount of affordable housing for working
people. Problems that need addressing: opioid crisis, poor
schools in so...

c4194
(29955)

Ohio Map: nan

Northside: Northside is a gentrifying but relatively diverse
urban community with access to greenspace and strong
neighborhood presence. It has a public library branch,
nonprofits, and small businesses, as well as apartment and
single family home housing.

c4195
(29960)

Ohio Map: nan

Springfield Township: Township designation that is surrounded by small communities To access goods and services we have to travel outside the township. For example, the nearest grocery store is in Finneytown. This township doesn’t have its own school district. Suburban - not
always walkable Transportation - Bus stops along Winton
road. Many areas that don’t have sidewalks at busy intersections, increasing safet...
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c4197
(29963)

Ohio Map: nan

Bond Hill in Cincinnati: Bond Hill is a food desert in
Cincinnati. There are no grocery stores. You have to get
food from outside of the neighborhood. The closest grocery store is in Norwood or in Oakley. Many religious institutions in Bond Hill. There are a few parks. There is a large
golf course in the middle of Bond Hill, but it’s private, so
community members are not able to use it. There’s a significant divide be...

c4198
(29964)

Ohio Map: nan

Greenhills and surrounding: Village of Greenhills and
a portion of Springfield Township that is adjacent. The
Township is spread out across a wide part of the region but
I feel they are a part of our district.

c4199
(29965)

Ohio Map: nan

Northwest Cincinnati: Greater Greenhills

c4201
(29973)

Ohio Map: nan

Mount Auburn Area: I recently moved to the west side
of the Mt Auburn neighborhood, which is a geographically segregated sliver between Vine Street on the west and
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital on the east. I included part
of the brewery district in Over the Rhine and part of Clifton
Heights since those are extensions of the immediate area
that I frequent.

c4206
(30006)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: Avondale/North Avondale/South Avondale
Key Businesses and Institutions: Xavier University, private
and public elementary schools, Cincinnati Zoo, churches,
Children’s Hospital What is missing: Large Grocery store,
shopping district. Good size park. Key Issue: Bordered by
Norwood and St. Bernard which are not part of the city of
Cincinnati Parts of neighborhood are very diverse where
other parts...

c4208
(30063)

Ohio Map: nan

Northside: Northside is a gentrifying but relatively diverse
urban community with access to greenspace and strong
neighborhood presence. It has a public library branch,
nonprofits, and small businesses, as well as apartment and
single family home housing.

c4209
(30083)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4263
(32520)

Ohio Map: nan

Avondale: Avondale/North Avondale/South Avondale Key
Businesses and Institutions: Xavier University, private and
public elementary schools, Cincinnati Zoo, churches, Children’s Hospital What is missing: Large Grocery store, shopping district. Good size park. Key Issue: Bordered by Norwood and St. Bernard which are not part of the city of
Cincinnati Parts of neighborhood are very diverse where
other parts...

c4302
(34149)

Ohio Map: nan

Cincinnati Ward 24: Ward 24 includes multiple neighborhoods: Spring Grove Village, Winton Hills, Carthage and
Hartwell.

c4303
(34151)

Ohio Map: nan

Hartwell: One of Cincinnati’s 52 unique neighborhoods.

c4304
(34152)

Ohio Map: nan

Carthage: One of Cincinnati’s unique 52 neighborhoods
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c4305
(34153)

Ohio Map: nan

Spring Grove Village: One of Cincinnati’s 52 unique neighborhoods.

c4306
(34154)

Ohio Map: nan

Winton Hills: One of Cincinnati’s 52 unique neighborhoods.

c502 (9887)

College Hill: nan

College Hill: nan

c519 (9993)

College Hill: nan

College Hill: nan

c739 (12676)

College Hill: nan

College Hill: The area known as College Hill, as experienced on foot and by car.

c852
(13650)

Cincinnati-Northside: nan

Cincinnati-Northside: The "hip" neighborhood of Cincinnati, where a raucous, sexy, diverse 4th of July parade is
held every year (except for COVID), and the Gay Pride parade used to take place. Lots of fun small restaurants. Lots
of artists. Diverse neighborhood with fears of gentrification.

c3760
(18488)

Ohio Map: nan

Wyoming, OH: Great schools, some diversity of population,
wealthy, separately incorporated

c4074
(24895)

Ohio Map: nan

Finneytown: nan

c4302
(34149)

Ohio Map: nan

Hartwell: nan

c4337
(35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 2: nan

c2485
(13074)

LOH_M: nan

Community 3: Where I lived in Cincinnati. OTR + Downtown, rapidly developing/gentrifying. Lots of young, progressives/liberal, mixed in with what I assume are ancestral
residents (lower socio-eco status, mostly black) residents
getting edged out.

c3760
(18488)

Ohio Map: nan

Mt Healthy: nan

c4302
(34149)

Ohio Map: nan

Carthage: nan

c720 (12538)

Lebanon: nan

Community 3: Where I lived in Cincinnati. OTR + Downtown, rapidly developing/gentrifying. Lots of young, progressives/liberal, mixed in with what I assume are ancestral
residents (lower socio-eco status, mostly black) residents
getting edged out.

c3760
(18488)

Ohio Map: nan

North College Hill: nan

c4302 (34149)

Ohio Map: nan

nan: nan
nan: nan

p4164
(29064)

Ohio Map: nan

District 6: nan
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Supporting Data for Cluster C2
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c1040
(14343)

Is that Coffee or Bourbon: nan

Is that Coffee or Bourbon: Public school in pleasant ridge
but serves families in Golf Manor Golf Manor is an all black
suburb separated from white suburb in past Many breweries: MadTree Brewing; High Grain; Nine Giant Great
restaurant district in the heart of pleasant ridge Extraordinarily diverse community, 50/50 black/white Very diverse
income wise — many wealthy people and working class
people ... all go to Plea...

c1353
(29969)

Fair Districts = Fair Representation: This is Mt. Washington - the easternmost Cincinnati neighborhood - a diverse and close knit comfortable place to live.

Mt. Washington: Mt. Washington - most Eastern Cincinnati neighborhood separated by the Little Miami River
from the rest of the city. Self contained with a post office,
park, schools, grocery, bus lines all within walkable distance to homes. Diverse racial makeup and diverse housing
stock.

c1357
(29997)

Amy’s Hyde Park/Oakley Map: nan

Hyde Park/Oakley: Key institutions: Coffee Emporium,
Churches (St. Mary’s, etc.), Hyde Park Square, Ault Park,
Restaurants, Art Galleries, Rec Center in East Hyde Park,
Carl’s deli, HP Elementary, Park Montessori, Summit Country Day School, Springer School, 2 grocery stores in Plaza,
Firehouse. Dutch’s (former landmark) Upscale retail went
away Not a lot that ties the community together, lack of
community sensibili...

c2440
(26972)

OOC.JS.COMM: nan

OOC.JS.COMM: Straddles two cities - Cincinnati and Norwood Many people who have lived there a long time (used
to work at factories), Young professionals/new families Old
homes being renovated Lots of renters (more than owners?) Good number of Jewish families Crossroads Church –
many members, big institution Car-dependent, but it’s possible to use transit. Bus is becoming more frequent. Lots
of Churches Lots o...

c2444
(26025)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

East Walnut Hills: East Walnut Hills is an older community, one of the first communities in Cinci. It’s on the hillside from the downtown. Full of homes from the 19th century and apartments. Undergoing on a big transformation,
transitions, gentrification, in-flux. Madison Rd is the center of the neighborhood, Columbia Parkway is the southern
border. Northern part of the community is transitioning
and varies for di...

c2454
(22114)

OOC.DS.COMM: nan

Mt. Washington: Who lives here: Predominately white,
lower income homeowners I think? Issues: ??? Key places:
rec center, library, grocery store, Stanberry Park, church,
Sands Montessori School, small businesses, community
garden, water tower? What’s missing: Remke Markets
closed; Kroger only grocery store, nearest urgent care and
hospital in Anderson, OH, my bank in my neighborhood
closed so I have to go to A...
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c2456
(22110)

OOC.JK.COMM: nan

Oakley/Madisonville Community: Borders - North: Duck
Creek Rd/I-71 - East: Kenwood Road - South: Brotherton Rd/Erie Ave - West: I-71 Majority white, but multiracial Some higher-income neighborhoods (in Oakley especially), some lower-income neighborhoods in Madisonville
Lots of new housing, housing prices going up Community
includes multiple grocery/department stores, restaurants,
rec center, library, churches, medical faci...

c2464
(18100)

PP.TA.COMM: nan

East Fork Community: Development, Growing Population:
Selling farmland and building subdivisions. Eastgate (Suburban): Mall, Grocery Stores, etc. Main center for resources. Williamsburg: Rual School Districts are combining resources to provide students what they need. Funding is a challenge and the burden is put on the community.
Kids are expected to go to schools that are not in close proximity to their homes. I...

c2474
(14352)

OOC.DM.COMM: nan

Is that Coffee or Bourbon: Public school in pleasant ridge
but serves families in Golf Manor Golf Manor is an all black
suburb separated from white suburb in past Many breweries: MadTree Brewing; High Grain; Nine Giant Great
restaurant district in the heart of pleasant ridge Extraordinarily diverse community, 50/50 black/white Very diverse
income wise — many wealthy people and working class
people ... all go to Plea...

c3691
(17534)

Ohio Map: nan

Columbia-Tusculum: Columbia Tusculum is a historic
neighborhood that reaches from the East End along the
Ohio River to Mt. lookout square. It is characterized by
painted lady homes, many of which bear plaques indicating when they were built; most of those plaques show that
the homes were built in the late 1800s. The housing is
mixed - single family homes of many styles, including the
painted ladies, multi-family bui...

c3719
(17882)

Ohio Map: nan

Greater Hyde Park: Greater Hyde Park neighborhood, extending into parts of Oakley, O’Bryonville, Madisonville,
Mount Lookout

c3965
(22104)

Ohio Map: nan

Maki’s community (Norwood): nan

c3985
(22540)

Ohio Map: nan

OOC.KLM.COMM: nan

c4061
(24502)

Ohio Map: nan

Oakley/Madisonville Community: Borders - North: Duck
Creek Rd/I-71 - East: Kenwood Road - South: Brotherton Rd/Erie Ave - West: I-71 Majority white, but multiracial Some higher-income neighborhoods (in Oakley especially), some lower-income neighborhoods in Madisonville
Lots of new housing, housing prices going up Community
includes multiple grocery/department stores, restaurants,
rec center, library, churches, medical faci...

c4106
(26969)

Ohio Map: nan

OOC.JS.COMM: Straddles two cities - Cincinnati and Norwood Many people who have lived there a long time (used
to work at factories), Young professionals/new families Old
homes being renovated Lots of renters (more than owners?) Good number of Jewish families Crossroads Church –
many members, big institution Car-dependent, but it’s possible to use transit. Bus is becoming more frequent. Lots
of Churches Lots o...
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c4200
(29969)

Ohio Map: nan

Mt. Washington: Mt. Washington - most Eastern Cincinnati neighborhood separated by the Little Miami River
from the rest of the city. Self contained with a post office,
park, schools, grocery, bus lines all within walkable distance to homes. Diverse racial makeup and diverse housing
stock.

c4202
(29978)

Ohio Map: nan

Hyde Park: Significant green space and affluence, mixed
with small homes built a hundred years ago for the working class. As a result of tax abatements there are people
adding additions to otherwise small homes and home values are skyrocketing. It’s a walking community with many
restaurants and trails. There is a strong community council
that influences development. It’s about 90% white. There
are popu...

c4205
(29997)

Ohio Map: nan

Hyde Park/Oakley: Key institutions: Coffee Emporium,
Churches (St. Mary’s, etc.), Hyde Park Square, Ault Park,
Restaurants, Art Galleries, Rec Center in East Hyde Park,
Carl’s deli, HP Elementary, Park Montessori, Summit Country Day School, Springer School, 2 grocery stores in Plaza,
Firehouse. Dutch’s (former landmark) Upscale retail went
away Not a lot that ties the community together, lack of
community sensibili...

c4287
(33573)

Ohio Map: nan

MNMEastEnd0801: East End Community - follows along
Route 52 and the Ohio River. The East End is an urban
recreation gem with a bike facility/bike path that runs its
length and several parks. It is a neighborhood with a significant number of high-income residents and low-income
residents with fewer mid-income families. There is a lack
of groceries and health facilities in the immediate neighborhood and as a res...

c4315
(34378)

Ohio Map: nan

MNMEastEnd0801: East End Community - follows along
Route 52 and the Ohio River. The East End is an urban
recreation gem with a bike facility/bike path that runs its
length and several parks. It is a neighborhood with a significant number of high-income residents and low-income
residents with fewer mid-income families. There is a lack
of groceries and health facilities in the immediate neighborhood and as a res...

c4519
(41151)

Near East-side Cincinnati Neighborhood: This community map describes the network of places that make up a community for many
on the east side of Cincinnati. I-71 divided many communities, but
through the creation of the Wasson Way Trail, some of those communities have been reconnected in meaningful ways for residents.

Community 1: This community includes neighborhoods
that were divided by I-71, but have been reunified to some
extent by the Wasson Way Trail. There are two neighborhood squares where community members patronize small
businesses, as well as three large shopping plazas with grocery stores and a variety of other shops, including restaurants, a movie theatre, and clothing stores. Most people
within this community...

c893 (14349)

Madison road: nan

Community 1: Lots of diversity, also lots of gentrification,
probably the central places are the grocery store, there’s a
library a couple of libraries — dog parks — there’s one dog
park; there’s a lot of coffee shops etc. along Madison road
there’s a huge church in the middle of all this.

c3691
(17534)

Ohio Map: nan

Oakley: Oakley is an old city neighborhood currently going through major transformation - growth in commercial
enterprises and population - becoming more diverse in education and income levels.
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c4287
(33573)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c4315
(34378)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c3691
(17534)

Ohio Map: nan

Hyde Park: nan

c4199
(29965)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 3: nan
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c2463
(18105)

ED.MK.COMM: nan

Sycamore Community: Blue Ash, Montgomery, Symmes
Township, & Sycamore Township. All one school system.
Gerrymandered into two districts. 22nd School district in
the state of Ohio. About 20% people of color (Black, Asian,
& Indian, very few Latin) about 80% white. Educated &
white collar. Mostly single family homes

c2480
(14265)

OOC.AW.COMM: nan

OOC. AW. COMM: Important locations Bank- Kemba
Church- Word of deliverance Store- Kroger, Sams
Pharmacy- CVG Rec Center- Springdale Rec SchoolBethany, St. Gab, Princeton Golf Course Could use hospital
and medical center. Urgent Care in Springdale Issues most
important: Taxes, property value, community safety, policing, diversity. Glendale would be apart of my community.
Tri-county

c2487
(13068)

RWB: nan

Mason/West Chester: Northern suburb of Cincinnati; upper middle class community with appeal of strong performing schools; appeals to and caters to families; mix
of small businesses and national chain stores and restaurants; predominantly white but growing and becoming
more diverse; corporate transfers frequently purchase
homes in this area Touching two counties: Butler & Warren County This community primarily shop...

c2684
(35764)

Symmes Township/Loveland map: nan

Community 1: -One key part of what I consider my
my community is in a different district (Loveland Bike
Trail/Downtown Loveland); It is a great area that we love
and is unique and draws people from all over -Loveland
Madeira Road, a major area in the community is not in my
district either. The retail space is not sufficiently filled or
updated. some people go further away for shopping (e.g.
bigger, updated K...

c3647
(36355)

Cair Ohio- muhammad- mason: nan

Cairohio-mason- mohammad: This area represents the
mason community. It has a growing immigrant and Muslim population. The mason communities tend to be very
diverse and speak a multitude of languages such as urdu,
hindi, arabic, and many others. The communities in Mason tend to be close with one another and most families
know each other.

c3648
(36359)

cair ohio- mukarram- bethany station: nan

CAIR-OHIO-Mukarram-Bethany Station: Our community
is a relatively diverse growing community with including
large corporations like P&G, Humana and IKEA. We need
more programs and outreach to help people of different
cultures and backgrounds. We need sidwalks in our town.
More access to buses for schools. This community is connected by mosques into Cincinnati, Clifton, Dayton and
into Kentucky.
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c3651
(36361)

CAir-Ohio- Dr. Samina Sohail map: West Chester: suburban professionals, Muslim Americans, issues of concern, Islamophobia, racism,
Covid education, major areas: Islamic Center of Greater Cincinnati
with over 500 attendees every week, VOA park, Liberty Center,

CAIR-Ohio-Samina-west chester: West Chester: suburban professionals, Muslim Americans, issues of concern,
Islamophobia, racism, Covid education, major areas: Islamic Center of Greater Cincinnati with over 500 attendees
every week, VOA park, Liberty Center,

c3655
(36366)

CAIR-Ohio-Saif-Wetherington:
Chester Ohio

Muslim American living in West

CAIR-Ohio-Saif-Wetherington: Traditional White middle
class community experiencing rapid growth and development with increasing ethnic and religious diversity

c3661
(36381)

CAIR-Ohio-Seema-White Hill: This map represents part of West
Chester and Mason areas. Homogeneous community - not a lot of diversity except for the immigrant Muslim community living throughout this area. Highly educated but not as politically engaged. Multiple
business such as diverse grocery stores, restaurants, mosques and even
a school system that serve the Muslim community. Close-knit community of Muslims throughout th...

CAIR-Ohio-Seema-White Hill: This map represents part
of West Chester and Mason areas. Homogeneous community - not a lot of diversity except for the immigrant Muslim community living throughout this area. Highly educated but not as politically engaged. Multiple business such
as diverse grocery stores, restaurants, mosques and even
a school system that serve the Muslim community. Closeknit community of Muslims throughout th...

c3734
(18107)

Ohio Map: nan

Sycamore Community: Blue Ash, Montgomery, Symmes
Township, & Sycamore Township. All one school system.
Gerrymandered into two districts. 22nd School district in
the state of Ohio. About 20% people of color (Black, Asian,
& Indian, very few Latin) about 80% white. Educated &
white collar. Mostly single family homes

c3835
(19546)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

c3892
(20270)

Ohio Map: nan

West Chester Township: Huge, disconnected, uppermiddle class. Home to one of the largest school districts in
Ohio (Lakota). West Chester and Liberty Townships blend
together.

c4204
(29988)

Ohio Map: nan

Blue Ash/Montgomery: Blue Ash and Montgomery are
linked but the legislative districts have split the two communities. Many of our friends live in both Blue Ash, Montgomery and Symmes Township. Two main hospitals are
Bethesda Hospital and Jewish Hospital. Christ Hospital has
a large out patient facility in northern Montgomery. Our
family uses University Hospital which has out patient offices on Montgomery Rd near ...

c458 (9353)

OH 747: nan

Point 1: Lining 747 are restaurants (some chain but mostly
family-run), fitness facilities, and child-focused biz. West
of 747 has a high concentration of Asian families. South of
Smith Rd/ West of 747 has Asian, Black & Middle Eastern
families and mostly condo/luxury apt communities. East
of 747 maintains racial diversity, a higher % of white, and is
mostly condo/lux apts. Low crime area, desirable divers...

c459 (9357)

Lakeside Dr: nan

Community 2: In recent years has become highly populated by Hispanic and Middle Eastern families (adding to
the existing Black families) in the condo/apts on eastern
2/3. Very interesting it is it’s own "block" since it has a
high Immigrant community and ICE has targeted the area.
Close to fast-food chains, gas stations, automotive repair &
sales, grocery. The diversity has gifted the area with a few
family-ow...
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c781 (13056)

Mason/West Chester: nan

Mason/West Chester: Northern suburb of Cincinnati; upper middle class community with appeal of strong performing schools; appeals to and caters to families; mix
of small businesses and national chain stores and restaurants; predominantly white but growing and becoming
more diverse; corporate transfers frequently purchase
homes in this area

c786 (13067)

Sycamore Community Schools: nan

Sycamore Community Schools: Four communities tied together by same school system

c797 (13129)

Community 1 Madeira, Blue Ash, Indian H: nan

Community 1 Madeira, Blue Ash, Indian Hill, northeast
suburbs of Hamilton County for Ohio House General Assembly HR.: Northeast suburbs of Hamilton County and
eastern part of City of Cincinnati. These communities have
schools that play each other in the same sports leagues in
all grades. People shop and work in mini cities of Kenwood
and Blue Ash from all these communities. Within the I275 range communities, these suburbs all depend on each
other for businesses, entertainment, parks, and residential
schools. ...

p3717
(17839)

Ohio Map: nan

Fairfield Township: Suburban area of unincorporated Butler County around Hamilton and Fairfield. Kids are in Fairfield City Schools. District is mostly middle class and white.

c4199
(29965)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c2485
(13074)

LOH_M: nan

Community 4: Jessica Miranda’s 28th district (I think)
where I managed a campaign for a year. A district gerrymandered to be solidly red, but held by dems previously
and flipped by Jessica in 2018. Just enough of solidly blue,
extremely Black Forest Park, newly blue and heavily Latino
Springdale, and trending blue Blue Ash, Sharonnville, and
some precincts in Montgomery to prevail over solidly red
with small h...

c720 (12538)

Lebanon: nan

Community 4: Jessica Miranda’s 28th district (I think)
where I managed a campaign for a year. A district gerrymandered to be solidly red, but held by dems previously
and flipped by Jessica in 2018. Just enough of solidly blue,
extremely Black Forest Park, newly blue and heavily Latino
Springdale, and trending blue Blue Ash, Sharonnville, and
some precincts in Montgomery to prevail over solidly red
with small h...
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c1290
(29626)

#Fair-Districts-OH: Several Clark County-Springfield residents collaborated to create our community map. Our hope is provide a sense
of all the positives Springfield residents and organizations have built
together over the years to bring a healthy, growing, diverse, creative
culture to its residents. We have also described our concerns that we
have consistently worked together with our local government officials,
chu...

Springfield/Clark County: Springfield is the county seat of
Clark County Ohio with a 2020 population of 58,105. It is
the 12th largest city in Ohio. Unfortunately, our population
is currently declining at a rate of -0.66% annually and the
population has decreased by -4.13% since the most recent
census, which recorded a population of 60,608 in 2010. The
average household income in Springfield is $51,534 with a
poverty rate ...

c2448
(23420)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Celina, Ohio: A lot of German ancestry, hard-working
people, very White, Catholic. Older, retired. Celina is
the county seat of Mercer County, population of 10,000 in
Celina, scattered around the county. Folks have second
homes at Grand Lake St. Marys. Number one in alcohol
consumption per capita in Ohio. Employers: manufacturing, healthcare, education, seven school districts in the
county. Small factories tha...

c3959
(21949)

Ohio Map: nan

Springfield, Ohio: Time Magazine called Springfield "the
typical American city" in 1980. Empty shopping mall now.
Urban revitalization underway, successes downtown.

c4179
(29626)

Ohio Map: nan

Springfield/Clark County: Springfield is the county seat of
Clark County Ohio with a 2020 population of 58,105. It is
the 12th largest city in Ohio. Unfortunately, our population
is currently declining at a rate of -0.66% annually and the
population has decreased by -4.13% since the most recent
census, which recorded a population of 60,608 in 2010. The
average household income in Springfield is $51,534 with a
poverty rate ...

c4410
(24451)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Roscommon Area-Aadil: The suburban neighborhood attracts many white people (many which are retired both in the neighborhoods as well as in the retired
home), immigrants who work at the local hospital, and very
few minorities. Because it is quite suburban, there is not
many who reside in this area. Of the ~1000 who reside
in this area, many have recently moved here in the past
decade. Some notable locations include th...

c50 (24451)

CAIR-Ohio-Roscommon Area-Aadil: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Roscommon Area-Aadil: The suburban neighborhood attracts many white people (many which are retired both in the neighborhoods as well as in the retired
home), immigrants who work at the local hospital, and very
few minorities. Because it is quite suburban, there is not
many who reside in this area. Of the ~1000 who reside
in this area, many have recently moved here in the past
decade. Some notable locations include th...
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c4337
(35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 3: nan
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c2442
(26632)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Bellbrook: Rural area, part of Greene county, very Republican. Low voter turnout and voter registration rates. OH-10,
lumped in with Dayton and Montgomery County, not a lot
of Democratic campaigning in the area, area gets left out
of Democratic party campaigns. Middle-class, very white,
folks commute to Dayton and Beavercreek and Cinci. Residents of Bellbrook go to community events in Centerville
and Bea...

c2465
(17160)

CV.DJ.COMM: nan

DJ: Boundaries: 94 Outside Payne Seminary (Wilberforce
-Clifton Rd) Wilberforce & Central State are both apart of
the community. Xenia- Where we get items for our daily
needs. People that live here: School (African-American &
young), neighboring housing (Caucasian/White & old and
middle age). Students: Migrants from Midwest states Issues/Concerns: 1. During the pandemic -Lack of financial
s...

c2485
(13074)

LOH_M: nan

Community 1: This is the community I graduated high
school in. Largely white, with mostly Asian people representing the minority. Area encompasses 3 rival high
schools (Springboro, Lebanon, Centerville), up to the Dayton Mall area where many of us spent our free time in high
school. The community is not diverse. Needs/Issues similar among Springboro, Lebanon, Centerville. Notes of experiencing racism & con...

c2486
(13073)

FOF: nan

Downtown xenia: small biz like shoe shops, and a bunch
of fast food restaurants, nothing particularly interesting
on main street. Some businesses have apartments above
them, but not many. Shawnee Park is the main green space
in town. Main street, third street area has gov buildings and
older historic houses. main street to third street is the lower
income area, water street and main tends to be higher income....

c2546
(34297)

East Dayton Storyteller - OWA: This maps shows, where I live my life,
where I worship and where I go to have fun

My neighborhood: This is where I live and spend most of
my daily life. Especially with the pandemic shutdown, this
is where I spend most of my time. I walk around my neighborhood for exercise. It is a primarily white community
and has some immigrant people. There are a growing number of black people moving in though. It is a poorer community. There are a lot of not well kept homes. Some of the
people in my commu...

c2654
(35226)

Dayton Childcare Owner - JP: nan

Everyday Life: These areas cover much of what my daily
life contains outside of work. We have a lot of resources and
stores and places. I like the close proximity of everything
in my life because where I used to live where I grew up, I
would have to drive for longer than 5 minutes to get what I
need. The people in my community are heavy Trump supporters. Even thought I am AA it is rare for me to see other
AA p...
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c2669
(35593)

CAIR-OH-Centerville OH: nan

CAIR_Ohio Centerville OH: muslim population community wit mosque library, school, gym

c2670
(35605)

Cair-Ohio-Centerville-Neha: This shows the Centerville Community.
There is not as much diversity, however, there is a strong Indian community. There are a lot of successful immigrants in our community
that have settled well. There are a bunch of new people moving into our
community, especially with young families. Our community is diverse
in opportunities. There are always opportunities to find new hobbies,
try different cui...

Cair-Ohio-Centerville-Neha: This shows the Centerville
Community. There is not as much diversity, however, there
is a strong Indian community. There are a lot of successful
immigrants in our community that have settled well. There
are a bunch of new people moving into our community, especially with young families. Our community is diverse in
opportunities. There are always opportunities to find new
hobbies, try different cui...

c2671
(35606)

CAIR-OHIO Centerville Tracy: This shows the Centerville community
with young adults and families. There is a strong Muslim community
with other diverse communities. Important areas in the community
would be Centerville High School and Centerville Library.

CAIR-OHIO Centerville Tracy: This shows the Centerville
community with young adults and families. There is a
strong Muslim community with other diverse communities. Important areas in the community would be Centerville High School and Centerville Library.

c2673
(35603)

Cair-Ohio-Centerville-Jigyasa: This shows the Centerville community
with all ages and wide range of diversity. This includes a lot of frequently visited places by my family and I. Some important places are
my friends and families homes and my school.

Cair-Ohio-Centerville-Jigyasa: This shows the Centerville
community with all ages and wide range of diversity. This
includes a lot of frequently visited places by my family
and I. Some important places are my friends and families
homes and my school.

c2674
(35602)

CAIR-Ohio-Centerville-Mehreen: This shows the Centerville community. A lot of diversity, a strong Muslim community. Up and coming
community, growing with development and young people and families moving. A lot of physicians. Community members would like to
see more Muslim representation at the local, state and federal levels.

CAIR-Ohio-Centerville-Mehreen: This shows the Centerville community. A lot of diversity, a strong Muslim community. Up and coming community, growing with development and young people and families moving. A lot of
physicians. Community members would like to see more
Muslim representation at the local, state and federal levels.

c2675
(35592)

Cair-Ohio-Dayton-Muslim: muslim community consisting of friends
,kids school .muslim community ctr, mosque, hospital, library, shopping mall parks, restaurants,

Community 1: muslim community consisting of friends
,kids school .muslim community ctr, mosque, hospital, library, shopping mall parks, restaurants,

c2676
(35594)

Community 1: This is a strong Muslim Asian community. Lot of IT
Engeneers. Lots of new growing families.

Community 1: This is a strong Muslim Asian community.
Lot of IT Engeneers. Lots of new growing families

c2677
(35598)

Cair-Ohio-Centerville-Izza: Centerville is a predominantly wealthy
city. This area includes all the community centers and has everything
a community needs.

Cair-Ohio-Centerville-Izza: Centerville is a predominantly wealthy city. This area includes all the community
centers and has everything a community needs.

c2679
(35612)

cair-ohio-centerville: nan

cair-ohio-centerville: diversity ,primarily urdu and hindi
speaking 30 percent desi kids in public school many of
them are muslims

c3692
(17549)

Ohio Map: nan

Cornerstone: Cornerstone comprises the small part of
Centerville that lies within Greene County. Because it is
in a different county, it will likely be considered a separate
entity for redistricting purposes. Currently, the area is entirely commercial, but multifamily housing is under development.

c3853
(19802)

Ohio Map: nan

Cornerstone: Cornerstone comprises the small part of
Centerville that lies within Greene County. Because it is
in a different county, it will likely be considered a separate
entity for redistricting purposes. Currently, the area is entirely commercial, but multifamily housing is under development.
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c3895
(20280)

Ohio Map: nan

Greene County: Greene County has nearly half the population of a state Senate district for the new cycle (over 150,000
people, compared to a district size of about 350,000)

c3916
(20725)

Ohio Map: nan

Cornerstone: Cornerstone comprises the small part of
Centerville that lies within Greene County. Because it is
in a different county, it will likely be considered a separate
entity for redistricting purposes. Currently, the area is entirely commercial, but multifamily housing is under development.

c4013
(23045)

Ohio Map: nan

East-Central Clinton County: This region of Clinton
County is home to two schools: Wilmington City Schools
and East Clinton (EC). EC is a centralized school between
Sabina and New Vienna, and many of its students spend
time in Wilmington, which is the county seat. The region
is predominantly white and non-Hispanic. The geography
is very homogenous–it’s mostly very flat with corn/soybean
fields. There is not very much large-...

c4026
(23433)

Ohio Map: nan

Cornerstone: Cornerstone comprises the small part of
Centerville that lies within Greene County. Because it is
in a different county, it will likely be considered a separate
entity for redistricting purposes. Currently, the area is entirely commercial, but multifamily housing is under development.

c4056
(24202)

Ohio Map: nan

Affluent Kettering: Upper middle income

c4079
(25112)

Ohio Map: nan

West Kettering: An upper middle income community of
higher education residents. Housing is predominantly
single-family homes with few multi-unit buildings. The
neighborhood is stable in the sense that many residents
are long-term, and resident change-over happens in waves.
Many families reside here due to the proximity to Dayton,
and the high quality of schools and affordable housing.

c4102
(26691)

Ohio Map: nan

West Kettering: An upper middle income community of
higher education residents. Housing is predominantly
single-family homes with few multi-unit buildings. The
neighborhood is stable in the sense that many residents
are long-term, and resident change-over happens in waves.
Many families reside here due to the proximity to Dayton,
and the high quality of schools and affordable housing.

c4103
(26695)

Ohio Map: nan

City of Beavercreek: nan

c4105
(26852)

Ohio Map: nan

City of Beavercreek: Beavercreek is the largest city in
Greene County, with a population of approximately 47,000.
It has grown rapidly in the past 40 years. The economy is
dominated by Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and associated defense contractors, resulting in a population that is
more affluent and better educated than surrounding areas.
The population can be describes as primarily white, with
good jobs and c...
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c4132
(27776)

Ohio Map: nan

West Kettering: An upper middle income community of
higher education residents. Housing is predominantly
single-family homes with few multi-unit buildings. The
neighborhood is stable in the sense that many residents
are long-term, and resident change-over happens in waves.
Many families reside here due to the proximity to Dayton,
and the high quality of schools and affordable housing.

c4133
(27781)

Ohio Map: nan

City of Beavercreek: Beavercreek is the largest city in
Greene County, with a population of approximately 47,000.
It has grown rapidly in the past 40 years. The economy is
dominated by Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and associated defense contractors, resulting in a population that is
more affluent and better educated than surrounding areas.
The population can be describes as primarily white, with
good jobs and c...

c4313
(34297)

Ohio Map: nan

My neighborhood: This is where I live and spend most of
my daily life. Especially with the pandemic shutdown, this
is where I spend most of my time. I walk around my neighborhood for exercise. It is a primarily white community
and has some immigrant people. There are a growing number of black people moving in though. It is a poorer community. There are a lot of not well kept homes. Some of the
people in my commu...

c4360
(35226)

Ohio Map: nan

Everyday Life: These areas cover much of what my daily
life contains outside of work. We have a lot of resources and
stores and places. I like the close proximity of everything
in my life because where I used to live where I grew up, I
would have to drive for longer than 5 minutes to get what I
need. The people in my community are heavy Trump supporters. Even thought I am AA it is rare for me to see other
AA p...

c4408
(24448)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Centerville- Amina Wase: This is a majority
white suburban community of Dayton. It is a fairly safe
area. Most community concerns are based around community upkeep, education, and increased transportation
resources. In a town hall meeting, we would most likely
discuss the concerns of citizens regarding community resources and support. There is a good amount of an Asian
and Black population. Certain neighborhoods such...

c45 (24448)

CAIR-Ohio-Centerville- Amina Wase: This is a majority white suburban community of Dayton. It is a fairly safe area. Most community concerns are based around community upkeep, education, and increased
transportation resources. In a town hall meeting, we would most likely
discuss the concerns of citizens regarding community resources and
support. There is a good amount of an Asian and Black population.
Certain neighborhoods such...

CAIR-Ohio-Centerville- Amina Wase: This is a majority
white suburban community of Dayton. It is a fairly safe
area. Most community concerns are based around community upkeep, education, and increased transportation
resources. In a town hall meeting, we would most likely
discuss the concerns of citizens regarding community resources and support. There is a good amount of an Asian
and Black population. Certain neighborhoods such...

c720 (12538)

Lebanon: nan

Community 1: This is the community I graduated high
school in. Largely white, with mostly Asian people representing the minority. Area encompasses 3 rival high
schools (Springboro, Lebanon, Centerville), up to the Dayton Mall area where many of us spent our free time in high
school.
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c741 (12682)

The Greater Kettering Area: nan

The Greater Kettering Area: The community cares about
green spaces/community spaces/ parks like Lincoln Park &
Delco Park Town & Country is a popular shopping strip

c776 (12980)

Downtown xenia: nan

Downtown xenia: small biz like shoe shops, and a bunch
of fast food restaurants, nothing particularly interesting
on main street. Some businesses have apartments above
them, but not many. Shawnee Park is the main green space
in town. Main street, third street area has gov buildings and
older historic houses. main street to third street is the lower
income area, water street and main tends to be higher income....

c783 (13060)

The Greater Kettering Area: nan

The Greater Kettering Area: The community cares about
green spaces/community spaces/ parks like Lincoln Park &
Delco Park Town & Country is a popular shopping strip

c973 (15218)

Kettering: nan

Kettering: nan

c990
(15369)

Centerville proper: nan

Centerville proper: This is where google maps takes you
when you put ’centerville’ in the search field and hit ’go’.

c3692
(17549)

Ohio Map: nan

Centerville / Washington Twp United: Centerville and
Washington Twp. are interconnected communities occupying the southeast part of Montgomery County. They
share a common school system, park district, and library
system, which are highly valued by the residents. Centerville is incorporated as a city, with its own government and
taxing authority, police force, public works department,
and planning and zoning functions. Washington T...

c3853
(19802)

Ohio Map: nan

Centerville AND Washington Twp: Centerville and Washington Twp. are interconnected communities occupying
the southeast part of Montgomery County. They share a
common school system, park district, and library system,
which are highly valued by the residents. Centerville is incorporated as a city, with its own government and taxing
authority, police force, public works department, and planning and zoning functions. Washington T...

c3916
(20725)

Ohio Map: nan

Centerville / Washington Twp United: Centerville and
Washington Twp. are interconnected communities occupying the southeast part of Montgomery County. They
share a common school system, park district, and library
system, which are highly valued by the residents. Centerville is incorporated as a city, with its own government and
taxing authority, police force, public works department,
and planning and zoning functions. Washington T...

c4026
(23433)

Ohio Map: nan

Centerville AND Washington Twp: Centerville and Washington Twp. are interconnected communities occupying
the southeast part of Montgomery County. They share a
common school system, park district, and library system,
which are highly valued by the residents. Centerville is incorporated as a city, with its own government and taxing
authority, police force, public works department, and planning and zoning functions. Washington T...
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c4027
(23435)

Ohio Map: nan

Centerville AND Washington Twp: Centerville and Washington Twp. are interconnected communities occupying
the southeast part of Montgomery County. They share a
common school system, park district, and library system,
which are highly valued by the residents. Centerville is incorporated as a city, with its own government and taxing
authority, police force, public works department, and planning and zoning functions. Washington T...

c4056
(24202)

Ohio Map: nan

Low economic status: nan

c4079
(25112)

Ohio Map: nan

North-east Kettering: A lower-income community with
fewer single-family units and many rentals and apartment
buildings, leading to higher resident turn-over. Residents
are historically Appalachian in origin. Many families reside here due to the proximity to Dayton, and the high quality of schools and affordable housing.

c4102
(26691)

Ohio Map: nan

North-east Kettering: A lower-income community with
fewer single-family units and many rentals and apartment
buildings, leading to higher resident turn-over. Residents
are historically Appalachian in origin. Many families reside here due to the proximity to Dayton, and the high quality of schools and affordable housing.

c4105
(26852)

Ohio Map: nan

Beavercreek Township: Beavercreek Township is a mix of
rural, suburban, and commercial areas. The bulk of the
population and most of the commercial development lie
within the bounds of the City of Beavercreek. The eastern
third of the township is primarily farmland, interspersed
with small residential subdivisions.

c4132
(27776)

Ohio Map: nan

North-east Kettering: A lower-income community with
fewer single-family units and many rentals and apartment
buildings, leading to higher resident turn-over. Residents
are historically Appalachian in origin. Many families reside here due to the proximity to Dayton, and the high quality of schools and affordable housing.

c4133
(27781)

Ohio Map: nan

Beavercreek Township: Beavercreek Township is a mix of
rural, suburban, and commercial areas. The bulk of the
population and most of the commercial development lie
within the bounds of the City of Beavercreek. The eastern
third of the township is primarily farmland, interspersed
with small residential subdivisions.

c4471
(37552)

P Hodge - Map (OWA): I am CSU Alum that has returned back to this
area to serve and volunteer with many different organizations. If I was
to host a community meeting it would be about Mental Health and our
youth. At a grassroots level, our community needs more people that
care and are willing to be a mentor. We need more mental health professionals We need policies in place to address the reckless driving, the
ATV ...

Where I get my needs met: I chose to grocery shop outside
of my community because I do not want to go to grocery
shopping with security

c973 (15218)

Kettering: nan

Oakwood: nan

c990
(15369)

Centerville proper: nan

Centerville Grounded: This is where the really naughty
children of centerville live.

c3853
(19802)

Ohio Map: nan

Centerville proper: Centerville and Washington Twp. are
interconnected communities occupying the southeast part
of Montgomery County. They share a common school system, park district, and library system, which are highly valued by the residents. Centerville is incorporated as a city,
with its own government and taxing authority, police force,
public works department, and planning and zoning functions.
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c3916
(20725)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 3: nan

c4026
(23433)

Ohio Map: nan

Centerville proper: Centerville and Washington Twp. are
interconnected communities occupying the southeast part
of Montgomery County. They share a common school system, park district, and library system, which are highly valued by the residents. Centerville is incorporated as a city,
with its own government and taxing authority, police force,
public works department, and planning and zoning functions.

c4027
(23435)

Ohio Map: nan

Centerville proper: Centerville and Washington Twp. are
interconnected communities occupying the southeast part
of Montgomery County. They share a common school system, park district, and library system, which are highly valued by the residents. Centerville is incorporated as a city,
with its own government and taxing authority, police force,
public works department, and planning and zoning functions.

c4056
(24202)

Ohio Map: nan

Middle-income Kettering: nan

c4079
(25112)

Ohio Map: nan

South-east (and West) Kettering: In terms of income and
housing stock, SE Kettering is intermediate, between the
other two adjacent neighborhoods. Many families reside
here due to the proximity to Dayton, and the high quality
of schools and affordable housing.

c4102
(26691)

Ohio Map: nan

South-east (and West) Kettering: In terms of income and
housing stock, SE Kettering is intermediate, between the
other two adjacent neighborhoods. Many families reside
here due to the proximity to Dayton, and the high quality
of schools and affordable housing.

c4132
(27776)

Ohio Map: nan

South-east (and West) Kettering: In terms of income and
housing stock, SE Kettering is intermediate, between the
other two adjacent neighborhoods. Many families reside
here due to the proximity to Dayton, and the high quality
of schools and affordable housing.

c4492
(39377)

Residence Park Citizens Map: We need more Wal-mart, groceries, and
places for older people to go somewhere to pay their bills. We need a
bowling alley and a skating rink. We need places that will bring into
our community.

Where I go to get entertainment: I go to the Levitt and I go
to the Dayton Metro Park. I go out of town for most of my
entertainment

c3853
(19802)

Ohio Map: nan

Washington Township: Centerville and Washington Twp.
are interconnected communities occupying the southeast
part of Montgomery County. They share a common school
system, park district, and library system, which are highly
valued by the residents. Washington Twp. provides these
services for the residents of the unincorporated parts of the
township through a separate governing body and taxing authority. In addition, ...
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c4026
(23433)

Ohio Map: nan

Washington Township: Centerville and Washington Twp.
are interconnected communities occupying the southeast
part of Montgomery County. They share a common school
system, park district, and library system, which are highly
valued by the residents. Washington Twp. provides these
services for the residents of the unincorporated parts of the
township through a separate governing body and taxing authority. In addition, ...

c4027
(23435)

Ohio Map: nan

Washington Township: Centerville and Washington Twp.
are interconnected communities occupying the southeast
part of Montgomery County. They share a common school
system, park district, and library system, which are highly
valued by the residents. Washington Twp. provides these
services for the residents of the unincorporated parts of the
township through a separate governing body and taxing authority. In addition, ...

c4026
(23433)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 5: nan
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Supporting Data for Cluster C6
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c2484
(13748)

OOC.PH.COMM: nan

Westside of Dayton: Predominately Black ppl leave here.
Churches are key to the community. There One Kroger all
Black ppl in this community go to. Good Sam Hospital was
key in the community until it was closed There is no hospital. There is a high end golf course that is geographically in
the community but not accessible to the community. There
is a need for a full operating grocery store. To get healthc...

c2656
(35280)

Te’Jals Community: Entrepreneurial Map: nan

An Young Professional Artist Community: Black people
are what make up most of my community. A lot of people
in my community are artists and entrepreneurs. They have
children and families. We represent older gen Z & millennials. West Dayton needs more food, and there is nothing
to do and it is underdeveloped. It is abandoned. I have no
options to eat clean if I want to. That’s why I have to go
downtown

c2657
(35310)

Playtime’s Community: Dayton: I represent the population of Black
Childcare owners that live in the city where I serve. Our community
needs jobs in our area that pay people good wages, support for small
black businesses, and affordable new family housing. Our seniors need
support to keep their homes up. If we were to host community meetings they would be about abandoned houses, kids driving up and down
the roads, poorly lit ...

Everyday Life & Community: My community consists of
my family. Most of my family are working class people, entrepreneurs, students and people on disability.

c3638
(36194)

Work Now to Enhance the Future: One of the biggest concerns that I
have is the amount of trash that I see. The dilapidated homes and the
issues with the road. My generation does not know how to advocate
our concerns and issues. We do not know where to go. We need more
resources like grocery stores, recreation centers and restaurants in our
community. There are no healthy options for food in our community.
We have to spend our ...

My Family’s Community: My family consists of an entrepreneur, educators and childcare workers, artists, laborers and STNAs and nurses.

c3676
(36793)

Vandalia Lutheran Faith Community: This map is for the St. John’s
Faith Community. Our community is well-resourced. We even have
an artsy park. If we were to host a community meeting it would be
about supporting the schools from a faith community perspective and
helping our youth. We would also help police and firefighters.

Vandalia Faith Community: The people in our faith community are older and retired. They primarily live north
of Dayton. When they worked, they were financial advisors, secretaries, nurses and teachers. It is a rather middle
class white congregation. They are majority conservative
but there are some democrats that live with them.

c4060
(24437)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4144
(28165)

Ohio Map: nan

Downtown Dayton: Significant highways–75 North divides
the community, and so does 35 North. The rivers that
flow together in Dayton are important resources–and the
aquifer. The nearby Air Force base shapes politics significantly. City of Dayton is currently seeing air force base for
aquifer pollution. One of largest bike path systems in the
country Many old and closed factories that impact history
of city. ...
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c4227
(30793)

Ohio Map: nan

Dayton: Who is part of your community? Where do they
live? What do they have in common? Miami Valley Majority
black community Majority English Some speaking Spanish
residents West Side of Dayton to Downtown Dayton Neighborhoods need improvement, abandoned homes throughout. Scarce amount of places to shop and have to go out
of the neighborhood to shop. What are some important
places? Caresource Wright-D...

c4363
(35280)

Ohio Map: nan

An Young Professional Artist Community: Black people
are what make up most of my community. A lot of people
in my community are artists and entrepreneurs. They have
children and families. We represent older gen Z & millennials. West Dayton needs more food, and there is nothing
to do and it is underdeveloped. It is abandoned. I have no
options to eat clean if I want to. That’s why I have to go
downtown

c4367
(35310)

Ohio Map: nan

Everyday Life & Community: My community consists of
my family. Most of my family are working class people, entrepreneurs, students and people on disability.

c4472
(37577)

Our Family Map: Our neighborhood issues that need to be addressed
are the abandoned homes, people being pushed out of the neighborhoods and violence. People do not have opportunities here so they
have to leave. We are the only people on our street that own our homes.
When we were younger, we could play outside, but now there are not
any kids in our neighborhood

Where we live: We are a close knit family that lives in the
neighborhood together

c4337
(35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 13: nan

c2546
(34297)

East Dayton Storyteller - OWA: This maps shows, where I live my life,
where I worship and where I go to have fun

Worship Life: I have attend two churches in this area and
they both were in this same neighborhood. Omega Baptist
Church and New Hope Lutheran were at one point staples
in the community. Omega still has a nice size congregation
however, New Hope is an aging congregation

c2654
(35226)

Dayton Childcare Owner - JP: nan

Work Life: For my work life, as an entreprenuer I have to attend trainings in different areas. My center is located in NW
Dayton, however I go to trainings throughout the county. It
is easier for my to get resources for my center outside of the
community where I work. I often use online resources to
support my business in the city. I do not feel like the people
who represent where I work should represent th...

c2657
(35310)

Playtime’s Community: Dayton: I represent the population of Black
Childcare owners that live in the city where I serve. Our community
needs jobs in our area that pay people good wages, support for small
black businesses, and affordable new family housing. Our seniors need
support to keep their homes up. If we were to host community meetings they would be about abandoned houses, kids driving up and down
the roads, poorly lit ...

Shopping & Health: We eat out a lot at Miller Lane and go
shopping there a lot This map shows that were I live and
where I get my needs met are not the same place.

c3638
(36194)

Work Now to Enhance the Future: One of the biggest concerns that I
have is the amount of trash that I see. The dilapidated homes and the
issues with the road. My generation does not know how to advocate
our concerns and issues. We do not know where to go. We need more
resources like grocery stores, recreation centers and restaurants in our
community. There are no healthy options for food in our community.
We have to spend our ...

Shopping & Everyday life: We have to leave our community to grocery shopping, have entertainment and do recreational activities. Our Krogers typically closes early because they are short staff and the selection is horrendous.
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c3895
(20280)

Ohio Map: nan

West Dayton: Traditional Black neighborhood of roughly
100,000 residents stretching West from downtown. Housing policy and investment/support for local businesses are
shared interests that need a voice in government.

c4184
(29669)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c4313
(34297)

Ohio Map: nan

Worship Life: I have attend two churches in this area and
they both were in this same neighborhood. Omega Baptist
Church and New Hope Lutheran were at one point staples
in the community. Omega still has a nice size congregation
however, New Hope is an aging congregation

c4360
(35226)

Ohio Map: nan

Work Life: For my work life, as an entreprenuer I have to attend trainings in different areas. My center is located in NW
Dayton, however I go to trainings throughout the county. It
is easier for my to get resources for my center outside of the
community where I work. I often use online resources to
support my business in the city. I do not feel like the people
who represent where I work should represent th...

c4367
(35310)

Ohio Map: nan

Shopping & Health: We eat out a lot at Miller Lane and go
shopping there a lot This map shows that were I live and
where I get my needs met are not the same place.

c4472
(37577)

Our Family Map: Our neighborhood issues that need to be addressed
are the abandoned homes, people being pushed out of the neighborhoods and violence. People do not have opportunities here so they
have to leave. We are the only people on our street that own our homes.
When we were younger, we could play outside, but now there are not
any kids in our neighborhood

How we meet needs: We have to go outside of our community to get my needs met. There is only a CVS to get groceries because other stores have been closed. I need a real
grocery store. Family dollar is always closed because they
don’t have enough staff

c4492
(39377)

Residence Park Citizens Map: We need more Wal-mart, groceries, and
places for older people to go somewhere to pay their bills. We need a
bowling alley and a skating rink. We need places that will bring into
our community.

Where we go to get our needs met: nan

c2546
(34297)

East Dayton Storyteller - OWA: This maps shows, where I live my life,
where I worship and where I go to have fun

Activities: This area highlights where most of the fun happens for me. Most entertainment activities that I attended
or even community events are in the downtown area. Also,
there area a lot of restaurants to eat at around the University of Dayton. There is not really a place for me to shop as
a young professional within the city limits unless I want to
shop at a thrift store. I have to go the mall outside ...

c2657
(35310)

Playtime’s Community: Dayton: I represent the population of Black
Childcare owners that live in the city where I serve. Our community
needs jobs in our area that pay people good wages, support for small
black businesses, and affordable new family housing. Our seniors need
support to keep their homes up. If we were to host community meetings they would be about abandoned houses, kids driving up and down
the roads, poorly lit ...

Urban Childcare: This represents where many of the families live that we serve as Black Childcare owners.

c3638
(36194)

Work Now to Enhance the Future: One of the biggest concerns that I
have is the amount of trash that I see. The dilapidated homes and the
issues with the road. My generation does not know how to advocate
our concerns and issues. We do not know where to go. We need more
resources like grocery stores, recreation centers and restaurants in our
community. There are no healthy options for food in our community.
We have to spend our ...

My Work Community: Most of the families I serve live in
West Dayton. Many of our families are factory workers, bus
drivers, fast food restaurant workers, or are unemployed.
Many of them live in poverty and many of them are single parent homes with multiple children and receive some
kind of government assistance (food stamps and section 8.)
They also receive support form Heap. They still struggle to
pay the bill. M...
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c4313
(34297)

Ohio Map: nan

Activities: This area highlights where most of the fun happens for me. Most entertainment activities that I attended
or even community events are in the downtown area. Also,
there area a lot of restaurants to eat at around the University of Dayton. There is not really a place for me to shop as
a young professional within the city limits unless I want to
shop at a thrift store. I have to go the mall outside ...

c4367
(35310)

Ohio Map: nan

Urban Childcare: This represents where many of the families live that we serve as Black Childcare owners.
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Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c2494
(12309)

OEC-Maggie-Arcanum: nan

OEC-Maggie-Arcanum: Rural town in Darke County Ohio.
Extremely white. Mainly homeowners, very few renters.
Mainly old people and families. Mostly residential - a few
businesses, but many have closed over the past 5 years.

c4173
(29295)

Ohio Map: nan

Trotwood United - NEED TO UPDATE TO MATCH MUNICIPAL BOUNDARIES: GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COMMUNITY -Largest (geographic) suburban community of Dayton -Blend of urban, rural, and suburban character -Very
friendly community, close-knit -Clean community -Good
relationship with Police department -Responsive government administration -Active neighborhood watch groups
-Multiple water utility authorities throughout jurisdiction
-Good planning and low population density...

c4233
(31003)

Ohio Map: nan

Trotwood: Trotwood sees itself as a very friendly and closeknit community whose demographics are a of broad crosssection of the area as a whole: urban, suburban, and rural
residents both African American and white. Residents described a well-kept and moderately dense community with
a good relationship with law enforcement and a reasonably responsive local government. Trotwood participants
described seve...

c4242
(31888)

Ohio Map: nan

Jefferson Twp: COMMUNITY ISSUES >General deterioration of the community >Unresponsive gov’t >Dog nuissances >Unkempt properties >Large number of rental
properties with >Non-local owners >Potholes go unrepaired for long periods of time >Traffic volume increase
>Abandoned autos >Feral animals >Parking regulations
>Zoning enforcement - neighborhood protection act is
coming? Resident tenants are not knowledgeable ...

c4319
(34442)

Ohio Map: nan

Clayton: nan

c4337
(35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

c4471
(37552)

P Hodge - Map (OWA): I am CSU Alum that has returned back to this
area to serve and volunteer with many different organizations. If I was
to host a community meeting it would be about Mental Health and our
youth. At a grassroots level, our community needs more people that
care and are willing to be a mentor. We need more mental health professionals We need policies in place to address the reckless driving, the
ATV ...

Everyday Life: i am transplant

c4492
(39377)

Residence Park Citizens Map: We need more Wal-mart, groceries, and
places for older people to go somewhere to pay their bills. We need a
bowling alley and a skating rink. We need places that will bring into
our community.

Residence Park Community: Our community is residence
park. Residence park is 3/4 black and 1/4 Caucasian. The
Caucasians are moving back into the neighborhood. Since
COVID the value of our homes have gone up. However,
much of the housing for the past several years are below
$45,000. We have several small grocery stores. We have
cheaper stores like family dollar and dollar tree. We do not
have any major department stores. ...
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c891 (14344)

Westwood, a community of Metro Dayton: nan

Westwood, a community of Metro Dayton: Predominately
African America, 10% other, $27,000 average income, Single parent households 90%, Average family size of 3-2 kids
1 parent. Several churches, including a strong AME community, public schools. No major medical facility. Food
desert. Closet grocery store is a Kroger, outside the community. On the bus route. Issues that are most important:
Job opportunities in the area, well-payin...
Englewood: nan

c4319 (34442)

Ohio Map: nan

Union: nan
Brookville: nan
New Lebanon: nan
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Supporting Data for Cluster C8
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c1116
(28314)

CAIR-Ohio-Eagle Creek: Middle Income, Progressive, Liberal, Pleasant Local Schools

CAIR-Ohio-Eagle Creek: Middle Income, Community, Progressive, Liberal, Pleasant Local Schools, Ohio State Marion Campus

c2646
(33197)

OWA - Mansfield Ward 1E: Ward 1E in Mansfield is often confused with
it’s neighboring Lexington. Some people in this area don’t vote in Mansfield City elections.

Mansfield Ward 1E: My community is majority white older
population. There is a senior living center, restaurants,
shopping, parks, and quiet residential neighborhoods. The
community is Mansfield city, but Lexington school district,
and many voters do not even know they live in the city of
Mansfield so they don’t vote in the city elections.

c2647
(33203)

OWA - South Side Mansfield: South Side of Mansfield Ohio

Southside Mansfield: Vast majority white, older, most single family homes or condos, few apartment complexes. Senior living and assisted living complexes. Mostly residential. We do have a few locally owned businesses and restaurants. Mansfield City School district.

c2648
(33206)

OWA - Lexington Area: Lexington is a suburb of Mansfield and Ontario.

The Village of Lexington: A small bedroom community
with a predominantly white population. No grocery store
in this community.

c2659
(35405)

OWA from ES: Jordan Jarrett’s submission of district

Jordan Jarrett: Fisher Titus Medical Center is where my
husband is getting his medical treatment for his liver. This
is where I got married at the courthouse. I got my two dogs
from this area, had great memories made with my husband
of going to the drive-in and shaved ice shop. This area is
mainly blue-collared jobs. There are a few that live above
the middle class however, most do not. The high school
here are ...

c3739
(18174)

Ohio Map: nan

Marion Area with Prison: nan

c4012
(23044)

Ohio Map: nan

North-Central Morrow County: This region of Morrow
County sits between four towns–Lexington, Mount Gilead,
Galion, and Marion. The people who live in this area
are mostly farmers or houses with a decent amount of
land, though in the center there is a gated lake community
with fifty percent permanent residents, fifty percent vacation/second homes. There are no grocery stores or shopping or commercial development in this reg...

c4138
(27959)

Ohio Map: nan

Mansfield- Sarah: It’s a lower middle class area, close to
plenty of commerce. Auto shops, bars, etc. People walk
and drive. Mostly retail jobs and restaurants. There is high
school - Mansfield senior high, online school. Racially diverse, a hispanic population, 1:3 ratio of people of color to
white people, evenly represented by families, retirees,

c4139
(28005)

Ohio Map: nan

Sarah’s Mansfield: nan

c4183
(29668)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan
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c4228
(30824)

Ohio Map: nan

Sarah’s Mansfield: nan

c4229
(30826)

Ohio Map: nan

My Richland: nan

c4274
(33197)

Ohio Map: nan

Mansfield Ward 1E: My community is majority white older
population. There is a senior living center, restaurants,
shopping, parks, and quiet residential neighborhoods. The
community is Mansfield city, but Lexington school district,
and many voters do not even know they live in the city of
Mansfield so they don’t vote in the city elections.

c4275
(33202)

Ohio Map: nan

Sarah’s Mansfield: nan

c4276
(33203)

Ohio Map: nan

Southside Mansfield: Vast majority white, older, most single family homes or condos, few apartment complexes. Senior living and assisted living complexes. Mostly residential. We do have a few locally owned businesses and restaurants. Mansfield City School district.

c4277
(33206)

Ohio Map: nan

The Village of Lexington: A small bedroom community
with a predominantly white population. No grocery store
in this community.

c4376
(35405)

Ohio Map: nan

Jordan Jarrett: Fisher Titus Medical Center is where my
husband is getting his medical treatment for his liver. This
is where I got married at the courthouse. I got my two dogs
from this area, had great memories made with my husband
of going to the drive-in and shaved ice shop. This area is
mainly blue-collared jobs. There are a few that live above
the middle class however, most do not. The high school
here are ...

c4441
(28314)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Eagle Creek: Middle Income, Community, Progressive, Liberal, Pleasant Local Schools, Ohio State Marion Campus

c6 (23044)

CT Map of North-Central Morrow County: nan

North-Central Morrow County: This region of Morrow
County sits between four towns–Lexington, Mount Gilead,
Galion, and Marion. The people who live in this area
are mostly farmers or houses with a decent amount of
land, though in the center there is a gated lake community
with fifty percent permanent residents, fifty percent vacation/second homes. There are no grocery stores or shopping or commercial development in this reg...

c4337
(35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 10: nan

c3739
(18174)

Ohio Map: nan

Marion Area Without Prison: nan

p3742
(18246)

Ohio Map: nan

District 2: nan

c3963
(22095)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 6: nan

c3968
(22144)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 6: nan
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c3973
(22337)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 6: nan

c3976
(22374)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 6: nan

c3977
(22377)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 6: nan

c3981
(22480)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 6: nan

c3983
(22501)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 6: nan

c4028
(23474)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 6: nan
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Supporting Data for Cluster C9
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c10 (23049)

Ohio University Neighborhood: nan

Athens City: The people who live in this area are mostly
students and Ohio University faculty. There is Strouds Run
State park here which is filled with hiking trails and other
recreational activities. There are numerous local businesses encompassed here. There are a lot of wooded areas
around here. It is about 85% white. Athens county is a very
poor community in general and rural outside the immediate univer...

c2466
(17016)

NPCO: nan

West Side/Non-Student Areas:
Predominately nonstudents and lower income folks (unlike the east side
areas where many faculty live). Some upperclassmen/grad
students off of Union - didn’t include the area next to
Miller’s Chicken/ that includes Brown ave because even
though that is an important part of the west side, once you
cross high street you’re in a campus area.

c3737
(18131)

Ohio Map: nan

Athens County: Athens County has a diverse population
and landscape: nature, small cities, a large university, rural communities, high tech industries, and mining towns.
Definitely a difference between Athens City and the rest of
the county; each small town has its own character. Athens
County has five school districts and are an integral part of
each community. Athens City is a university town that is
rich i...

c3851
(19756)

Ohio Map: nan

Athens: nan

c4016
(23049)

Ohio Map: nan

Athens City: The people who live in this area are mostly
students and Ohio University faculty. There is Strouds Run
State park here which is filled with hiking trails and other
recreational activities. There are numerous local businesses encompassed here. There are a lot of wooded areas
around here. It is about 85% white. Athens county is a very
poor community in general and rural outside the immediate univer...

c404 (9105)

Athens Small Collegetown: nan

Athens Small Collegetown: nan

c937 (14936)

Athens: nan

Athens: nan

c978 (15228)

aAthens County: nan

Athens County: Athens County has a diverse population
and landscape: nature, small cities, a large university, rural communities, high tech industries, and mining towns.
Definitely a difference between Athens City and the rest of
the county; each small town has its own character. Athens
County has five school districts and are an integral part of
each community. Athens City is a university town that is
rich i...
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p332 (8477)

OU College Town: nan

OU College Town: Protests around BLM, concerned about
renter rights (a lot of rental houses), mainly college students and university faculty

p4041
(23695)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

c4337 (35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 14: nan
District 15: nan

c3737
(18131)

Ohio Map: nan

Athens City: nan

c3851
(19756)

Ohio Map: nan

Federal Hocking Schools: nan

c937 (14936)

Athens: nan

Nelsonville / York: nan

c978 (15228)

aAthens County: nan

Athens City: nan

c3737
(18131)

Ohio Map: nan

Federal-Hocking: nan

c3851
(19756)

Ohio Map: nan

Trimble: nan

c937 (14936)

Athens: nan

Federal Hocking Schools: nan

c978 (15228)

aAthens County: nan

Federal-Hocking: nan

c3737
(18131)

Ohio Map: nan

Trimble: nan

c3851
(19756)

Ohio Map: nan

Nelsonville York: nan

c937 (14936)

Athens: nan

Trimble: nan

c978 (15228)

aAthens County: nan

Trimble: nan

c3737
(18131)

Ohio Map: nan

Nelsonville-York: nan

c3851
(19756)

Ohio Map: nan

Alexander: nan

c937 (14936)

Athens: nan

Alexander: nan

c978 (15228)

aAthens County: nan

Nelsonville-York: nan

c3737
(18131)

Ohio Map: nan

Alexander: nan

c978 (15228)

aAthens County: nan

Alexander: nan
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Supporting Data for Cluster C10
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c2439
(28065)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Whitehall: This area is diverse, racially and culturally diverse. New American community. Whitehall is in the
Columbus City Schools, a diverse school district. It’s a
working class to middle class community, some areas
could be considered upper-middle class, two-wage earning households. It’s close to hospitals, grocery stores, and
restaurants. Lots of freeway access. Desirable area if you
like freeway acce...

c2441
(26649)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Gahanna: Gahanna is a suburb of Columbus, very diverse,
leans Republican (but is changing). Access to the expressway and the airport. Mostly middle class with both working and professional class, located close to great healthcare
systems (OSU, Ohio Health, Cardinal, Mount Carmel), excellent public schools (levy recently passed), school district
also goes into Jefferson Township and some parts of Columbus. ...

c2642
(35081)

Home Community: nan

My current neighborhood: nan

c2668
(35566)

OWA/DHedrick: nan

My Home: nan

c4068
(24686)

Ohio Map: nan

Michele’s Reynoldsburg - East Columbus community:
The majority of Reynoldsburg residents commute to
Columbus - often downtown Cbus.

c4101
(26651)

Ohio Map: nan

Gahanna: Gahanna is a suburb of Columbus, very diverse,
leans Republican (but is changing). Access to the expressway and the airport. Mostly middle class with both working and professional class, located close to great healthcare
systems (OSU, Ohio Health, Cardinal, Mount Carmel), excellent public schools (levy recently passed), school district
also goes into Jefferson Township and some parts of Columbus. ...

c4141
(28058)

Ohio Map: nan

Gahanna: Gahanna is in a transition in terms of
demographics, white but increasing diversity (AfricanAmerican, South and East Asians). English is the prominent language. The school district serves the city of Gahanna and nearby township. Lots of folks work in tech in
Gahanna and commute to Columbus. Creek Side is a social
and community gathering space, located in historic downtown in Old Gahanna. No com...

c4345
(35081)

Ohio Map: nan

My current neighborhood: nan

c4518
(41139)

Elaina Ramsey’s Community Map: This map illustrates my neighborhood and where I go for goods & services for my AAPI family. It also
features my place of worship and office.

Neighborhood: My neighborhood is fairly diverse with a
mix of Black and White families and a few Asian and Latinx
folks. While the neighborhood skews more middle class,
we also have a lot of working class folks in this area.
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c583 (11044)

Reynoldsburg: nan

Reynoldsburg: Important suburb/exurb for AfricanAmerican residents displaced by gentrification.

c609 (11271)

Reynoldsburg: nan

Reynoldsburg: Important suburb/exurb for AfricanAmerican residents displaced by gentrification.

c638 (11528)

Reynoldsburg: nan

Reynoldsburg: Important suburb/exurb for AfricanAmerican residents displaced by gentrification.

c648
(28058)

Gahanna: Gahanna is in a transition in terms of demographics, white
but increasing diversity (African-American, South and East Asians).
English is the prominent language. The school district serves the city of
Gahanna and nearby township. Lots of folks work in tech in Gahanna
and commute to Columbus. Creek Side is a social and community gathering space, located in historic downtown in Old Gahanna. No com...

Gahanna: Gahanna is in a transition in terms of
demographics, white but increasing diversity (AfricanAmerican, South and East Asians). English is the prominent language. The school district serves the city of Gahanna and nearby township. Lots of folks work in tech in
Gahanna and commute to Columbus. Creek Side is a social
and community gathering space, located in historic downtown in Old Gahanna. No com...

c4518
(41139)

Elaina Ramsey’s Community Map: This map illustrates my neighborhood and where I go for goods & services for my AAPI family. It also
features my place of worship and office.

Goods & Services: These areas include my post office, grocery stores, gyms, & shopping. While I tend to shop for
goods & services in my area, I also travel beyond Canal
Winchester & Pickerington to get to Asian food stores in
Groveport for my AAPI family.

c2633
(34981)

OWA-LWoodward Community Map: This Map shows all the communities that have supported and effected my life.

My Work and Neighborhood: This is the community my
job is located in I also raised my kids here and all my family
lives here as well

c4336
(34981)

Ohio Map: nan

My Work and Neighborhood: This is the community my
job is located in I also raised my kids here and all my family
lives here as well

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

yoga studio: Zen Yoga community and Lucky’s market

c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

yoga studio: Zen Yoga community and Lucky’s market
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Supporting Data for Cluster C11
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c1118
(28309)

CAIROHIO-WILLOWBEND-jamila: inclusive, diverse community we
need decreased urban sprawl we need increased tree coverage we need
more low income condo development

CAIROHIO-WILLOWBEND-jamila: inclusive, diverse community we need decreased urban sprawl we need increased
tree coverage we need more low income condo development

c1120
(28310)

CAIR-Ohio-The Preserve: This is the New Albany community which
is a majority white community. In which it contains local restaurants
that are a hotspot for many of its residents and also the school that most
students go to.

CAIR-Ohio-The Preserve: This is the New Albany community which is a majority white community. In which it contains local restaurants that are a hotspot for many of its residents and also the school that most students go to.

c1133
(28324)

CAIR-OHIO-PRESERVE: New Albany is a mostly white community
with growing diversity. families here are upper-middle-class to
wealthy. Lots of people here care about rising taxes.

CAIR-OHIO-PRESERVE: New Albany is a mostly white
community with growing diversity. families here are
upper-middle-class to wealthy. Lots of people here care
about rising taxes.

c1139
(28333)

Cair-Ohio-Preserve Community- Roda: My Neighborhood majority is
white with some Asian and some black families. It’s Midlle class family.
My community has grown tremendous with new apartments since FB
made head quarters. Which is making the housing prices hike. Overall
my New Albany Community is white conservatives. We have one High
school, Middle and Elementary. schools.

Cair-Ohio-Preserve Community- Roda: My Neighborhood
majority is white with some Asian and some black families.
It’s Midlle class family. My community has grown tremendous with new apartments since FB made head quarters.
Which is making the housing prices hike. Overall my New
Albany Community is white conservatives. We have one
High school, Middle and Elementary. schools.

c2190
(33092)

Luanne’s Greater Westerville Map: This map shows my community of
Westerville. Because Westerville serves the surrounding area through
its school district, library, and local social services (Westerville Area
Resource Ministry), these areas share policy concerns with the City of
Westerville and are therefore part of the Greater Westerville area

City of Westerville: The City of Westerville is a suburb of
Northeast Columbus. The city of Westerville is primarily
white and middle to upper middle class. It provides excellent parks, walking and biking trails, a recreation center
and a vital uptown area. It has good schools, safe neighborhoods, a first class university and many restaurants and
bars along with a nearby shopping mall (Polaris as well as
Easton). Fr...

c2197
(33102)

Westerville Book Group Map: We are a book group in Westerville Ohio
that has been in existence since 2008 and started as part of the Sustainable Westerville community group taking Northwest Earth Institute discussion courses. We are currently all 65+, white, college educated females with a progressive leaning. Our book group has evolved
over the years to discuss books on social and racial justice, as well as
environmental ...

Westerville Community: This area shows what our book
group members feel is their Community. It includes most
of the City of Westerville, the southern part of Genoa Township, Huber Ridge, and the Kroger shopping plaza on Sunbury Road. Our book group has been in existence since
2008 and started as part of the Sustainable Westerville community group taking Northwest Earth Institute discussion
courses. We are currently a...

c2431
(29926)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Jersey Township: A lot of people that have grown up in
Jersey Township have stayed, lots of family history in the
area. The area is semi-rural with quick access to Columbus.
There is a strong rural identity with farming communities
including wheat farms, horse farms, and hobby farms. The
area is under development pressure. New Albany has been
expanding eastward and there is a lot of industrial development that i...
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c2633
(34981)

OWA-LWoodward Community Map: This Map shows all the communities that have supported and effected my life.

Our School: This is my daughter’s school community

c29 (23957)

CAIR Ohio - Mariam - Westerville Area: mostly white, middle / uppermiddle class area. Many students attend Olentangy schools since there
are lots of families that live here. I would say the nature areas and
Westerville uptown area are the main areas where people congregate

CAIR Ohio - Mariam - Westerville Area: mostly white, middle / upper-middle class area. Many students attend Olentangy schools since there are lots of families that live here.
I would say the nature areas and Westerville uptown area
are the main areas where people congregate

c32 (23960)

New Albany Area: nan

CAIR-Ohio - Bilan: This community is mainly comprised of
white residents in the upper/middle class. Most residents
are family oriented and very involved with children’s activities and schooling. Issues concerning this community include diversity+inclusion and the growing number of corporations moving to New Albany.

c3816
(19323)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: Columbus Metro

c3817
(19351)

Ohio Map: nan

Hopewell: Rural area, mostly referred to as "Hopewell."
Population centers include Gratiot (incorporated village
with a post office and Dollar General) and Brownsville and
Mt Sterling (unincorporated with no services), each with
a population around 300. Transportation corridors mean
that regardless of county lines, people in these census
tracts get most services in Zanesville. Southeastern Licking County is...

c3831
(19513)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: Licking County, parts of ...

c3921
(20788)

Ohio Map: nan

City of Westerville: Suburban

c3936
(21345)

Ohio Map: nan

Granville, Ohio: College town, village in a semi-rural
county. 30 miles east of Columbus. Twenty-thirty years
ago, the main road to Columbus was widen to a four lane
highway, opened Granville up to be a bedroom community
for Columbus. Before becoming a Columbus suburb, it was
very much a college community with a liberal arts college
with cultural amenities. Settled by New Englanders in the
early 19th century.

c4011
(23043)

Ohio Map: nan

Liberty Powell Community (Delco): nan

c4015
(23047)

Ohio Map: nan

Granville, OH: College town. "Old money" wealthy people live in Granville, plus college students, surrounded
on all sides by rural, working class people. Overwhelmingly white. Denison University is an influential force in
the community. There’s tension between those who own
homes in Granville, the college, and the rural working class
that butt up against town limits, and come into town for the
grocery store ...
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c4053
(24056)

Ohio Map: nan

NW Licking County: Living in the country with a lens toward the population centers. My community is made up
of farmers and union families and people who live in the
country but drive to Columbus for work. There’s only a couple bigger employers in Utica (more of a local economy in
Newark) so people need to travel for work. An electrician
travels to Columbus for work–or cops in Columbus. A lot
of people are cradle-...

c4065
(24642)

Ohio Map: nan

Granville: nan

c4073
(24838)

Ohio Map: nan

Granville: Granville tends to have a pretty homogenous,
generally white, middle to upper class, educated community. There is little to no diversity when it comes to race and
the little diversity that Granville claims relies on the diversity of Denison University, which is not drastically diverse,
but more diverse than the town. The political schema
ranges from extremely liberal to extremely conservative.
The...

c4137
(27900)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4213
(30354)

Ohio Map: nan

Granville: nan

c4214
(30359)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4258
(32392)

Ohio Map: nan

Jersey Township: A lot of people that have grown up in
Jersey Township have stayed, lots of family history in the
area. The area is semi-rural with quick access to Columbus.
There is a strong rural identity with farming communities
including wheat farms, horse farms, and hobby farms. The
area is under development pressure. New Albany has been
expanding eastward and there is a lot of industrial development that i...

c4270
(33102)

Ohio Map: nan

Westerville Community: This area shows what our book
group members feel is their Community. It includes most
of the City of Westerville, the southern part of Genoa Township, Huber Ridge, and the Kroger shopping plaza on Sunbury Road. Our book group has been in existence since
2008 and started as part of the Sustainable Westerville community group taking Northwest Earth Institute discussion
courses. We are currently a...

c4327
(34728)

Ohio Map: nan

City of Westerville: The City of Westerville is a suburb of
Northeast Columbus. The city of Westerville is primarily
white and middle to upper middle class. It provides excellent parks, walking and biking trails, a recreation center
and a vital uptown area. It has good schools, safe neighborhoods, a first class university and many restaurants and
bars along with a nearby shopping mall (Polaris as well as
Easton). Fr...
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c4334
(34895)

Ohio Map: nan

City of Westerville: The City of Westerville is a suburb of
Northeast Columbus. The city of Westerville is primarily
white and middle to upper middle class. It provides excellent parks, walking and biking trails, a recreation center
and a vital uptown area. It has good schools, safe neighborhoods, a first class university and many restaurants and
bars along with a nearby shopping mall (Polaris as well as
Easton). Fr...

c4336
(34981)

Ohio Map: nan

Our School: This is my daughter’s school community

c4399
(23957)

CAIR: nan

CAIR Ohio - Mariam - Westerville Area: mostly white, middle / upper-middle class area. Many students attend Olentangy schools since there are lots of families that live here.
I would say the nature areas and Westerville uptown area
are the main areas where people congregate

c44 (24445)

CAIR-Ohio-NorthernNewAlbany-EmmaQazi: This is a map of northern New Albany, a suburb in Central Ohio.

CAIR-Ohio-NorthernNewAlbany-EmmaQazi: The area is
dense residential, containing mostly families. The area is
mostly white, with a small amount of racial and religious
diversity. Issues center around education because of the
large amount of children in the area. Safety is also a major
priority in this neighborhood. The average family in this
area is middle/upper-middle class. Children in this area attend the New Albany Plain Local S...

c4402
(23960)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio - Bilan: This community is mainly comprised of
white residents in the upper/middle class. Most residents
are family oriented and very involved with children’s activities and schooling. Issues concerning this community include diversity+inclusion and the growing number of corporations moving to New Albany.

c4406
(24445)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-NorthernNewAlbany-EmmaQazi: The area is
dense residential, containing mostly families. The area is
mostly white, with a small amount of racial and religious
diversity. Issues center around education because of the
large amount of children in the area. Safety is also a major
priority in this neighborhood. The average family in this
area is middle/upper-middle class. Children in this area attend the New Albany Plain Local S...

c4411
(24452)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio - Bilan: This community is mainly comprised of
white residents in the upper/middle class. Most residents
are family oriented and very involved with children’s activities and schooling. Issues concerning this community include diversity+inclusion and the growing number of corporations moving to New Albany.

c4413
(24456)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio - New Albany Area- Bilan: This community is
mainly comprised of white residents in the upper/middle
class. Most residents are family oriented and very involved
with children’s activities and schooling. Issues concerning
this community include diversity+inclusion and the growing number of corporations moving to New Albany.

c4414
(27160)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio - New Albany Area- Bilan: This community is
mainly comprised of white residents in the upper/middle
class. Most residents are family oriented and very involved
with children’s activities and schooling. Issues concerning
this community include diversity+inclusion and the growing number of corporations moving to New Albany.
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c4436
(28309)

CAIR: nan

CAIROHIO-WILLOWBEND-jamila: inclusive, diverse community we need decreased urban sprawl we need increased
tree coverage we need more low income condo development

c4437
(28310)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-The Preserve: This is the New Albany community which is a majority white community. In which it contains local restaurants that are a hotspot for many of its residents and also the school that most students go to.

c4450
(28324)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-OHIO-PRESERVE: New Albany is a mostly white
community with growing diversity. families here are
upper-middle-class to wealthy. Lots of people here care
about rising taxes.

c4456
(28333)

CAIR: nan

Cair-Ohio-Preserve Community- Roda: My Neighborhood
majority is white with some Asian and some black families.
It’s Midlle class family. My community has grown tremendous with new apartments since FB made head quarters.
Which is making the housing prices hike. Overall my New
Albany Community is white conservatives. We have one
High school, Middle and Elementary. schools.

c451 (9342)

Hopewell: nan

Hopewell: nan

c52 (24456)

CAIR-Ohio- New Albany Area- Bilan: This community is mainly comprised of white residents in the upper/middle class. Most residents are
family oriented and very involved with children’s activities and schooling. Issues concerning this community include diversity+inclusion
and the growing number of corporations moving to New Albany.

CAIR-Ohio - New Albany Area- Bilan: This community is
mainly comprised of white residents in the upper/middle
class. Most residents are family oriented and very involved
with children’s activities and schooling. Issues concerning
this community include diversity+inclusion and the growing number of corporations moving to New Albany.

c533 (10357)

The Best Hospital: nan

The Best Hospital: FA Nurses

c8 (23047)

Granville, OH: nan

Granville, OH: College town. "Old money" wealthy people live in Granville, plus college students, surrounded
on all sides by rural, working class people. Overwhelmingly white. Denison University is an influential force in
the community. There’s tension between those who own
homes in Granville, the college, and the rural working class
that butt up against town limits, and come into town for the
grocery store ...

c9 (23043)

Dirrig’s Liberty-Powell Community: This is the greater Liberty-Powell
area, connected through education, commerce, and residence.

Liberty Powell Community (Delco): nan

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

first house in columbus: Moved to this neighborhood
when I got here still have friends in the area.

c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

first house in columbus: Moved to this neighborhood
when I got here still have friends in the area.

c4018
(23091)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c4073
(24838)

Ohio Map: nan

Newark: nan

c4344
(35079)

Ohio Map: nan

my current home: nan
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c616 (11291)

Shahs: nan

Shah adjacents: nan

c2190
(33092)

Luanne’s Greater Westerville Map: This map shows my community of
Westerville. Because Westerville serves the surrounding area through
its school district, library, and local social services (Westerville Area
Resource Ministry), these areas share policy concerns with the City of
Westerville and are therefore part of the Greater Westerville area

Genoa Township (within Westerville CSD): Genoa is primarily white upper middle class working people with children, followed by seniors who have lived there for years.
Housing is expensive and taxes are high. Genoa Township
is a mixed bag of rural areas and housing developments.
The rural aspect is quickly diminishing due to development. Most houses are priced above the average for the
state. There is no central area. Services are limit...

c4327
(34728)

Ohio Map: nan

Genoa Township (within Westerville CSD): Genoa is primarily white upper middle class working people with children, followed by seniors who have lived there for years.
Housing is expensive and taxes are high. Genoa Township
is a mixed bag of rural areas and housing developments.
The rural aspect is quickly diminishing due to development. Most houses are priced above the average for the
state. There is no central area. Services are limit...

c4334
(34895)

Ohio Map: nan

Genoa Township (within Westerville CSD): Genoa is primarily white upper middle class working people with children, followed by seniors who have lived there for years.
Housing is expensive and taxes are high. Genoa Township
is a mixed bag of rural areas and housing developments.
The rural aspect is quickly diminishing due to development. Most houses are priced above the average for the
state. There is no central area. Services are limit...

c4327
(34728)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 5: nan

c4334
(34895)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 5: nan

c2502
(11716)

Glennon: nan

Olentangy Local School District: All jurisdictions that
comprise the Olentagy Local School District

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

Woods Hike: Nature Hikes fresh air I teach Yoga at Esporta
on Hamilton Rd. Community Excersize

c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

Woods Hike: Nature Hikes fresh air I teach Yoga at Esporta
on Hamilton Rd. Community Excersize
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Supporting Data for Cluster C12
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c2447
(23421)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Morse Park East: Several retirement and nursing homes,
lots of shopping on Morse Rd. and 161, ethically diverse (Somalians, other African immigrants, Nepalese population).
Not a lot of single family homes, assisted living, apartment
buildings, and nursing homes. A lot of small businesses,
Northland Shopping Center, government jobs ( Board of
Elections), Ohio government jobs. Lots of languages spoken, English is th...

c2502
(11716)

Glennon: nan

Greater Worthington: All municipalities within the Worthington City School District including the suburb of Worthington, a few townships, and portions of Columbus

c2626
(34760)

Sustainable Westerville Community: This map was created by eight
members of Sustainable Westerville, and encompasses the Greater
Westerville Area which is approximately the Westerville City School
District. Sustainable Westerville is a group of local citizens who are
interested in working together on initiatives that improve the spaces in
which we live, work, learn, and play. We advocate for the three legs of
sustainability: soci...

Westerville City School District: This is the approximate
area of Westerville City School District. This is the area that
Sustainable Westerville considers their community. We
share many things including the Westerville Library. What
brings people together is the schools. Many students in the
southern portion do not identify with the Uptown and Uptown events such as 4th Friday. There is considerable diversity in SES (socioec...

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

Home 1: My House. Appartment buildings, Friends, Community.

c4328
(34760)

Ohio Map: nan

Westerville City School District: This is the approximate
area of Westerville City School District. This is the area that
Sustainable Westerville considers their community. We
share many things including the Westerville Library. What
brings people together is the schools. Many students in the
southern portion do not identify with the Uptown and Uptown events such as 4th Friday. There is considerable diversity in SES (socioec...

c4342
(35074)

Ohio Map: nan

Devonshire: Devonshire community is off of 161 and 71N
and is home to Devonshire Elementary School

c4371
(35328)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

Home 1: My House. Appartment buildings, Friends, Community.

c616 (11291)

Shahs: nan

Shahs: nan

c2190
(33092)

Luanne’s Greater Westerville Map: This map shows my community of
Westerville. Because Westerville serves the surrounding area through
its school district, library, and local social services (Westerville Area
Resource Ministry), these areas share policy concerns with the City of
Westerville and are therefore part of the Greater Westerville area

Blendon Township: The original township has been reduced to numerous small islands due to annexation by
Minerva Park, Columbus and Westerville. Served by the
Westerville City School District, Westerville Library, and
Westerville Area Resource Ministry. Largely rural to the
east of Hoover Reservoir.
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c2633
(34981)

OWA-LWoodward Community Map: This Map shows all the communities that have supported and effected my life.

Our home neighborhood: This is our daily home community

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

Outdoor Park Recreation: I walk, run, and rollerskate this
trail it gets me moving outside!

c4327
(34728)

Ohio Map: nan

Blendon Township: The original township has been reduced to numerous small islands due to annexation by
Minerva Park, Columbus and Westerville. Served by the
Westerville City School District, Westerville Library, and
Westerville Area Resource Ministry. Largely rural to the
east of Hoover Reservoir.

c4334
(34895)

Ohio Map: nan

Blendon Township: The original township has been reduced to numerous small islands due to annexation by
Minerva Park, Columbus and Westerville. Served by the
Westerville City School District, Westerville Library, and
Westerville Area Resource Ministry. Largely rural to the
east of Hoover Reservoir.

c4336
(34981)

Ohio Map: nan

Our home neighborhood: This is our daily home community

c4371
(35328)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

Outdoor Park Recreation: I walk, run, and rollerskate this
trail it gets me moving outside!

c533 (10357)

The Best Hospital: nan

Community 2: nan

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

Aurora School: Aurora started Middle school here last year
but started as hybrid so this will be her first full year. We
go to the park around the corner from the school and the
pool.

c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

Aurora School: Aurora started Middle school here last year
but started as hybrid so this will be her first full year. We
go to the park around the corner from the school and the
pool.

c973 (15218)

Kettering: nan

Worthington: nan

c2190
(33092)

Luanne’s Greater Westerville Map: This map shows my community of
Westerville. Because Westerville serves the surrounding area through
its school district, library, and local social services (Westerville Area
Resource Ministry), these areas share policy concerns with the City of
Westerville and are therefore part of the Greater Westerville area

Northeast Columbus (within Westerville CSD): Served by
the Westerville City School District, Westerville Library,
and Westerville Area Resource Ministry.

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

Motherful Lisa Friends/Fam: We connect w/ Lisa Ginger
Brooklyn Fam regularly.

c4327
(34728)

Ohio Map: nan

Northeast Columbus (within Westerville CSD): Served by
the Westerville City School District, Westerville Library,
and Westerville Area Resource Ministry.

c4334
(34895)

Ohio Map: nan

Northeast Columbus (within Westerville CSD): Served by
the Westerville City School District, Westerville Library,
and Westerville Area Resource Ministry.
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c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

Motherful Lisa Friends/Fam: We connect w/ Lisa Ginger
Brooklyn Fam regularly.

c973 (15218)

Kettering: nan

Riverlea (Worthington): nan

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

Shopping Laundry Gas: Resources

c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

Shopping Laundry Gas: Resources

c2485
(13074)

LOH_M: nan

Community 6: I have no idea where the people I worked
with in this area actually live, or who lives in the area I highlighted, but this is an area I spent most of my undergraduate years working. CRIS, the Northern Lights Branch of
the CML, and Avalon Elementary school with the CBAGC.
My kids here were largely refugee and immigrant, and we
worked intensely in all of my roles to make sure they didn’t
fall throug...

c720 (12538)

Lebanon: nan

Community 6: I have no idea where the people I worked
with in this area actually live, or who lives in the area I highlighted, but this is an area I spent most of my undergraduate years working. CRIS, the Northern Lights Branch of
the CML, and Avalon Elementary school with the CBAGC.
My kids here were largely refugee and immigrant, and we
worked intensely in all of my roles to make sure they didn’t
fall throug...

c2502
(11716)

Glennon: nan

Greater Westerville: All jurisdictions that comprise the
Westerville School District including the suburb of Westerville, various townships, and portions of Columbus

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

Mall Shopping: Trader Joes, Wholefoods, Art store Target
resources

c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

Mall Shopping: Trader Joes, Wholefoods, Art store Target
resources

c2502
(11716)

Glennon: nan

Northland Community: Immigrant and refugee hub.
North east Columbus neighborhood.
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Supporting Data for Cluster C13
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c1032
(11411)

southside columbus: nan

southside columbus: mixed income, getting gentrified,
racially diverse

c1035
(13743)

Fifth By Northwest: nan

Fifth By Northwest: A pocket of Columbus smooshed between UA, Grandview, and OSU Campus. A good chunk of
residential meshed with retail, restaurants, and small businesses. Fifth By Northwest is a unique place that somewhat blends or gets lumped in with UA and Grandview.
People from this area may even erroneously say they’re
from Grandview, though the school district for this region
is Columbus City Schools, excluded ...

c1036
(14172)

Stevenson: nan

Stevenson: With such a small area, I was trying to think
of how to further divide this area to mess around with the
tool. At the time I was in elementary school, there were
two. Which quickly turned into students noticing the socioeconomic divide of this small community. This area
would be referred to as "down the hill" and was certainly
a connotation that stuck.

c1037
(14339)

OOC.CC.Comm: nan

OOC.CC.Comm: German Village, Merion Village, Schiller
Park, Scioto Mile, Victorian Village, Old North, Campus
residential area, my grocery store (Kroger on Front St)

c1094
(28283)

CAIR-Ohio-Masjid Omar Community-Salina: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Omar Community-Salina: Compact and diverse family-oriented neighborhood consisting of mainly
minorities. Masjid Omar is currently under construction,
and it has been stalled for more than a year due to funding
issues.

c1101
(28287)

Columbus.

Somali Community: Family oriented, Similar language
spoken. shared cultural common. Large Muslim populations. small Business owners.

c1110
(28301)

CAIR-Ohio-OSU-Mamoun: College Community

Community 1: College Community

c1124
(28313)

CAIR-Ohio-Upper Arlington-Maya: This neighborhood is mostly a
conservative white Christian neighborhood. It is an upper income land
lock community. There is no diversity and it is 90% white, 10% other.
Taxes have rise lately due to the high school in Upper Arlington currently getting remodeled.

CAIR-Ohio-Columbus-Maya: This neighborhood is mostly
a conservative white Christian neighborhood. It is an upper
income land lock community. There is no diversity and it is
90% white, 10% other. Taxes have rise lately due to the high
school in Upper Arlington currently getting remodeled.

c1126
(28320)

CAIR-OHIO- BROADMEADOWS-HUDA SHARIF: In Columbus a majority of the people are minorities. There’s a growing pace of younger people. There is a local plaza near and a park

CAIR-OHIO- BROADMEADOWS-HUDA SHARIF: In
Columbus a majority of the people are minorities. There’s
a growing pace of younger people. There is a local plaza
near and a park

c1129
(28323)

CAIR Ohio-Upper Arlington-Ayah: Mostly similar to Upper Arlington’s
current districting, with a few additions to account for communities
that I feel have been left out.

CAIR Ohio-Upper Arlington-Ayah: A predominately
white community becoming increasingly popular amongst
younger affluent couples with small children. Very little
room for expansion causes older buildings to be demolished and replaced with high-rise apartments/condos.
The community has become increasingly more diverse,
with a larger range of economic living conditions being represented in the population. Equal UA and other
organiza...
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c1142
(28334)

Cair-Ohio-NOORcircle-Aamnah: Muslim Majority, middle class, predominantly desi/arab, family friendly. I go to tuttle crossing, kenny
centre for bubble tea, and the Noor islamic Cultural center. Love to go
to fast food restaurants.

Cair-Ohio-NOORcircle-Aamnah: Muslim Majority, middle
class, predominantly desi/arab, family friendly. I go to tuttle crossing, kenny centre for bubble tea, and the Noor islamic Cultural center. Love to go to fast food restaurants.

c1177
(28622)

Columbus Neighborhood Fifth by Northwest: Because of its separation from other Columbus Neighborhoods, the daily life of its Fifth by
Northwest neighborhood is integrated with the villages of Grandview
Heights and Marble Cliff to function as a identifiable community.

Columbus Neighborhood Fifth by Northwest: Fifth by
Northwest is a Columbus Neighborhood west of the Ohio
State University campus where daily life is integrated with
that of the Villages of Grandview Heights and Marble Cliff
in a number of ways. Fifth by Northwest is an extension of
Columbus, separated from neighborhoods east of the Olentangy River by the Ohio State University Campus and the
river itself. Fifth by Northwest is sandwich...

c1321
(29835)

Columbus Neighborhood Fifth by Northwest: Because if its relative
separation from other Columbus Neighborhoods, Fifth by Northwest
forms a community of interest with the Villages of Grandview Heights
and Marble Cliff.

Columbus Neighborhood Fifth by Northwest: Fifth by
Northwest is a Columbus Neighborhood west of the Ohio
State University campus where daily life is integrated with
that of the Villages of Grandview Heights and Marble Cliff
in a number of ways. Fifth by Northwest is an extension of
Columbus, separated from neighborhoods east of the Olentangy River by the Ohio State University Campus and the
river itself. Fifth by Northwest is sandwich...

c2462
(19674)

OEC.CT.FifthByNorthwest: nan

OEC.CT.FifthByNorthwest/OSU/Columbus Community: I
live in a community north of downtown Columbus sandwiched between Upper Arlington, Grandview, and Ohio
State, known as the Fifth by Northwest neighborhood. It
is a majority white region with little diversity, though more
diversity than the adjacent communities of Upper Arlington and Grandview. The Fifth by Northwest Neighborhood
is mostly residential with a few businesses, and most of the
asset...

c2467
(16759)

OEC-Callia’sMap: nan

Callia’s Community: I live and work in Columbus north
of Grandview Heights but grocery shop, recreate, access
green space, have appts in Clintonville and parts of OSU
campus. My community is centered on the Olentangy River
and bike path which is a predominant source of transportation for me. Assets: - Proximity to bike trail which connects
me to parks, ravines, and more sidewalk accessible neighborhoods than what is...

c2468
(15529)

Carrie: nan

Community 1: nan

c2481
(14183)

Stevenson: nan

Stevenson: With such a small area, I was trying to think
of how to further divide this area to mess around with the
tool. At the time I was in elementary school, there were
two. Which quickly turned into students noticing the socioeconomic divide of this small community. This area
would be referred to as "down the hill" and was certainly
a connotation that stuck.

c2490
(12684)

OEC-Melanie-Grandview: nan

Grandview Heights: Predominantly white, recently affluent. TIght-knit community, great schools, very walkable
community. Well-known commerce strip.

c2497
(12277)

OEC-Chris-FifthByNorthwest: nan

Fifth By Northwest: A pocket of Columbus smooshed between UA, Grandview, and OSU Campus. A good chunk of
residential meshed with retail, restaurants, and small businesses. Fifth By Northwest is a unique place that somewhat blends or gets lumped in with UA and Grandview.
People from this area may even erroneously say they’re
from Grandview, though the school district for this region
is Columbus City Schools, excluded ...
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c2641
(35072)

OWA Te B. community map: nan

Ella’s school: Child’s home school

c2643
(35078)

King Lincoln Bronzeville: My community is full of student parents.

King- Lincoln Bronzeville: This neighborhood is where
the Scholar House community is located. I currently live
here and attend Franklin University.

c2644
(35086)

OWA-Nyshia gentry: Southside community

Community 1: nan

c2652
(35180)

Historic Neighborhoods South Columbus: Map for German Village,
Brewery District and Schumacher Place

Historic South of Downtown: German Village, Brewery
District, Schumacher Place: A group of three historic
neighborhoods that border the downtown area. Many
single family homes, duplexes, but some apartment and
condo buildings. There is a mix of renters and home owners. The neighborhood is mostly white, older couples,
younger families, or double income no kids couples. People in the neighborhood care about the historic preservation of the neighborhood, responsible development,...

c2653
(35199)

Gwen’s South Campus Map: Professional student perspective

Gwen- South Campus: I am a law student at Ohio State and
this is the area where I am the most frequently. Most of
my peers live in this area. The rent in this area is pretty
high and the community is pretty white. We have access
to public transit and some green spaces. On the east side
of 315 in the area, I highlighted there aren’t a lot of grocery
stores. There is a Kroger on high but they seem to be understocke...

c2666
(35558)

OWA - SBias Community Map: This is the map of my main travel for
me and my family.

Main: Home area, from grocery to activities

c3738
(18169)

Ohio Map: nan

Near East Side (NES): nan

c4004
(22922)

Ohio Map: nan

5th by Northwest.: Columbus, but on the border of Grandview. 5th by Northwest. 5th by Northwest, predominately
white. Mix of young couples with children, students (OSU),
recently graduated college students, older people who have
lived in the neighborhood for quite some time. A real diversity in terms of age, but not race (yet). You see a few Black
people and a few Latino people, but, mostly white. A mix
of apartment...

c4038
(23624)

Ohio Map: nan

Canton OH: Transportation systems: County has moderate size airport that serves the immediate region. Close to
a major interstate highway the runs north-south through
the County. Gives community easy travel systems for commerce and travel. Diminishing population over last 30
years, with "brain drain" Need to establish new features to
retain and attract residents

c4039
(23635)

Ohio Map: nan

Canton OH: Transportation systems: County has moderate size airport that serves the immediate region. Close to
a major interstate highway the runs north-south through
the County. Gives community easy travel systems for commerce and travel. Diminishing population over last 30
years, with "brain drain" Need to establish new features to
retain and attract residents
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c4051
(23939)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4066
(24643)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4071
(24825)

Ohio Map: nan

Northeast Central Columbus: Reflecting the neighborhoods of Mifflinville, North Linden and general Northeast
Columbus, the community is a dense residential area with
a plurality black population and diverse set of immigrant
communities hailing from sub-saharan Africa. Primary issues in the community include area development, infrastructure, transportation, education and access to critical
childcare and family planning serv...

c4072
(24828)

Ohio Map: nan

Northeast Central Columbus: Reflecting the neighborhoods of Mifflinville, North Linden and general Northeast
Columbus, the community is a dense residential area with
a plurality black population and diverse set of immigrant
communities hailing from sub-saharan Africa. Primary issues in the community include area development, infrastructure, transportation, education and access to critical
childcare and family planning serv...

c4078
(25099)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4119
(27332)

Ohio Map: nan

Canton OH: Stark County has a population of 369,964 diverse people with significant shared interests. If districts
should follow natural and official boundaries then Stark
County should not be divided. Common interests include a
great education system , a good road system, employment
opportunities , availability of reasonable housing . Positives include: Transportation systems: County has moderate s...

c4120
(27334)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4148
(28287)

Ohio Map: nan

Somali Community: Family oriented, Similar language
spoken. shared cultural common. Large Muslim populations. small Business owners.

c4149
(28301)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: College Community

c4152
(28397)

Ohio Map: nan

Community - 5th by Northwest: 5th by Northwest is a
Columbus Neighborhood west of the Ohio State University
campus where daily life is integrated with the Villages of
Grandview Heights and Marble Cliff in a number of ways.
5th by Northwest is an extension of Columbus, separated
from neighborhoods east of the Olentangy River and surrounded by the town of Upper Arlington to the North and
Grandview Heights and Marble Cliff on ...
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c4156
(28650)

Ohio Map: nan

Ohio State / Post - OSU Community: nan

c4167
(29157)

Ohio Map: nan

Stark County & Canton OH: Stark County has a population of 369,964 diverse people with significant shared interests. If districts should follow natural and official boundaries then Stark County should not be divided. Common
interests include a great education system , a good road
system, employment opportunities , availability of reasonable housing . Positives include: Transportation systems:
County has moderate s...

c4215
(30406)

Ohio Map: nan

Near East Side (NES): nan

c4224
(30781)

Ohio Map: nan

Columbus - South Side: South Columbus is close to the
hospital. The neighborhood is an even mix of old and new
homes as well as homes going through renovations currently. Low to middle income. Public transport is very popular. A good portion of residents work at either the hospital or drive for Uber. The houses consist heavily of BLM
signs, LGBTQ flags, and mostly Biden/Harris signs during
the 2020 election. About hal...

c4225
(30784)

Ohio Map: nan

Columbus Area: Home for me is OSU, major employer as
well as City of Columbus. We have a park system that is very
diverse. Pedestrian friendly areas. Columbus Marathon Flat fast course which saw nearly 20% of it’s finishers qualify for the Boston Marathon OSU Claims Jessie Owens Simmone Biles Schottensteins Wexler High Street is a major
community center Short North Guy Fieri RL Stein COSI
Columbus ...

c4226
(30788)

Ohio Map: nan

Grandview Heights: A lot of white people. Barely ever
see POC. One side tends to be whiter homeowners, the
other tends to be younger, more diverse, more progressive.
Hard to specify dominant job field. A lot of newer cars,
pretty quiet, not a lot of crime in the area. Terrible broadband/wifi. Most businesses are locally owned. A few craft
breweries. Good schools in the area (though some of them
seem to require...

c4231
(30911)

Ohio Map: nan

Stark County & Canton OH: Stark County has a population of 369,964 diverse people with significant shared interests. If districts should follow natural and official boundaries then Stark County should not be divided. Common
interests include a great education system , a good road
system, employment opportunities , availability of reasonable housing . Positives include: Transportation systems:
County has moderate s...

c4249
(32105)

Ohio Map: nan

Canton OH & Stark Co.: Stark County has a population of
369,964 diverse people with significant shared interests. If
districts should follow natural and official boundaries then
Stark County should not be divided. Common interests include a great education system , a good road system, employment opportunities , availability of reasonable housing . Positives include: Transportation systems: County has
moderate s...
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c4254
(32276)

Ohio Map: nan

Ohio State Campus: Ohio State students + faculty live in
this area. Focus points for the community here would be
paying contracted workers at the university a living wage,
OSU’s relationship with the local police department, OSU’s
contract with Wendy’s, etc. Many students in this area are
interested in making the university a more equitable place
for all those in central Ohio.

c4261
(32509)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4278
(33319)

Ohio Map: nan

Columbus Neighborhood Fifth by Northwest: Fifth by
Northwest is a Columbus Neighborhood west of the Ohio
State University campus where daily life is integrated with
that of the Villages of Grandview Heights and Marble Cliff
in a number of ways. Fifth by Northwest is an extension of
Columbus, separated from neighborhoods east of the Olentangy River by the Ohio State University Campus and the
river itself. Fifth by Northwest is sandwich...

c4288
(33577)

Ohio Map: nan

Columbus Neighborhood Fifth by Northwest: Fifth by
Northwest is a Columbus Neighborhood west of the Ohio
State University campus where daily life is integrated with
that of the Villages of Grandview Heights and Marble Cliff
in a number of ways. Fifth by Northwest is an extension of
Columbus, separated from neighborhoods east of the Olentangy River by the Ohio State University Campus and the
river itself. Fifth by Northwest is sandwich...

c4317
(34430)

Ohio Map: nan

OWA better life for Brittany hills: This is a community
that has a lot of room for growth from a economical and
structural stand point. The community has been left to rot
for a long time, although some improvements have been
made to the roadways it still lacks opportunity for economical growth. The neighborhood plaza has recently added
a Save a Lot , but the rest of the plaza is still waiting for
growth. The local recreation center ...

c4341
(35072)

Ohio Map: nan

Ella’s school: Child’s home school

c4343
(35078)

Ohio Map: nan

King- Lincoln Bronzeville: This neighborhood is where
the Scholar House community is located. I currently live
here and attend Franklin University.

c4344
(35079)

Ohio Map: nan

Linden: nan

c4347
(35086)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4356
(35172)

Ohio Map: nan

Carrie’s Clintonville Community: Clintonville has almost
everything she needs inside Clintonville. There are plenty
of grocery stores. There are a lot of houses of worship,
at least Christian, in Clintonville. Her medical care is all
within the community. Main buslines running through
Clintonville, and lots of educational and entertainment opportunities. The only reason she only needs to leave is to go
to work downtown. Clint...
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c4357
(35180)

Ohio Map: nan

Historic South of Downtown: German Village, Brewery
District, Schumacher Place: A group of three historic
neighborhoods that border the downtown area. Many
single family homes, duplexes, but some apartment and
condo buildings. There is a mix of renters and home owners. The neighborhood is mostly white, older couples,
younger families, or double income no kids couples. People in the neighborhood care about the historic preservation of the neighborhood, responsible development,...

c4358
(35188)

Ohio Map: nan

Fran-Grandview: Plenty of grocery stores. Construction
of new apartments popping up around the neighborhood.
Apartments are expensive. Houses are very expensive,
400,000, built by Italian immigrants who worked in the Marble Cliff quarry to build Upper-Arlington. Ohio State is
also coming west into the Columbus part between Upper
Arlington and Grandview. A lot of graduate students and
young professionals live in t...

c4359
(35199)

Ohio Map: nan

Gwen- South Campus: I am a law student at Ohio State and
this is the area where I am the most frequently. Most of
my peers live in this area. The rent in this area is pretty
high and the community is pretty white. We have access
to public transit and some green spaces. On the east side
of 315 in the area, I highlighted there aren’t a lot of grocery
stores. There is a Kroger on high but they seem to be understocke...

c4369
(35321)

Ohio Map: nan

Canton OH & Stark Co.: Stark County has a population of
369,964 diverse people with significant shared interests. If
districts should follow natural and official boundaries then
Stark County should not be divided. Common interests include a great education system , a good road system, employment opportunities , availability of reasonable housing . Positives include: Transportation systems: County has
moderate s...

c4405
(24444)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio- Greater Mifflinville-Farah: The area is dense
residential, reflecting immigrant and African American
communities. A lot of African immigrants, mainly Somali and other East African groups. While they are diverse
themselves, they are mostly Muslim and racially Black. Issues center around community development, funding for
education, infrastructure, childcare and family services.
All very important for community. Looking ...

c4416
(28283)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Omar Community-Salina: Compact and diverse family-oriented neighborhood consisting of mainly
minorities. Masjid Omar is currently under construction,
and it has been stalled for more than a year due to funding
issues.

c4440
(28313)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Columbus-Maya: This neighborhood is mostly
a conservative white Christian neighborhood. It is an upper
income land lock community. There is no diversity and it is
90% white, 10% other. Taxes have rise lately due to the high
school in Upper Arlington currently getting remodeled.

c4447
(28320)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-OHIO- BROADMEADOWS-HUDA SHARIF: In
Columbus a majority of the people are minorities. There’s
a growing pace of younger people. There is a local plaza
near and a park
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c4449
(28323)

CAIR: nan

CAIR Ohio-Upper Arlington-Ayah: A predominately
white community becoming increasingly popular amongst
younger affluent couples with small children. Very little
room for expansion causes older buildings to be demolished and replaced with high-rise apartments/condos.
The community has become increasingly more diverse,
with a larger range of economic living conditions being represented in the population. Equal UA and other
organiza...

c4457
(28334)

CAIR: nan

Cair-Ohio-NOORcircle-Aamnah: Muslim Majority, middle
class, predominantly desi/arab, family friendly. I go to tuttle crossing, kenny centre for bubble tea, and the Noor islamic Cultural center. Love to go to fast food restaurants.

c4459
(19325)

OEC: nan

OEC.CT.OSU/Columbus Community: I live in a community
north of downtown Columbus sandwiched between Upper
Arlington, Grandview, and Ohio State, known as the Fifth
by Northwest neighborhood. Many of the people in this region.

c4512
(41122)

Sharon’s community map, OPAWL: This includes where I live, my
child’s school and the daycare where my other child attends, where we
primarily go for grocery shopping and where our favorite restaurants
where we get take-out are, the libraries we go to regularly, the place
where my ceramics class is held, the parks my family and I visit regularly.

Sharon, OPAWL: This includes where I live, my child’s
school and the daycare where my other child attends,
where we primarily go for grocery shopping and where our
favorite restaurants where we get take-out are, the libraries
we go to regularly, the place where my ceramics class is
held, the parks my family and I visit regularly. #OPAWL

c4517
(41135)

T’s community: Community of interest AAPI

Community 1: nan

c528 (10179)

Bronzeville: nan

Bronzeville: nan

c596 (11153)

Downtown Columbus: nan

Downtown Columbus: - Lots of artistic spots like the college and the theatre - lots of places for people to enjoy a
night on the town $

c60 (24825)

CAIR-OHIO, Northeast Central Columbus: A dense residential area
with a majority Black population, this community is home to a diverse
population including African-Americans and plethora of African Immigrants. A big aspect of this area is the heavy practice of Islam, and a
range of mosques in the area. Other faiths are represented and many
churches are in the area as well. There are a range of shopping and
commercial areas, government a...

Northeast Central Columbus: Reflecting the neighborhoods of Mifflinville, North Linden and general Northeast
Columbus, the community is a dense residential area with
a plurality black population and diverse set of immigrant
communities hailing from sub-saharan Africa. Primary issues in the community include area development, infrastructure, transportation, education and access to critical
childcare and family planning serv...

c629 (11422)

Near East Side (NES) Community: nan

Near East Side (NES) Community: Late 18th and Early 19th
Century Historical. Prestigious and wealthy community.
Many large and luxurious homes. Successful businesses.
Art community. 5 theatres. Historically and predominantly
black neighborhoods. Historic preservation and rehabilitation. Cultural and Black Historical preservation. 30% vacancy. 70% rental Affordable housing rent stability. Wealth
disparity and racial justice. C...

c636 (11526)

Near East Side (NES): nan

Near East Side (NES): Just to the East of Downtown Columbus, established just outside the City’s original 1812 boundaries, the Near East was a prestigious and wealthy community, containing many large and luxurious homes, successful businesses, and a thriving artist community. By
the 1920s the Near East area had developed its own identity and a collection of unique neighborhoods filled with
stores, theatres, offices, re...
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c637 (11527)

Near East Side: nan

Near East Side: Characteristics Concerns Count

c724 (12578)

franklinton, arts district: nan

Community 1: *franklinton, arts district

c759 (12780)

Near East Side (NES): nan

Near East Side (NES): Just to the East of Downtown Columbus, established just outside the City’s original 1812 boundaries, the Near East was a prestigious and wealthy community, containing many large and luxurious homes, successful businesses, and a thriving artist community. By
the 1920s the Near East area had developed its own identity and a collection of unique neighborhoods filled with
stores, theatres, offices, re...

c915 (14687)

Grandview: nan

Grandview: Viewed as my community because it is where
I live and work Assets: - relatable population of predominantly post-grad, young professionals - social business
(bars, restaurants) Vision: - more green space to connect
with community and recreate - sidewalks to increase walkability - better sense of community separate from just being
an industrial area near Grandview Heights - Local representation...

c2502 (11716)

Glennon: nan

District 10: nan
Greater Linden: nan

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

Esporta Fitness: I teach Yoga at Esporta in Polaris work out
community fitness

c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

Esporta Fitness: I teach Yoga at Esporta in Polaris work out
community fitness

c2502
(11716)

Glennon: nan

OSU Campus District: nan

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

Aurora Summer Camp: Summer Camp creative downtown
Playtime

c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

Aurora Summer Camp: Summer Camp creative downtown
Playtime

c2502
(11716)

Glennon: nan

Community 13: nan

c1032
(11411)

southside columbus: nan

fancy villages: mostly white, historic homes, expensive
houses, shops/restaurants, centered around schiller park

c1036
(14172)

Stevenson: nan

Edison: With such a small area, I was trying to think of how
to further divide this area to mess around with the tool.
At the time I was in elementary school, there were two.
Which quickly turned into students noticing the socioeconomic divide of this small community. This area would be
referred to as "up the hill"

c1177
(28622)

Columbus Neighborhood Fifth by Northwest: Because of its separation from other Columbus Neighborhoods, the daily life of its Fifth by
Northwest neighborhood is integrated with the villages of Grandview
Heights and Marble Cliff to function as a identifiable community.

Grandview Heights and Marble Cliff: Grandview Heights
and Marble Cliff are integrated with Columbus Fifth by
Northwest because of Fifth by Northwest’s relative isolation from other Columbus neighborhoods. Grandview Avenue is a continuous strip of shops and restaurants running North and South through both Fifth by Northwest and
Grandview Heights. Grandview Yard, a development of
houses, condos, stores and medical facilities stradd...
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c1321
(29835)

Columbus Neighborhood Fifth by Northwest: Because if its relative
separation from other Columbus Neighborhoods, Fifth by Northwest
forms a community of interest with the Villages of Grandview Heights
and Marble Cliff.

Grandview Heights and Marble Cliff: Grandview Heights
and Marble Cliff are integrated with Columbus Fifth by
Northwest because of Fifth by Northwest’s relative isolation from other Columbus neighborhoods. Grandview Avenue is a continuous strip of shops and restaurants running North and South through both Fifth by Northwest and
Grandview Heights. Grandview Yard, a development of
houses, condos, stores and medical facilities stradd...

c2481
(14183)

Stevenson: nan

Edison: With such a small area, I was trying to think of how
to further divide this area to mess around with the tool.
At the time I was in elementary school, there were two.
Which quickly turned into students noticing the socioeconomic divide of this small community. This area would be
referred to as "up the hill"

c2485
(13074)

LOH_M: nan

Community 2: Ohio State’s campus

c3738
(18169)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c3915
(20724)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c4038
(23624)

Ohio Map: nan

Bronzeville (NES): Bronzeville is a historically Black neighborhood with significant cultural relevance. Once a very
industrious and bustling community, highway projects in
the 60s cut the area off from Downtown, causing socioeconomic decline and the growth of crime and violence. The
neighborhood has become the focus of the city’s revitalization efforts which include renovation of the historic Lincoln Theatre, const...

c4039
(23635)

Ohio Map: nan

Bronzeville (NES): Bronzeville is a historically Black neighborhood with significant cultural relevance. Once a very
industrious and bustling community, highway projects in
the 60s cut the area off from Downtown, causing socioeconomic decline and the growth of crime and violence. The
neighborhood has become the focus of the city’s revitalization efforts which include renovation of the historic Lincoln Theatre, const...

c4066
(24643)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c4119
(27332)

Ohio Map: nan

Bronzeville (NES): Bronzeville is a historically Black neighborhood with significant cultural relevance. Once a very
industrious and bustling community, highway projects in
the 60s cut the area off from Downtown, causing socioeconomic decline and the growth of crime and violence. The
neighborhood has become the focus of the city’s revitalization efforts which include renovation of the historic Lincoln Theatre, const...

c4167
(29157)

Ohio Map: nan

Bronzeville (NES): Bronzeville is a historically Black neighborhood with significant cultural relevance. Once a very
industrious and bustling community, highway projects in
the 60s cut the area off from Downtown, causing socioeconomic decline and the growth of crime and violence. The
neighborhood has become the focus of the city’s revitalization efforts which include renovation of the historic Lincoln Theatre, const...
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c4180
(29660)

Ohio Map: nan

Bronzeville (NES): Bronzeville is a historically Black neighborhood with significant cultural relevance. Once a very
industrious and bustling community, highway projects in
the 60s cut the area off from Downtown, causing socioeconomic decline and the growth of crime and violence. The
neighborhood has become the focus of the city’s revitalization efforts which include renovation of the historic Lincoln Theatre, const...

c4215
(30406)

Ohio Map: nan

Linden: nan

c4249
(32105)

Ohio Map: nan

Bronzeville (NES): Bronzeville is a historically Black neighborhood with significant cultural relevance. Once a very
industrious and bustling community, highway projects in
the 60s cut the area off from Downtown, causing socioeconomic decline and the growth of crime and violence. The
neighborhood has become the focus of the city’s revitalization efforts which include renovation of the historic Lincoln Theatre, const...

c4254
(32276)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c4261
(32509)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c4278
(33319)

Ohio Map: nan

nan: nan

c4288
(33577)

Ohio Map: nan

Grandview Heights and Marble Cliff: Grandview Heights
and Marble Cliff are integrated with Columbus Fifth by
Northwest because of Fifth by Northwest’s relative isolation from other Columbus neighborhoods. Grandview Avenue is a continuous strip of shops and restaurants running North and South through both Fifth by Northwest and
Grandview Heights. Grandview Yard, a development of
houses, condos, stores and medical facilities stradd...

c4333
(34892)

Ohio Map: nan

Bronzeville (NES): Bronzeville is a historically Black neighborhood with significant cultural relevance. Once a very
industrious and bustling community, highway projects in
the 60s cut the area off from Downtown, causing socioeconomic decline and the growth of crime and violence. The
neighborhood has become the focus of the city’s revitalization efforts which include renovation of the historic Lincoln Theatre, const...

c4369
(35321)

Ohio Map: nan

Bronzeville (NES): Bronzeville is a historically Black neighborhood with significant cultural relevance. Once a very
industrious and bustling community, highway projects in
the 60s cut the area off from Downtown, causing socioeconomic decline and the growth of crime and violence. The
neighborhood has become the focus of the city’s revitalization efforts which include renovation of the historic Lincoln Theatre, const...
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c528 (10179)

Bronzeville: nan

Old Town: nan

c629 (11422)

Near East Side (NES) Community: nan

NES Bronzeville: Historically Black site of revitalization
projects. Includes historic sites like the King Arts Complex
and the Lincoln Center. Gentrification concerns. Police accountability. Racial justice and equity.

c636 (11526)

Near East Side (NES): nan

Bronzeville (NES): Bronzeville is a historically Black neighborhood with significant cultural relevance. Once a very
industrious and bustling community, highway projects in
the 60s cut the area off from Downtown, causing socioeconomic decline and the growth of crime and violence. The
neighborhood has become the focus of the city’s revitalization efforts which include renovation of the historic Lincoln Theatre, const...

c637 (11527)

Near East Side: nan

Bronzeville: nan

c720 (12538)

Lebanon: nan

Community 2: Ohio State’s campus

c915 (14687)

Grandview: nan

Ohio State University: Recent grad so OSU is still a part
of my community Assets: - Olentangy bike path used for
commute and recreation - Olentangy Wetlands green space
- Oval social meeting place - Iuka ravine outdoor recreation
and social meeting place Vision: - OSU to invest in green
spaces knowing it is mutually beneficial for students and
surrounding community

c1032
(11411)

southside columbus: nan

franklinton gentrified: getting gentrified, fancy high rise,
fancy brewery

c1036
(14172)

Stevenson: nan

Grandview: I drew this map a bit larger than what would
be considered Grandview Heights based upon the school
district. And what I would refer to as Grandview conversationally. Grandview is roughly 1.2 sq miles, predominately
white upper-middle class, at the time I went to school there
essentially no racial diversity. There is now one elementary, one middle, and one high school. With a small strip
on Grandvi...

c1177
(28622)

Columbus Neighborhood Fifth by Northwest: Because of its separation from other Columbus Neighborhoods, the daily life of its Fifth by
Northwest neighborhood is integrated with the villages of Grandview
Heights and Marble Cliff to function as a identifiable community.

Marble Cliff: The Village of Marble Cliff is adjacent to
Grandview Heights and shares police, fire and other services,

c1321
(29835)

Columbus Neighborhood Fifth by Northwest: Because if its relative
separation from other Columbus Neighborhoods, Fifth by Northwest
forms a community of interest with the Villages of Grandview Heights
and Marble Cliff.

Marble Cliff: The Village of Marble Cliff is adjacent to
Grandview Heights and shares police, fire and other services,

c2481
(14183)

Stevenson: nan

Grandview: I drew this map a bit larger than what would
be considered Grandview Heights based upon the school
district. And what I would refer to as Grandview conversationally. Grandview is roughly 1.2 sq miles, predominately
white upper-middle class, at the time I went to school there
essentially no racial diversity. There is now one elementary, one middle, and one high school. With a small strip
on Grandvi...
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c3915
(20724)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 3: nan

c4038
(23624)

Ohio Map: nan

Hanford Village: Hanford Village has been placed on the
national Register of Historic Places. Founded as village in
1909 and annexed by Columbus in 1955. It was marketed to
African American veterans, but much of the neighborhood
was wiped out in the 1960s when I-70 was constructed. Hanford Village illustrates the limits and struggle that African
Americans engaged in related to their rights as citizens in
a segrega...

c4039
(23635)

Ohio Map: nan

Hanford Village: Hanford Village has been placed on the
national Register of Historic Places. Founded as village in
1909 and annexed by Columbus in 1955. It was marketed to
African American veterans, but much of the neighborhood
was wiped out in the 1960s when I-70 was constructed. Hanford Village illustrates the limits and struggle that African
Americans engaged in related to their rights as citizens in
a segrega...

c4119
(27332)

Ohio Map: nan

Hanford Village: Hanford Village has been placed on the
national Register of Historic Places. Founded as village in
1909 and annexed by Columbus in 1955. It was marketed to
African American veterans, but much of the neighborhood
was wiped out in the 1960s when I-70 was constructed. Hanford Village illustrates the limits and struggle that African
Americans engaged in related to their rights as citizens in
a segrega...

c4167
(29157)

Ohio Map: nan

Hanford Village: Hanford Village has been placed on the
national Register of Historic Places. Founded as village in
1909 and annexed by Columbus in 1955. It was marketed to
African American veterans, but much of the neighborhood
was wiped out in the 1960s when I-70 was constructed. Hanford Village illustrates the limits and struggle that African
Americans engaged in related to their rights as citizens in
a segrega...

c4180
(29660)

Ohio Map: nan

Hanford Village: Hanford Village has been placed on the
national Register of Historic Places. Founded as village in
1909 and annexed by Columbus in 1955. It was marketed to
African American veterans, but much of the neighborhood
was wiped out in the 1960s when I-70 was constructed. Hanford Village illustrates the limits and struggle that African
Americans engaged in related to their rights as citizens in
a segrega...

c4231
(30911)

Ohio Map: nan

Hanford Village: Hanford Village has been placed on the
national Register of Historic Places. Founded as village in
1909 and annexed by Columbus in 1955. It was marketed to
African American veterans, but much of the neighborhood
was wiped out in the 1960s when I-70 was constructed. Hanford Village illustrates the limits and struggle that African
Americans engaged in related to their rights as citizens in
a segrega...
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c4249
(32105)

Ohio Map: nan

Hanford Village: Hanford Village has been placed on the
national Register of Historic Places. Founded as village in
1909 and annexed by Columbus in 1955. It was marketed to
African American veterans, but much of the neighborhood
was wiped out in the 1960s when I-70 was constructed. Hanford Village illustrates the limits and struggle that African
Americans engaged in related to their rights as citizens in
a segrega...

c4261
(32509)

Ohio Map: nan

Bronzeville (NES): nan

c4265
(32720)

Ohio Map: nan

Service: nan

c4266
(32724)

Ohio Map: nan

Service: nan

c4278
(33319)

Ohio Map: nan

nan: nan

c4288
(33577)

Ohio Map: nan

Marble Cliff: The Village of Marble Cliff is adjacent to
Grandview Heights and shares police, fire and other services,

c4333
(34892)

Ohio Map: nan

Hanford Village: Hanford Village has been placed on the
national Register of Historic Places. Founded as village in
1909 and annexed by Columbus in 1955. It was marketed to
African American veterans, but much of the neighborhood
was wiped out in the 1960s when I-70 was constructed. Hanford Village illustrates the limits and struggle that African
Americans engaged in related to their rights as citizens in
a segrega...

c4369
(35321)

Ohio Map: nan

Hanford Village: Hanford Village has been placed on the
national Register of Historic Places. Founded as village in
1909 and annexed by Columbus in 1955. It was marketed to
African American veterans, but much of the neighborhood
was wiped out in the 1960s when I-70 was constructed. Hanford Village illustrates the limits and struggle that African
Americans engaged in related to their rights as citizens in
a segrega...

c4515
(41126)

Nichols family map: Nichols family community map.

Spiritual community: nan

c4518
(41139)

Elaina Ramsey’s Community Map: This map illustrates my neighborhood and where I go for goods & services for my AAPI family. It also
features my place of worship and office.

Spiritual Community: My church is located in downtown
Columbus and is predominately comprised of middle and
working class families, many of whom identify as LGBTQ.
Our church also does a lot of community outreach and supports many unhoused folks in downtown Columbus.

c629 (11422)

Near East Side (NES) Community: nan

NES Olde Towne: nan

c915 (14687)

Grandview: nan

Clintonville: Viewed as part of my community because
it is where I grocery shop and my primary place of outdoor recreation Assets: - Lucky’s Market - Glen Echo Park
- Bike path extends to Columbus Park of Roses - Sidewalk
walkability Vision: - Representation that understands the
"green lining" in Columbus with access to green space associated with financial privilege - Communities may extend
in unique ways...
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c2502
(11716)

Glennon: nan

Greater Tri-Village: Upper Arlington, Marble Cliff, and
Grandview Heights

c2633
(34981)

OWA-LWoodward Community Map: This Map shows all the communities that have supported and effected my life.

My Childhood neighborhood: These areas of town raised
me for birth to 18. It houses my childhood home, school
and friends

c3915
(20724)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 4: nan

c4120
(27334)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 4: nan

c4215
(30406)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 4: nan

c4336
(34981)

Ohio Map: nan

My Childhood neighborhood: These areas of town raised
me for birth to 18. It houses my childhood home, school
and friends

c4518
(41139)

Elaina Ramsey’s Community Map: This map illustrates my neighborhood and where I go for goods & services for my AAPI family. It also
features my place of worship and office.

Work: When I’m not working remotely, I work at our office
space in German Village (south of downtown). This area is
upper middle class and predominately white.

c629 (11422)

Near East Side (NES) Community: nan

NES South of Main: nan

c2485
(13074)

LOH_M: nan

Community 5: My current community, downtown Columbus with young professionals stuck at home inside newly
built luxury apartments.

c2633
(34981)

OWA-LWoodward Community Map: This Map shows all the communities that have supported and effected my life.

My Social Community: These are the areas I go to for social
interaction

c3915
(20724)

Ohio Map: nan

nan: nan

c4111
(27181)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 5: nan

c4336
(34981)

Ohio Map: nan

My Social Community: These are the areas I go to for social
interaction

c629 (11422)

Near East Side (NES) Community: nan

Community 5: nan

c720 (12538)

Lebanon: nan

Community 5: My current community, downtown Columbus with young professionals stuck at home inside newly
built luxury apartments.

c4111
(27181)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 6: nan

c2502
(11716)

Glennon: nan

Clintonville: nan

c2658
(35350)

OWA / kpoles: OWA/ kpoles This is my map of the places myself and
family frequent

the Love Posse: Friends community fam

c4372
(35350)

Ohio Map: nan

the Love Posse: Friends community fam
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Supporting Data for Cluster C14
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c1 (23029)

CAIR-Ohio-Usjid-Hilliard (partial): Mostly white, older professionals
+ retired individuals, in addition to families. Low crime. Quiet.

CAIR-Ohio-Usjid-Hilliard (partial): Mostly white, older
professionals + retired individuals, in addition to families.
Low crime. Quiet.

c1095
(28285)

CAIR-Ohio-Dublinshire-Salam: nan

Car-Ohio-Dublinshire-Salam: There are good schools in
the area, services such as a library, different grocery stores,
and recreational center.

c1096
(28284)

CAIR-Ohio-: nan

CAIR-Ohio-: Many different ethnicities, mainly upper class

c1097
(28286)

CAIR-Ohio-Dublin/Columbus/Hilliard-Sarah: This map is a representation of my community and the people around me. The important locations include grocery stores, libraries, schools, and religious centers
that people in my community use. This community has a large Muslim
population and has many schools and cultural diversity.

CAIR-Ohio-Muslim-Community: This community is near
the religious center of NICC. This area contains many muslims who share similar opinions and voices. This area is
lacking businesses and stores, and expanding on housing.
Another issue is the schooling districts because despite the
shared community the school districts vary in this region
between Columbus and Hilliard.

c1098
(28289)

CAIR-OH Hilliard Parents: Family oriented community with school
aged kids . Young professionals. Dublin recreation center. Core curriculum in school matters . Streets are small for the amount of growth
in the area from a commercial stand point.

CAIR-OH Hilliard Parents: Family oriented community
with school aged kids . Young professionals. Dublin recreation center. Core curriculum in school matters . Streets
are small for the amount of growth in the area from a commercial stand point.

c1099
(28290)

CAIR-Dublin Ohio: This map includes my Dublinshire neighborhood,
which is a family oriented area of similiar socio-economic level in
Dublin, and the surrounding area that services my neighborhood including local grocery store, library, shopping, rec center, school, and
mosque.

Cair Ohio Dublin Ohio Muslim Community: family oriented area of Dublin that is of similiar socio-economic level
- and surrounding area that services residents including library, grocery store, rec center, shopping area and local
mosque.

c1100
(28284)

CAIR-Ohio-: Many different ethnicities, mainly upper class

CAIR-Ohio-: Many different ethnicities, mainly upper class

c1102
(28294)

Cair Ohio- Hilliard Dublin- Abeer: There is a good amount of Muslim owned Halal businesses . There are well taken care of parks but
insufficient recreation centers, classes and courts. It is an area that is
full of families that is increasing in younger families. There is a great
deficiency in public transportation.

Cair Ohio- Hilliard Dublin- Abeer: There is a good amount
of Muslim owned Halal businesses . There are well taken
care of parks but insufficient recreation centers, classes
and courts. It is an area that is full of families that is increasing in younger families. There is a great deficiency in
public transportation.

c1103
(28295)

CAIR-Ohio-Noor Community-Layla Khokhar: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Noor Community-Layla: This community consists of many Muslim families but it is also very diverse and
doesn’t feel like it is a majority of everything. The neighborhood I live in is definitely majority Muslim. Everyone
knows each other and it feels like one big family. Priorities
of this community are education, religion, social interaction and diversity. You could go to a store or restaurant and
will more than likely ...
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c1104
(28292)

CAIR-Ohio-BelvedereCommunity-Champa: This is a family oriented,
newly built houses with mainly focusing on very good and well maintained neighborhood surrounding and houses. Good schools, libraries
and well maintained parks. Less gun violence and crimes, well maintained ponds

CAIR-Ohio-BelvedereCommunity-Champa: This is a family oriented, newly built houses with mainly focusing on
very good and well maintained neighborhood surrounding and houses. Good schools, libraries and well maintained parks. Less gun violence and crimes, well maintained ponds

c1105
(28296)

CAIR Ohio-Noor Community-Zayna: nan

CAIR Ohio- Noor Community-Zayna: This community is
very diverse but regardless many people consider each
other family. It is very tight knit and very welcoming. There
are many big families within the community. The people care about spirituality, education, and building connections with others.

c1106
(28293)

Cair-ohio-Cosgray Community- Abdulraheem: Diverse community
with large immigrant and Muslim populations.

Cair-ohio-Cosgray Community- Abdulraheem: DIverse
community with large immigrant and muslim populations.

c1107
(28297)

CAIR-Ohio-Dublin-Mohammad: This map includes my residential
neighborhood as well as the Noor mosque community, which I’m a
member of. Mostly white community on the east side. More diverse
community on the west side around Noor Islamic Cultural Center.
Mostly middle-to-upper class. Mostly conservative, White community
with some Muslims and Indian community members.

CAIR-Ohio-Dublin-Mohammad: This map includes my
residential neighborhood as well as the Noor mosque community, which I’m a member of. Mostly white community
on the east side. More diverse community on the west side
around Noor Islamic Cultural Center. Mostly middle-toupper class. Mostly conservative, White community with
some Muslims and Indian community members.

c1108
(28299)

CAIR-Ohio-Noor Community-Salma: https://districtr.org/COI/28299

CAIR-Ohio-Noor Community-Salma: This is a familyoriented community where my mosque and cultural center is, my kids’ school. Diverse neighborhood with a larger
Muslim population. Community members care about gun
control, not enough businesses in the area.

c1111
(28305)

Cair-Ohio-Brookfield Village-Rahaf: Mostly white conservative neighborhoods. Predominately middle class families and older residents.

Cair-Ohio-Brookfield Village-Rahaf: Mostly white conservative neighborhoods. Predominately middle class families and older residents.

c1112
(28322)

CAIR-Ohio-NICC-Community-Mamoun: Mosque community

CAIR-Ohio-NICC-Community-Mamoun: Mosque Community

c1113
(28317)

CAIR-Ohio-Bannister-Sara: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Bannister-Sara: My neighborhood consumes
of mostly democrats. There is a drug problem amongst
young kids.

c1114
(28307)

haanyas neighborhood, noor: muslim, desi, college going

CAIR-OHIO-haanyanoor: muslim majority, desi, college
going

c1115
(28311)

CAIR-Ohio-Silverton Farms-Maha: Consisting of ethnically diverse,
Middle-class families who are Muslim; semi-liberal. Popular area due
to access to shopping malls, various academically excelled school districts. Area is congested due to consistent building of new apartments
complexes. High demand drives out low-income members.

CAIR-Ohio-Silverton Farms-Maha: Consisting of ethnically diverse, Middle-class families who are Muslim; semiliberal. Popular area due to access to shopping malls, various academically excelled school districts. Area is congested due to consistent building of new apartments complexes. High demand drives out low-income members.

c1117
(28312)

CAIR-Ohio-Riviera-Maria: This community is made up of middleupper class residents in the Dublin, OH area from diverse backgrounds
(white and asian) with a mix of conservative and liberal identifying residents. This population places a high value on schooling and recreational facilities.

CAIR-Ohio-Riviera-Maria: This community is made up of
middle-upper class residents in the Dublin, OH area from
diverse backgrounds (white and asian) with a mix of conservative and liberal identifying residents. This population
places a high value on schooling and recreational facilities.
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c1119
(28302)

CAIR-Ohio-Cbus-komal: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Cbus Komal: Wood Run is a diverse, moderate
community. In my community, there is a good Muslim population and lots of immigrant families. The most abundant
age demographic is between 15-27; therefore, the job market is a very important issue.

c1123
(28319)

CAIR-Ohio- Heritage Preserve-Aya: This community is growing and
expanding a lot. Lots of houses are made up of families with children
of all ages. In my perspective, there are more white people in Hilliard
however, there are also a good amount of minorities.

CAIR-Ohio- Heritage Preserve-Aya Soumakieh: This community is growing and expanding a lot. Lots of houses are
made up of families with children of all ages. In my perspective, there are more white people in Hilliard however,
there are also a good amount of minorities.

c1125
(28308)

CAIR-Ohio-Tartan Fields-Yzen: This area includes the Tartan Fields
residential neighborhood. Predominately families and older residents. Mostly white, conservative neighborhood. Upper income. Private, quiet. Speeding has been an issue, Recently installed new playground/park area. Big golf tournament once a year that draws people
from around the country that helps local economy and makes area desirable.

CAIR-Ohio-Tartan Fields-Yzen: This area includes the Tartan Fields residential neighborhood. Predominately families and older residents. Mostly white, conservative neighborhood. Upper income. Private, quiet. Speeding has been
an issue, Recently installed new playground/park area. Big
golf tournament once a year that draws people from around
the country that helps local economy and makes area desirable.

c1127
(28306)

CAIR-Ohio-Hoffman Farms-Elsa: This area includes the Hoffman
Farms residential neighborhood. Predominantly white and politically
conservative area. Mostly upper income families. Lots of housing popularity due to commercial accessibility. Problems with road construction and congestion.

CAIR-Ohio-Hoffman Farms-Elsa: This area includes the
Hoffman Farms residential neighborhood. Predominantly
white and politically conservative area. Mostly upper income families. Lots of housing popularity due to commercial accessibility. Problems with road construction and
congestion.

c1128
(28318)

Cair-Ohio-Amberleigh-Mai: City of Dublin (classification of area)
Mostly middle class residential neighborhood Very scenic area (lots
of trees) and safe where a lot of families decide to lay down roots It
is mostly white but getting more diverse each year Low crime rates
Schools are being built in this area as well there recently was a new
school built near this neighborhood

Cair-Ohio- Amberleigh- Mai: City of Dublin (classification
of area) Mostly middle class residential neighborhood Very
scenic area (lots of trees) and safe where a lot of families
decide to lay down roots It is mostly white but getting more
diverse each year Low crime rates Schools are being built
in this area as well there recently was a new school built
near this neighborhood

c1130
(28325)

Cair-Ohio-MewsatTuttle: My community is a diverse neighborhood
that encompasses various identities and religion. My neighborhood
has a mix of middle and upper-middle class families that tend to be
in pocketed groups. Various different religious institutions are in my
community including mosques, churches, temples, and more. Similar to the earning income trend, there are also pockets of areas where
there are old people an...

Cair-Ohio-MewsatTuttle: My community is a diverse
neighborhood that encompasses various identities and religion. My neighborhood has a mix of middle and uppermiddle class families that tend to be in pocketed groups.
Various different religious institutions are in my community including mosques, churches, temples, and more.
Similar to the earning income trend, there are also pockets of areas where there are old people an...

c1131
(28315)

CAIR-OHIO-DUBLIN-NOOR COMMUNITY: I think All the redistricting
include the area that re used by muslim should be under one.

CAIR-OHIO-SILVER WOODS LN -Ambreen: if I am in
Dublin area why am I paying tax for Hilliard?

c1132
(28312)

CAIR-Ohio-Riviera-sarah: This community is made up of middleupper class residents in the Dublin, OH area from diverse backgrounds
(white and asian) with a mix of conservative and liberal identifying residents. This population places a high value on schooling and recreational facilities.

CAIR-Ohio-Riviera-Maria: This community is made up of
middle-upper class residents in the Dublin, OH area from
diverse backgrounds (white and asian) with a mix of conservative and liberal identifying residents. This population
places a high value on schooling and recreational facilities.

c1135
(28329)

CAIR-ohio-Bethel-Fatima: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Bethel-Fatima: This is a young community
where business and entertainment are highly valued.

c1136
(28326)

CAIR-Ohio-Llewellyn- Farah: Predominantly families and older individuals. Mostly a white conservative neighborhood. Middle class, quiet
community. Lots of improved infrastructure and new construction
which really stimulates the economy.

CAIR-Ohio-Llewellyn- Farah: Predominantly families and
older individuals. Mostly a white conservative neighborhood. Middle class, quiet community. Lots of improved infrastructure and new construction which really stimulates
the economy.
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c1137
(28331)

CAIR-Ohio-Noor-Abdul: Families, diverse ethnic groups, middle class,

CAIR-Ohio-Noor-Abdul: Families, diverse ethnic groups,
middle class,

c1138
(28332)

cair-ohio-muslimcommunity-hassan: This is my Muslm community
near the Mosque

cair-ohio-muslimcommunity-hassan: This is my Muslm
community near the Mosque

c1140
(28330)

Cair-Ohio-Amberleigh-Nour: Mostly white conservative. Upper middle class residents. Familial area. Quiet.

Cair-Ohio-Amberleigh-Nour: Mostly white conservative.
Upper middle class residents. Familial area. Quiet.

c1141
(28335)

CAIR-Ohio-Noor-Ishaaq: this community is one of a kind and has
many great people. Its also the community I grew up in.

CAIR-Ohio-Noor-Ishaaq: this community is one of a kind
and has many great people. Its also the community I grew
up in.

c1143
(28336)

CAIR-Ohio-Avondale Woods-Shafiq: this community is located in a
suburb of Hilliard and Dublin. It’s an area with a increasing community of Muslims and other minority groups. There is lots of residential
development.

Community 1: this community is located in a suburb of
Hilliard and Dublin. It’s an area with a increasing community of Muslims and other minority groups. There is lots of
residential development.

c2 (22693)

CAIR-Ohio-Tala-Columbus/Dublin: This community is densely populated with immigrants and racial minority groups. It is very familyoriented. There are a large number of minority business owners down
Bethel Rd. These businesses cater to the surrounding immigrant community. New housing construction surrounds the area with a growing
population of young professionals.

CAIR-Ohio-Tala-Columbus/Dublin: This community is
densely populated with immigrants and racial minority
groups. It is very family-oriented. There are a large number of minority business owners down Bethel Rd. These
businesses cater to the surrounding immigrant community. New housing construction surrounds the area with
a growing population of young professionals.

c2446
(23423)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Northwest Franklin County: This community is split between Dublin and Worthington school districts, but in
Columbus city. Family area, southern part of CD-12, mostly
middle-class suburban, mostly apartments than single
family homes. Immigrants and New American communities, Spanish speakers. Most people either work in Dublin
or downtown Columbus. Decent walkability. Fair number
of churches, a lot of big high schools (Kil...

c2449
(23030)

CAIR-Ohio: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Tala-Columbus/Dublin: This community is
densely populated with immigrants and racial minority
groups. It is very family-oriented. There are a large number of minority business owners down Bethel Rd. These
businesses cater to the surrounding immigrant community. New housing construction surrounds the area with
a growing population of young professionals.

c2483
(13982)

WA.MM.COMM: nan

Grove City: Working Class Neighborhood Very "Pink" Area
Urbancrest - History of segregation, Primarily Black Important Places: Toso, Mid-Ohio Food Bank, Large Distribution
facilities such as Walmart Top Issues: Bring decent business in, sustainable environmental polices/activities (composting, recycling), Need better broadband, jobs, state representatives not very present. History - Presence of KKK
mem...

c2638
(35056)

Single Mothers: SIngle mothers of the Motherful Collective

Single Moms in Central Ohio: Single mothers in Central
Ohio

c28 (23959)

CAIR-Ohio-Iman-Noor: This community is built up of a lot of middleclass families but the young professional population is growing. Lots of
new residences and urban development in the past 5 years. Primarily
white with pockets of minorities

CAIR-Ohio-Iman-Noor: This community is built up of a lot
of middle-class families but the young professional population is growing. Lots of new residences and urban development in the past 5 years. Primarily white with pockets of
minorities
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c3 (23031)

CAIR-Ohio-Amina-Hilliard: Hilliard is perceived as a suburb with
mostly families. Focused on school district community in this map.
Important projects include building community rec center - this makes
it exceptionally hard to mobilize Hilliard when it’s so divided. This map
represents diverse community groups. Concern with regards to some
industry coming into town. Very close proximity to residential areas additiona...

CAIR-Ohio-Amina-Hilliard: Hilliard is perceived as a suburb with mostly families. Focused on school district community in this map. Important projects include building
community rec center - this makes it exceptionally hard to
mobilize Hilliard when it’s so divided. This map represents
diverse community groups. Concern with regards to some
industry coming into town. Very close proximity to residential areas - additiona...

c30 (23958)

CAIR-Ohio-Khalid-Noor/Dublin: This community is highly family
based with a rise in young professionals. The community is White dominated with a large Muslim population in the surrounding areas of Noor
Islamic Cultural Center. Made up of many homes, owned and rented,
but includes many apartment buildings with a mix of townhomes and
condos as well. This area is growing quickly population wise.

CAIR-Ohio-Khalid-Noor/Dublin:
This community is
highly family based with a rise in young professionals.
The community is White dominated with a large Muslim
population in the surrounding areas of Noor Islamic
Cultural Center. Made up of many homes, owned and
rented, but includes many apartment buildings with a mix
of townhomes and condos as well. This area is growing
quickly population wise.

c31 (23961)

CAIR-Ohio- Uroosa Khan: The community is filled with many families, young professionals, and very diverse groups of kids. This community is filled with diversity in many parts, schools and grocery stores
are filled with all ethnicities of people. Some neighborhoods are dominantly white and some neighborhoods are dominantly muslim. There
are some places within this community that have diverse neighborhoods but most nei...

CAIR-Ohio- Uroosa Khan: The community is filled with
many families, young professionals, and very diverse
groups of kids. This community is filled with diversity in
many parts, schools and grocery stores are filled with all
ethnicities of people. Some neighborhoods are dominantly
white and some neighborhoods are dominantly muslim.
There are some places within this community that have diverse neighborhoods but most nei...

c3991
(22694)

Ohio Map: nan

Riverside Green Dublin: Older neighborhood with a diverse community. Multiple races, religions, cultures, and
languages in this area. Mixture of family and older individuals. School district has told us it is considered lower
income, due to immigrant population and number of free
lunches requested in local schools. But I don’t see this in
the neighborhood. Lots of green space available in the
community and variety of sho...

c4 (23033)

CAIR-Ohio-Deanna-Riverside Green Dublin: Older neighborhood
with a diverse community. Multiple races, religions, cultures, and languages in this area. Mixture of family and older individuals. School
district has told us it is considered lower income, due to immigrant
population and number of free lunches requested in local schools. But
I don’t see this in the neighborhood. Lots of green space available in
the community and variety of sho...

CAIR-Ohio-Deanna-Riverside Green Dublin: Older neighborhood with a diverse community. Multiple races, religions, cultures, and languages in this area. Mixture of
family and older individuals. School district has told us it
is considered lower income, due to immigrant population
and number of free lunches requested in local schools. But
I don’t see this in the neighborhood. Lots of green space
available in the community and variety of sho...

c41 (24442)

CAIR Ohio-Sweetwater-Lina: nan

CAIR Ohio-Sweetwater-Lina: residential and shopping
area in far western side of Columbus, Ohio

c4150
(28330)

Ohio Map: nan

Cair-Ohio-Amberleigh-Nour: Mostly white conservative.
Upper middle class residents. Familial area. Quiet.

c4151
(28336)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: this community is located in a suburb of
Hilliard and Dublin. It’s an area with a increasing community of Muslims and other minority groups. There is lots of
residential development.

c4235
(31063)

Ohio Map: nan

Inside 270: nan

c4247
(32022)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan
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c4265
(32720)

Ohio Map: nan

Neighborhood: nan

c4266
(32724)

Ohio Map: nan

Neighborhood: nan

c4267
(32802)

Ohio Map: nan

Erin’s Central Ohio Map: This is the spot where I tell the
story of my community. This is an important community
to keep together because....

c4301
(34046)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4333
(34892)

Ohio Map: nan

Near East Side (NES): Just to the East of Downtown Columbus, established just outside the City’s original 1812 boundaries, the Near East was a prestigious and wealthy community, containing many large and luxurious homes, successful businesses, and a thriving artist community. By
the 1920s the Near East area had developed its own identity and a collection of unique neighborhoods filled with
stores, theatres, offices, re...

c4340
(35056)

Ohio Map: nan

Single Moms in Central Ohio: Single mothers in Central
Ohio

c4354
(35169)

Ohio Map: nan

Families of Dublin Ohio - LWVO: Middle income, families,
good schools,

c4355
(35171)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4396
(22688)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Amina-Hilliard: Hilliard is perceived as a suburb with mostly families. Focused on school district community in this map. Important projects include building
community rec center - this makes it exceptionally hard to
mobilize Hilliard when it’s so divided. This map represents
diverse community groups. Concern with regards to some
industry coming into town. Very close proximity to residential areas - additiona...

c4397
(22690)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Usjid-Hilliard (partial): Mostly white, older
professionals + retired individuals, in addition to families.
Low crime. Quiet.

c4398
(22693)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Tala-Columbus/Dublin: This community is
densely populated with immigrants and racial minority
groups. It is very family-oriented. There are a large number of minority business owners down Bethel Rd. These
businesses cater to the surrounding immigrant community. New housing construction surrounds the area with
a growing population of young professionals.

c4400
(23958)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Khalid-Noor/Dublin:
This community is
highly family based with a rise in young professionals.
The community is White dominated with a large Muslim
population in the surrounding areas of Noor Islamic
Cultural Center. Made up of many homes, owned and
rented, but includes many apartment buildings with a mix
of townhomes and condos as well. This area is growing
quickly population wise.
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c4401
(23959)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Iman-Noor: This community is built up of a lot
of middle-class families but the young professional population is growing. Lots of new residences and urban development in the past 5 years. Primarily white with pockets of
minorities

c4403
(23961)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio- Uroosa Khan: The community is filled with
many families, young professionals, and very diverse
groups of kids. This community is filled with diversity in
many parts, schools and grocery stores are filled with all
ethnicities of people. Some neighborhoods are dominantly
white and some neighborhoods are dominantly muslim.
There are some places within this community that have diverse neighborhoods but most nei...

c4404
(24442)

CAIR: nan

CAIR Ohio-Sweetwater-Lina: residential and shopping
area in far western side of Columbus, Ohio

c4407
(24446)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio, Greater Dublin/Hilliard Area: This area covers the general Dublin, Hilliard, and Northwest Columbus
areas. It is considered to be more "suburban", and although
it is considered a predominantly white area, it includes a
very large Muslim and Asian community. Majority of the
housing includes designated neighborhoods with houses,
but there has been a significant increase in the construction of apartment complexes, townhomes, an...

c4409
(24449)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio - Hilliard - Shireen: This area is a dense residential area with families and a somewhat diverse population. Area is majority white but also includes a fairly diverse community. There are approximately 3 different high
schools in the area within the same district that have a diverse student body.

c4412
(24453)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Hilliard-Durya Nadeem-Khan: Predominately
white suburban area for families. Diversity has increased
in the recent years. Most frequent language spoken is English. Issues needed to be address are road upkeep (potholes) and transportation throughout the city for individuals without access to cars. Important areas include various
schools, gyms, grocery center, masjid Noor (NICC-Noor Islamic Cultural Center). Most students ...

c4415
(28282)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Noor Community-Salma: This is a familyoriented community where my mosque and cultural center is, my kids’ school. Diverse neighborhood with a larger
Muslim population. Community members care about gun
control, not enough businesses in the area.

c4417
(28284)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-: Many different ethnicities, mainly upper class

c4418
(28285)

CAIR: nan

Car-Ohio-Dublinshire-Salam: There are good schools in
the area, services such as a library, different grocery stores,
and recreational center.

c4419
(28286)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Muslim-Community: This community is near
the religious center of NICC. This area contains many muslims who share similar opinions and voices. This area is
lacking businesses and stores, and expanding on housing.
Another issue is the schooling districts because despite the
shared community the school districts vary in this region
between Columbus and Hilliard.
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c4420
(28289)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-OH Hilliard Parents: Family oriented community
with school aged kids . Young professionals. Dublin recreation center. Core curriculum in school matters . Streets
are small for the amount of growth in the area from a commercial stand point.

c4421
(28290)

CAIR: nan

Cair Ohio Dublin Ohio Muslim Community: family oriented area of Dublin that is of similiar socio-economic level
- and surrounding area that services residents including library, grocery store, rec center, shopping area and local
mosque.

c4422
(28291)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Dublin: Residential community that shares
schools, outdoor recreation centers, parks, and residential
neighborhoods. The community shares strong values in education and community engagement.

c4423
(28292)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-BelvedereCommunity-Champa: This is a family oriented, newly built houses with mainly focusing on
very good and well maintained neighborhood surrounding and houses. Good schools, libraries and well maintained parks. Less gun violence and crimes, well maintained ponds

c4424
(28293)

CAIR: nan

Cair-ohio-Cosgray Community- Abdulraheem: DIverse
community with large immigrant and muslim populations.

c4425
(28294)

CAIR: nan

Cair Ohio- Hilliard Dublin- Abeer: There is a good amount
of Muslim owned Halal businesses . There are well taken
care of parks but insufficient recreation centers, classes
and courts. It is an area that is full of families that is increasing in younger families. There is a great deficiency in
public transportation.

c4426
(28295)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Noor Community-Layla: This community consists of many Muslim families but it is also very diverse and
doesn’t feel like it is a majority of everything. The neighborhood I live in is definitely majority Muslim. Everyone
knows each other and it feels like one big family. Priorities
of this community are education, religion, social interaction and diversity. You could go to a store or restaurant and
will more than likely ...

c4427
(28296)

CAIR: nan

CAIR Ohio- Noor Community-Zayna: This community is
very diverse but regardless many people consider each
other family. It is very tight knit and very welcoming. There
are many big families within the community. The people care about spirituality, education, and building connections with others.

c4428
(28297)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Dublin-Mohammad: This map includes my
residential neighborhood as well as the Noor mosque community, which I’m a member of. Mostly white community
on the east side. More diverse community on the west side
around Noor Islamic Cultural Center. Mostly middle-toupper class. Mostly conservative, White community with
some Muslims and Indian community members.
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c4429
(28299)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Noor Community-Salma: This is a familyoriented community where my mosque and cultural center is, my kids’ school. Diverse neighborhood with a larger
Muslim population. Community members care about gun
control, not enough businesses in the area.

c4430
(28302)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Cbus Komal: Wood Run is a diverse, moderate
community. In my community, there is a good Muslim population and lots of immigrant families. The most abundant
age demographic is between 15-27; therefore, the job market is a very important issue.

c4432
(28305)

CAIR: nan

Cair-Ohio-Brookfield Village-Rahaf: Mostly white conservative neighborhoods. Predominately middle class families and older residents.

c4433
(28306)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Hoffman Farms-Elsa: This area includes the
Hoffman Farms residential neighborhood. Predominantly
white and politically conservative area. Mostly upper income families. Lots of housing popularity due to commercial accessibility. Problems with road construction and
congestion.

c4434
(28307)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-OHIO-haanyanoor: muslim majority, desi, college
going

c4435
(28308)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Tartan Fields-Yzen: This area includes the Tartan Fields residential neighborhood. Predominately families and older residents. Mostly white, conservative neighborhood. Upper income. Private, quiet. Speeding has been
an issue, Recently installed new playground/park area. Big
golf tournament once a year that draws people from around
the country that helps local economy and makes area desirable.

c4438
(28311)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Silverton Farms-Maha: Consisting of ethnically diverse, Middle-class families who are Muslim; semiliberal. Popular area due to access to shopping malls, various academically excelled school districts. Area is congested due to consistent building of new apartments complexes. High demand drives out low-income members.

c4439
(28312)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Riviera-Maria: This community is made up of
middle-upper class residents in the Dublin, OH area from
diverse backgrounds (white and asian) with a mix of conservative and liberal identifying residents. This population
places a high value on schooling and recreational facilities.

c4442
(28315)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-OHIO-SILVER WOODS LN -Ambreen: if I am in
Dublin area why am I paying tax for Hilliard?

c4444
(28317)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Bannister-Sara: My neighborhood consumes
of mostly democrats. There is a drug problem amongst
young kids.

c4445
(28318)

CAIR: nan

Cair-Ohio- Amberleigh- Mai: City of Dublin (classification
of area) Mostly middle class residential neighborhood Very
scenic area (lots of trees) and safe where a lot of families
decide to lay down roots It is mostly white but getting more
diverse each year Low crime rates Schools are being built
in this area as well there recently was a new school built
near this neighborhood
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c4446
(28319)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio- Heritage Preserve-Aya Soumakieh: This community is growing and expanding a lot. Lots of houses are
made up of families with children of all ages. In my perspective, there are more white people in Hilliard however,
there are also a good amount of minorities.

c4448
(28322)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-NICC-Community-Mamoun: Mosque Community

c4451
(28325)

CAIR: nan

Cair-Ohio-MewsatTuttle: My community is a diverse
neighborhood that encompasses various identities and religion. My neighborhood has a mix of middle and uppermiddle class families that tend to be in pocketed groups.
Various different religious institutions are in my community including mosques, churches, temples, and more.
Similar to the earning income trend, there are also pockets of areas where there are old people an...

c4452
(28326)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Llewellyn- Farah: Predominantly families and
older individuals. Mostly a white conservative neighborhood. Middle class, quiet community. Lots of improved infrastructure and new construction which really stimulates
the economy.

c4453
(28329)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Bethel-Fatima: This is a young community
where business and entertainment are highly valued.

c4454
(28331)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Noor-Abdul: Families, diverse ethnic groups,
middle class,

c4455
(28332)

CAIR: nan

cair-ohio-muslimcommunity-hassan: This is my Muslm
community near the Mosque

c4458
(28335)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-Noor-Ishaaq: this community is one of a kind
and has many great people. Its also the community I grew
up in.

c4515
(41126)

Nichols family map: Nichols family community map.

Neighborhood: The neighborhood is diversely granted it
is Columbus at the border of Hilliar. My kids also attend
school in this neighborhood, Hilliard city schools. The
population in my neighborhood includes a lot of Asian
American Pacific Islander’s including Southwest Asians
(from Middle East). Additionally, there is a significant Latinx population.

c46 (24449)

Cair-Ohio - Hilliard - Shireen Shaaban: A map of the Hilliard area that
includes the hotspots of the community as well as the dense residential
areas included within the community.

CAIR-Ohio - Hilliard - Shireen: This area is a dense residential area with families and a somewhat diverse population. Area is majority white but also includes a fairly diverse community. There are approximately 3 different high
schools in the area within the same district that have a diverse student body.

c48 (24446)

CAIR-Ohio, Greater Dublin Area, Hajira: This area covers the general
Dublin, Hilliard, and Northwest Columbus areas. It is considered to be
more "suburban", and although it is considered a predominantly white
area, it includes a very large Muslim and Asian community. Majority
of the housing includes designated neighborhoods with houses, but
there has been a significant increase in the construction of apartment
complexes, townhomes, an...

CAIR-Ohio, Greater Dublin/Hilliard Area: This area covers the general Dublin, Hilliard, and Northwest Columbus
areas. It is considered to be more "suburban", and although
it is considered a predominantly white area, it includes a
very large Muslim and Asian community. Majority of the
housing includes designated neighborhoods with houses,
but there has been a significant increase in the construction of apartment complexes, townhomes, an...
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c49 (24453)

CAIR-Ohio-Hilliard-Durya Nadeem-Khan: Predominately white suburban area for families. Diversity has increased in the recent years.
Most frequent language spoken is English. Issues needed to be address
are road upkeep (potholes) and transportation throughout the city for
individuals without access to cars. Important areas include various
schools, gyms, grocery center, masjid Noor (NICC-Noor Islamic Cultural Center). Most students ...

CAIR-Ohio-Hilliard-Durya Nadeem-Khan: Predominately
white suburban area for families. Diversity has increased
in the recent years. Most frequent language spoken is English. Issues needed to be address are road upkeep (potholes) and transportation throughout the city for individuals without access to cars. Important areas include various
schools, gyms, grocery center, masjid Noor (NICC-Noor Islamic Cultural Center). Most students ...

c51 (24449)

Cair-Ohio - Hilliard - Shireen Shaaban: nan

CAIR-Ohio - Hilliard - Shireen: This area is a dense residential area with families and a somewhat diverse population. Area is majority white but also includes a fairly diverse community. There are approximately 3 different high
schools in the area within the same district that have a diverse student body.

c938
(14944)

Dublin: nan

Dublin: Community that is a mix of people who have lived
in the area for decades and remember when the whole area
was used for agricultural purposes and middle-class professionals who come to the area for the good schools and
job opportunities.

p4146
(28222)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

p4169
(29190)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

p4241
(31833)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

p4294
(33681)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

p4373
(35365)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

c4337 (35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 11: nan
District 12: nan

c2502
(11716)

Glennon: nan

Greater Dublin: All jurisdictions within the Dublin City
School District including the suburb of Dublin, a number
of townships, and portions of Columbus

c4265
(32720)

Ohio Map: nan

Religious: nan

c4266
(32724)

Ohio Map: nan

Religious: nan

c4515
(41126)

Nichols family map: Nichols family community map.

Public facilities: Public parks as well as library are present
in this area and overlap with my neighborhood. Additionally, other points of interest including grocery stores, department stores, etc. are all within proximity to this area.

c2502
(11716)

Glennon: nan

Greater Hilliard: All jurisdiction in the Hilliard City School
District including the suburb of Hilliard, various townships, and portions of Columbus
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c4515
(41126)

Nichols family map: Nichols family community map.

Asian American Pacific Islander restaurants and stores:
nan

c2502
(11716)

Glennon: nan

Northwest Columbus: Neighborhoods west of 315 and
north of Henderson Road in Columbus. These neighborhoods attend Columbus, Dublin, and Worthington schools
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c1285
(28011)

Toledo community map: This covers Toledo, specifically downtown
and the area near the Casino

Toledo and its suburbs: The conversation with the group
reveled two Toledos, an intercity Toledo and the suburbs of
Toledo. One of the intercity and tho Issue of reliable, ample
public transportation for people in the intercity of Toledo.
Limited options for people going work or grocery shopping
if they don’t have a car . It takes hours and there are not
a lot options for intercity/ downtown Toledo. ( see more of
i...

c1286
(26615)

Western Lucas County map: Area includes Anthony Wayne School District and some adjacent areas

Lucas County Anthony Wayne Area Community: Anthony
Wayne community includes Whitehouse, Monclova and
Waterville parts of Swanton and several townships. Anthony Wayne local school district- pulls together these
smaller communities. It was named after General "Mad"
Anthony Wayne who won the Battle of Fallen Timbers for
the young United States. People from Anthony Wayne see
themselves as down to earth and having more traditional
values.

c2432
(29916)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Bowling Green: Bowling Green is the home of a state university (Bowling Green State University). It is in the middle of an agricultural region producing feed corn, wheat,
and soybeans. Water comes from the Maumee River. There
are several electricity windmills which are a public utility.
Bowling Green was once an oil boom town in the 19th century. Bowling Green was once called the Crystal City because sugar beets...

c3834
(19539)

Ohio Map: nan

Glass City: nan

c3913
(20718)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

c3974
(22339)

Ohio Map: nan

Anthony Wayne School District Area: This area is mainly
defined by the towns and townships that comprise the
Anthony Wayne Area School District. the boundaries are
roughly the Maumee Rive to the south and east, Route 475
to the east, the Ohio Turnpike to the north and village and
township limits to the west. There is great local interest
and pride in the school and in the Metroparks in the area.
There is very little commercial dev...

c3978
(22416)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c3990
(22672)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4003
(22879)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4017
(23059)

Ohio Map: nan

Anthony Wayne School District Area: This area is mainly
defined by the towns and townships that comprise the
Anthony Wayne Area School District. the boundaries are
roughly the Maumee Rive to the south and east, Route 475
to the east, the Ohio Turnpike to the north and village and
township limits to the west. There is great local interest
and pride in the school and in the Metroparks in the area.
There is very little commercial dev...

c4090
(25889)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan
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c4095
(26463)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4096
(26473)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: Anthony Wayne community includes
Whitehouse, Monclova and Waterville. Anthony Wayne local school district- pulls together these smaller communities. People from Anthony Wayne see themselves as more
down to earth and having more traditional values.

c4099
(26615)

Ohio Map: nan

Lucas County Anthony Wayne Area Community: Anthony
Wayne community includes Whitehouse, Monclova and
Waterville parts of Swanton and several townships. Anthony Wayne local school district- pulls together these
smaller communities. It was named after General "Mad"
Anthony Wayne who won the Battle of Fallen Timbers for
the young United States. People from Anthony Wayne see
themselves as down to earth and having more traditional
values.

c4129
(27711)

Ohio Map: nan

Toledo and surrounding area: Issue of public transportation for people going work or grocery shopping. It takes
hours and not a lot of things near downtown toledo. Art is
very important in Toledo. Art Gallery, Art Loop, ( Adams
street, downtown, to Old West End)

c4140
(28011)

Ohio Map: nan

Toledo and its suburbs: The conversation with the group
reveled two Toledos, an intercity Toledo and the suburbs of
Toledo. One of the intercity and tho Issue of reliable, ample
public transportation for people in the intercity of Toledo.
Limited options for people going work or grocery shopping
if they don’t have a car . It takes hours and there are not
a lot options for intercity/ downtown Toledo. ( see more of
i...

c4147
(28272)

Ohio Map: nan

Lucas County Anthony Wayne Area Community: Anthony
Wayne community includes Whitehouse, Monclova and
Waterville parts of Swanton and several townships. Anthony Wayne local school district- pulls together these
smaller communities. It was named after General "Mad"
Anthony Wayne who won the Battle of Fallen Timbers for
the young United States. People from Anthony Wayne see
themselves as down to earth and having more traditional
values.

c4184
(29669)

Ohio Map: nan

Bowling Green, Ohio: Bowling Green is a college town in
NW Ohio. It’s part of the Greater Toledo Metro Area.

c4190
(29900)

Ohio Map: nan

Lucas County Anthony Wayne Area Community: Anthony
Wayne community includes Whitehouse, Monclova and
Waterville parts of Swanton and several townships. Anthony Wayne local school district- pulls together these
smaller communities. It was named after General "Mad"
Anthony Wayne who won the Battle of Fallen Timbers for
the young United States. People from Anthony Wayne see
themselves as down to earth and having more traditional
values.
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c4255
(32309)

Ohio Map: nan

Ottawa Hills: 10 mile creek which runs into the Ottawa
River and part of the community and runs into the Maumee
river basin. Tributary into the Great Lakes. Water quality is
a concern. Green Ribbon Initiative - first community to join
Safe drinking water, we want to clean up the GL, threaten
the livelihood for fishing, not controls of farming which
is responsible for the algae bloom, Maumee was dumping
ra...

c4262
(32513)

Ohio Map: nan

Toledo and its suburbs: The conversation with the group
reveled two Toledos, an intercity Toledo and the suburbs of
Toledo. One of the intercity and tho Issue of reliable, ample
public transportation for people in the intercity of Toledo.
Limited options for people going work or grocery shopping
if they don’t have a car . It takes hours and there are not
a lot options for intercity/ downtown Toledo. ( see more of
i...

c4307
(34186)

Ohio Map: nan

Ottawa Hills: The Village of Ottawa Hills was developed in
1915. It is affluent bedroom community suburb of Toledo.
The quality of safe drinking water is a concern. People remember the problem of the algae bloom which affected the
drinking water. The community is proud and treasures its
green spaces. Driving through the community there are
planters which hang from the green lamp post which is a
sign you a...

p4155
(28647)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

c1285
(28011)

Toledo community map: This covers Toledo, specifically downtown
and the area near the Casino

Intercity of Toledo: Some old historical areas but deterioration of infrastructure in many of these neighborhoods.
This includes poor conditions of many roads and vacant
lots used as dumps. Much of the housing is substandard.
Also few tree lines so some of these neighborhoods have no
cover or shade. Lack of adequate public transportation for
people who don’t have a car. Getting a bus to work can take
a long time ...

c4017
(23059)

Ohio Map: nan

Perrysburg: nan

c4140
(28011)

Ohio Map: nan

Intercity of Toledo: Some old historical areas but deterioration of infrastructure in many of these neighborhoods.
This includes poor conditions of many roads and vacant
lots used as dumps. Much of the housing is substandard.
Also few tree lines so some of these neighborhoods have no
cover or shade. Lack of adequate public transportation for
people who don’t have a car. Getting a bus to work can take
a long time ...

c4147
(28272)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c4262
(32513)

Ohio Map: nan

Intercity of Toledo: Some old historical areas but deterioration of infrastructure in many of these neighborhoods.
This includes poor conditions of many roads and vacant
lots used as dumps. Much of the housing is substandard.
Also few tree lines so some of these neighborhoods have no
cover or shade. Lack of adequate public transportation for
people who don’t have a car. Getting a bus to work can take
a long time ...
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c4307
(34186)

Ohio Map: nan

Toledo area near: This is outside of the Village boarders
but it is where most people shop, enjoy entertainment, and
work.

c4337
(35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 4: nan
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c1038
(28166)

OOC.FW.COMM: nan

Glenville - FW: Largely African-American population/resident Area becoming gentrified from University
Circle to the VA Hospital, Cleveland Museum of Art, &
Cleveland Institute of Music. Important Places: Glenville
HighSchool, Louise Stokes Cleveland VA Medical Center,
History: Used to be a heavily Jewish Community. Glenville
Riots took place here. What is Missing: Redefining the
culture - There are local a...

c1042
(13061)

Lakewood: nan

Lakewood: Multi-generational, multi-racial working hard
to ensure housing affordability small business communities

c13 (12006)

Community Plan: Ashtabula area

Community 1: nan

c2452
(22122)

OOC.DM.COMM: nan

Edgewater: Edgewater

c2471
(22122)

OOC.DM.COMM: nan

Edgewater: Edgewater

c2476
(14345)

OOC.RB.COMMS: nan

Rural NE Ohio Community from the South: Grow up in Jefferson. Went to school in Jefferson and North Kingsville.
Bunch singers was a local band. Active churches in the
area. Issues: poverty rate is high; property value is low.
drugs & addiction. Growing incarceration rates. Mostly ran
by Rs. Politically changing. Going Red. Strong law and
order messages/culture and crack down on immigrants.
Growing latino population

c2636
(35013)

Bay Village Community by LWV: This map was our definition of a SINGLE community, showing the city, adjacent, and nearby areas that our
residents consider to be part of one community that for the most part
should not be broken up. (One part lies in an adjacent county, and
we understand that it perhaps should be seperated from the core three
zones.) If there are any questions, we would be happy to answer them,
or testify. Please...

Bay Village: The city limits & school district of Bay Village
is colored blue. Bay Village is primarily a bedroom community with small commercial areas, and almost no manufacturing/industrial areas. Therefore we are closely connected
to adjacent and nearby communities where our residents
shop, eat, obtain healthcare, and so on. Many are employed
in these as well. Foremost among these are Westlake and
Rocky R...

c3755
(18461)

Ohio Map: nan

New Rockport: nan

c3967
(22118)

Ohio Map: nan

Edgewater: Edgewater

c4032
(23487)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4069
(24752)

Ohio Map: nan

Asiatown Community: Predominantly Chinese, immigrant, elderly, working-class, families + children.

c4145
(28166)

Ohio Map: nan

Glenville - FW: Largely African-American population/resident Area becoming gentrified from University
Circle to the VA Hospital, Cleveland Museum of Art, &
Cleveland Institute of Music. Important Places: Glenville
HighSchool, Louise Stokes Cleveland VA Medical Center,
History: Used to be a heavily Jewish Community. Glenville
Riots took place here. What is Missing: Redefining the
culture - There are local a...

c4212
(30334)

Ohio Map: nan

Lakeside/ Marblehead: A summer tourist destination.
Population is multiplied by 10 over the summer months.
Permanent residents are, in other words, a small percent.
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c4252
(32209)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4329
(34765)

Ohio Map: nan

Bay Village: The city limits & school district of Bay Village
is colored blue. Bay Village is primarily a bedroom community with small commercial areas, and almost no manufacturing/industrial areas. Therefore we are closely connected
to adjacent and nearby communities where our residents
shop, eat, obtain healthcare, and so on. Many are employed
in these as well. Foremost among these are Westlake and
Rocky R...

c4338
(35013)

Ohio Map: nan

Bay Village: The city limits & school district of Bay Village
is colored blue. Bay Village is primarily a bedroom community with small commercial areas, and almost no manufacturing/industrial areas. Therefore we are closely connected
to adjacent and nearby communities where our residents
shop, eat, obtain healthcare, and so on. Many are employed
in these as well. Foremost among these are Westlake and
Rocky R...

c4351
(35166)

Ohio Map: nan

East of the Cuyahoga River: Lutheran Metropolitan Ministries community of interest, east side.

c4383
(35475)

Ohio Map: nan

City of Lakewood: nan

c4510
(41049)

Lakewood League of Women Voters: The core, the city of Lakewood,
and surrounding area — a community of interest that should not be
separated.

City of Lakewood: Established in 1889, it is one of Cleveland’s historic streetcar suburbs and part of the Greater
Cleveland Metropolitan Area. Lakewood is home to a young
and diverse population, including a significant number
of immigrants. The foreign-born population was approximately 8.6% in 2019. Its population density is the highest of
any city in Ohio and is roughly comparable to that of Washington, D.C. The...

c4514
(41119)

Rocky River LWV Community Map: A group of Rocky River residents
assembled by the League of Women Voters and constructed a map of
our greater community-of-interest that should be fractured by state
house, state senate, or Congressional district maps.

City of Rocky River: This is a community-of-interest map
for Rocky River. It was constructed by several Rocky River
residents convened by the League of Women Voters. Who
fits with us in RR? RR is a lot like Bay (small, bedroom
community, though RR has more business); Westlake has
industry; Lakewood is bigger and more economically and
racially diverse; has more businesses. RR has a lot of people who work in CLE. (T...

c4516
(41129)

Lakewood is Part of Cleveland: nan

Local Neighborhood: nan

c465 (9440)

Chateau Hough: https://districtr.org/coi/9440

Community 1: The most dynamic under realized part of the
city, based on its location and history. Site of the Hough Uprising and the Negro League Baseball Stadium. Great places
like Chateau Hough, Davis Supermarket (another Cleveland gem), perfect centralized location to all three sports
stadiums and one of the best hospitals in the world.

c740 (12677)

Detroit Shoreway (Cleveland): nan

Detroit Shoreway (Cleveland): This neighborhood is
trending younger, but quite a few families in the neighborhood. A lot of folks who are staunch neighborhood
supporters, but new apartment buildings. Higher income
coming in. (potentially gentrification) The neighborhood is
skewing slightly more white, with a mix of latinx and black.
A strong historic district along Franklin Boulevard. Gordon
Square is an old intersection th...
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c774 (12958)

OEC - Max - East Side of Lorain: nan

OEC - Max - East Side of Lorain: The East Side is the section of the city East/North of the Black River and North of
the Steel Mill. It is largely residential, with one major industrial park. It is also home to one of our larger marinas
in the city.

c870 (14175)

Community 1: nan

Community 1: My community is a mix of a few neighborhoods that are super close. People interchangeably travel
between these three neighborhoods. It is predominantly
Black population with also a large Asian population. Although there are a plethora of institutionalized resources
and black owned businesses. Poverty, lack of quality housing still exists. These areas have an average low income
threshold. It’s a hu...

c874 (14180)

Community 1: nan

Community 1: My community is a mix of a few neighborhoods that are super close. People interchangeably travel
between these three neighborhoods. It is predominantly
Black population with also a large Asian population. Although there are a plethora of institutionalized resources
and black owned businesses. Poverty, lack of quality housing still exists. These areas have an average low income
threshold. It’s a hu...

p3772
(18741)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

p3900
(20365)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

p4362
(35271)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan
Eastlake: nan

c3871 (19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Willoughby: nan
Avon: nan
Mentor: nan

c1042
(13061)

Lakewood: nan

Fairview Park: Inner-ring suburb, predominantly white,
mix working class and white collar and wealthy, connected
to rocky river reservation = lots of green space, largely residential

c2636
(35013)

Bay Village Community by LWV: This map was our definition of a SINGLE community, showing the city, adjacent, and nearby areas that our
residents consider to be part of one community that for the most part
should not be broken up. (One part lies in an adjacent county, and
we understand that it perhaps should be seperated from the core three
zones.) If there are any questions, we would be happy to answer them,
or testify. Please...

Nearby: The cities and school districts of North Olmsted
and Fairview Park are colored green. North Olmsted has a
huge commercial and shopping district and very large professional/office area. Fairview Park is the location for the
highest-tier most complete hospital on the near-west side
of Cleveland.

c4329
(34765)

Ohio Map: nan

Nearby: The cities and school districts of North Olmsted
and Fairview Park are colored green. North Olmsted has a
huge commercial and shopping district and very large professional/office area. Fairview Park is the location for the
highest-tier most complete hospital on the near-west side
of Cleveland.
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c4338
(35013)

Ohio Map: nan

Nearby: The cities and school districts of North Olmsted
and Fairview Park are colored green. North Olmsted has a
huge commercial and shopping district and very large professional/office area. Fairview Park is the location for the
highest-tier most complete hospital on the near-west side
of Cleveland.

c4351
(35166)

Ohio Map: nan

West of the Cuyahoga River: Lutheran Metropolitan Ministries community of interest, west side.

c4510
(41049)

Lakewood League of Women Voters: The core, the city of Lakewood,
and surrounding area — a community of interest that should not be
separated.

Nearby Cleveland West: Lakewood is closely connected socially and through its immigrant communities to the near
west side of Cleveland.

c4514
(41119)

Rocky River LWV Community Map: A group of Rocky River residents
assembled by the League of Women Voters and constructed a map of
our greater community-of-interest that should be fractured by state
house, state senate, or Congressional district maps.

Westshore Council of Governments Communities: Rocky
River sees itself as part of the Westshore Council of Governments communities: A council of communities that
share parks, fire departments, rescue boats. (Rocky River,
Bay Village, Westlake, North Olmsted, Fairview Park, Lakewood.) Rocky River is integrated economically, culturally,
with regard to employment and healthcare, and more — as
you will see by looking at our important places.

c4516
(41129)

Lakewood is Part of Cleveland: nan

Asian Community Shopping: nan

c2636
(35013)

Bay Village Community by LWV: This map was our definition of a SINGLE community, showing the city, adjacent, and nearby areas that our
residents consider to be part of one community that for the most part
should not be broken up. (One part lies in an adjacent county, and
we understand that it perhaps should be seperated from the core three
zones.) If there are any questions, we would be happy to answer them,
or testify. Please...

Adjacent: The cities and school districts of Westlake and Rocky River are colored green.
Westlake
has extensive shopping, professional & medical offices,
restaurants and more along its southern edge, which
Bay Village residents frequent. The closest hotels to
Bay Village are in Westlake. Rocky River also has a
nearby shopping/commercial/professional district and coordinates public safety and educational s...

c3728
(18002)

Ohio Map: nan

Cleveland: Significant work location. Many residents consider Medina County a bedroom community.

c3751
(18420)

Ohio Map: nan

Cleveland: Significant work location. Many residents consider Medina County a bedroom community.

c3875
(20010)

Ohio Map: nan

Cleveland: Significant work location. Many residents consider Medina County a bedroom community.

c4084
(25257)

Ohio Map: nan

Cleveland: Significant work location. Many residents consider Medina County a bedroom community.

c4329
(34765)

Ohio Map: nan

Adjacent: The cities and school districts of Westlake and Rocky River are colored green.
Westlake
has extensive shopping, professional & medical offices,
restaurants and more along its southern edge, which
Bay Village residents frequent. The closest hotels to
Bay Village are in Westlake. Rocky River also has a
nearby shopping/commercial/professional district and coordinates public safety and educational s...
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c4338
(35013)

Ohio Map: nan

Adjacent: The cities and school districts of Westlake and Rocky River are colored green.
Westlake
has extensive shopping, professional & medical offices,
restaurants and more along its southern edge, which
Bay Village residents frequent. The closest hotels to
Bay Village are in Westlake. Rocky River also has a
nearby shopping/commercial/professional district and coordinates public safety and educational s...

c4510
(41049)

Lakewood League of Women Voters: The core, the city of Lakewood,
and surrounding area — a community of interest that should not be
separated.

West Shore Suburbs: Lakewood’s High School provides
career-technical education to nearby westshore suburbs:
Rocky River, Bay Village, and Westlake.

c715 (12448)

Medina county: nan

Cleveland: Significant work location

c3871
(19919)

Ohio Map: nan

West Cleveland: nan

c4337
(35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 5: nan

c2636
(35013)

Bay Village Community by LWV: This map was our definition of a SINGLE community, showing the city, adjacent, and nearby areas that our
residents consider to be part of one community that for the most part
should not be broken up. (One part lies in an adjacent county, and
we understand that it perhaps should be seperated from the core three
zones.) If there are any questions, we would be happy to answer them,
or testify. Please...

Nearby, Lorain County: A portion of the citiy and school
district of Avon is colored pale green. One important place
is in Avon Lake. Along the eastern edge of Lorain County,
many residents of Avon and Avon Lake identify more with
Cleveland than they do with Lorain-Elyria. Bay Village obtain substantial medical services in Avon, and shop there.
Bay Village shares a public park with Avon Lake.

c4329
(34765)

Ohio Map: nan

Nearby, Lorain County: A portion of the citiy and school
district of Avon is colored pale green. One important place
is in Avon Lake. Along the eastern edge of Lorain County,
many residents of Avon and Avon Lake identify more with
Cleveland than they do with Lorain-Elyria. Bay Village obtain substantial medical services in Avon, and shop there.
Bay Village shares a public park with Avon Lake.

c4338
(35013)

Ohio Map: nan

Nearby, Lorain County: A portion of the citiy and school
district of Avon is colored pale green. One important place
is in Avon Lake. Along the eastern edge of Lorain County,
many residents of Avon and Avon Lake identify more with
Cleveland than they do with Lorain-Elyria. Bay Village obtain substantial medical services in Avon, and shop there.
Bay Village shares a public park with Avon Lake.

c3871
(19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Westlake: nan
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c1044
(14224)

Greater Shaker Heights: nan

Greater Shaker Heights: Suburban area, above average income, fairly white compared to the surrounding area, but
significant diversity when compared to Ohio or the Greater
Cleveland area as a whole. There’s also a large Jewish population. There are several grocery stores, shopping centers, and neighborhood gathering places in this community. Most people in this area own their homes rather than
renting. Great public school...

c1121
(28316)

CAIR-Ohio-L’Avion-Amina: nan

CAIR-Ohio-L’Avion-Amina: My community is mostly composed of white conservative families, and predominately
middle to upper income class. Being surrounded by a largescale highway has prevented new development and has
also caused issues about the level of noise.

c17 (23640)

Anna Cifranic- Richmond Heights, OH: Richmond Heights, OH Community Map

Richmond Heights: Richmond Heights is a suburb of
Cleveland bridging lower income communities like East
Cleveland and Euclid to higher income communities like
Highland Heights and Willoughby Hills. The population
is almost 48% white, 44% African-American, 4% AsianAmerican, and 2% Hispanic or Latino. RH has a community hospital and medical facilities located on the north
side of the city, and access to larger medi...

c2438
(28548)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Orange Village: A middle-class suburb. A combination
of acre and a half lot. Bedroom community of Cleveland.
Mostly white, but has a diverse population. Professional
type of community, most folks commute to CLE. New shopping center development has recently gone. Mostly residential area. Not a lot of places of worship. Small community with few commercial activities. Relatively safe and
well-maintained.

c2470
(14354)

E_Cleveland: nan

East Cleveland Community: Went to school in Cleveland
Heights. East Cle is mostly black. And Cleveland heights
is more diverse. East Cle doesn’t have resource. East Cle
Issues: Road quality; supporting small businesses. Cleveland Heights Issues: Policing; local politics, recycling, affordable housing, gen Euclid Issue: Enirvo, jail, policing
Anything missing: segregation and school funding.

c2477
(14341)

OOC.KJ.COMM: nan

East Cleveland Community: Went to school in Cleveland
Heights. East Cle is mostly black. And Cleveland heights
is more diverse. East Cle doesn’t have resource. East Cle
Issues: Road quality; supporting small businesses. Cleveland Heights Issues: Policing; local politics, recycling, affordable housing, gen Euclid Issue: Enirvo, jail, policing
Anything missing: segregation and school funding.

c2482
(14062)

America_Votes: nan

Greater Shaker Heights: Suburban area, above average income, fairly white compared to the surrounding area, but
significant diversity when compared to Ohio or the Greater
Cleveland area as a whole. There’s also a large Jewish population. There are several grocery stores, shopping centers, and neighborhood gathering places in this community. Most people in this area own their homes rather than
renting. Great public school...
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c2661
(35443)

Ebony Dowdell: Ebony Dowdell’s submission of OWA map (ES)

Ebony Dowdell: Moved to Bedford in 8th grade, community has always been great. Bedford Home days are fun.
Mix of blue and white collar individuals in the work field.

c2663
(35477)

Alexis Denny: Alexis Denny’s submission OWA map (ES)

Alexis R Denny: 1. I am new to the area since June 2019 2.
I would like for my community to continuously stay safe,
warm, clean, and neighborly. 3. I would like to keep the
shopping centers , and lots kept, and bring cultural events
to the area for all races. 4. The neighborhood could have
town hall meetings with flyers distributed updating home
owners and residents of schools, voting, to do’s, and bring
new iss...

c2664
(35478)

Sharlesa Jenkins: Sharlesa Jenkins’ Map submission OWA (ES)

Community 1: This is the area I grew up in and there has
been many changes throughout the years. The are was once
filled with a mixture of home-owners and renters, whom
kept the area clean and assisted in keeping the children
of the community safe. But as the years went by, families
moved away and children got older. Now the area is in desperate need of some type of coalition whose priority is to
keep the are...

c3794
(19113)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c3798
(19113)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c3812
(19244)

Ohio Map: nan

Cleveland Heights: Residential community- small town
feel. Inner ring suburb ___residents 50% of homes are
rentals Would Forest Hill Historic district consider inself part of CH (address is E. Cleveland) How much does
CH have in common with Shaker Heights and University
Heights? Does CH consider University Circle as part of its
community?

c3871
(19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Cleveland: nan

c3879
(20164)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c3893
(20275)

Ohio Map: nan

Gail: 50% minority, University Heights/Cleveland Heights
School District, retirees, edu-choice, lots of rentals, housing crisis

c3963
(22095)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c3968
(22144)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c3973
(22337)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c3977
(22377)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c3981
(22480)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan
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c3983
(22501)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4028
(23474)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4040
(23640)

Ohio Map: nan

Richmond Heights: Richmond Heights is a suburb of
Cleveland bridging lower income communities like East
Cleveland and Euclid to higher income communities like
Highland Heights and Willoughby Hills. The population
is almost 48% white, 44% African-American, 4% AsianAmerican, and 2% Hispanic or Latino. RH has a community hospital and medical facilities located on the north
side of the city, and access to larger medi...

c4043
(23790)

Ohio Map: nan

OOC JB North East Ohio: This is what I generally consider
the metropolitan core of north east Ohio. Like to me, these
are the Cleveland true urban suburbs. This was done in
like, a minute so I didn’t really overthink it. Just off the top
of my head.

c4044
(23792)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4299
(33943)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4348
(35094)

Ohio Map: nan

Shaker Precinct Map: nan

c4349
(35142)

Ohio Map: nan

Hough Community: League Park My church is here I grew
up

c4361
(35256)

Ohio Map: nan

Chagrin Falls and Outlying areas: There’s an abundance
of natural resources in the Chagrin River Valley, a beautiful area, where the river flows right through the middle of
the community. One of the major environmental threats
is fracking. There isn’t as much concern right now about
new fracking, but about the maintenance of old wells. People who live in this area are predominantly using cars for
transportation because of the ...

c4380
(35443)

Ohio Map: nan

Ebony Dowdell: Moved to Bedford in 8th grade, community has always been great. Bedford Home days are fun.
Mix of blue and white collar individuals in the work field.

c4385
(35477)

Ohio Map: nan

Alexis R Denny: 1. I am new to the area since June 2019 2.
I would like for my community to continuously stay safe,
warm, clean, and neighborly. 3. I would like to keep the
shopping centers , and lots kept, and bring cultural events
to the area for all races. 4. The neighborhood could have
town hall meetings with flyers distributed updating home
owners and residents of schools, voting, to do’s, and bring
new iss...
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c4386
(35478)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: This is the area I grew up in and there has
been many changes throughout the years. The are was once
filled with a mixture of home-owners and renters, whom
kept the area clean and assisted in keeping the children
of the community safe. But as the years went by, families
moved away and children got older. Now the area is in desperate need of some type of coalition whose priority is to
keep the are...

c4387
(35484)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: First ring suburb Racially integrated economically integrated Largely single family housing

c4392
(35504)

Ohio Map: nan

JW Shaker: nan

c4393
(35504)

Ohio Map: nan

JW Shaker: nan

c4394
(35504)

Ohio Map: nan

JW Shaker: nan

c4395
(35504)

Ohio Map: nan

JW Shaker: nan

c4443
(28316)

CAIR: nan

CAIR-Ohio-L’Avion-Amina: My community is mostly composed of white conservative families, and predominately
middle to upper income class. Being surrounded by a largescale highway has prevented new development and has
also caused issues about the level of noise.

c449 (9339)

Shaker: nan

Shaker: Shared values. High tax area which means good
services. Great public schools. Racial and ethnic diversity.
Great parks (lakes and ponds)

c4513
(41112)

Cle Hts/Univ Hts/East Cle COI Map: This map was drawn by residents
of Cleveland Heights, University Heights, and East Cleveland gathered
together by the League of Women Voters — descriptions are on the map.
This map shows four communities with common interests who should
not be broken up by state house, state senate, or Congressional districts.

City of Cleveland Heights: Should not be broken up from
the other three communities mapped here. 54% minority

c716 (12449)

Community 1- Clev Hts.: nan

Community 1- Clev Hts.: Small town feel

p4335
(34975)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan
Chagrin: nan

c3871 (19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Kirtland: nan
Bedford: nan

c4131
(27751)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c4299
(33943)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c449 (9339)

Shaker: nan

Larchmere: Bridges between Cleveland and suburbs

c4513
(41112)

Cle Hts/Univ Hts/East Cle COI Map: This map was drawn by residents
of Cleveland Heights, University Heights, and East Cleveland gathered
together by the League of Women Voters — descriptions are on the map.
This map shows four communities with common interests who should
not be broken up by state house, state senate, or Congressional districts.

City of University Heights: Should not be broken up from
the other three communities mapped here. 26% minority
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p4161
(28905)

Ohio Map: nan

District 2: nan

c3738
(18169)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 3: nan

c4299
(33943)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 3: nan

c4368
(35314)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 3: nan

c449 (9339)

Shaker: nan

Community 3: nan

c4513
(41112)

Cle Hts/Univ Hts/East Cle COI Map: This map was drawn by residents
of Cleveland Heights, University Heights, and East Cleveland gathered
together by the League of Women Voters — descriptions are on the map.
This map shows four communities with common interests who should
not be broken up by state house, state senate, or Congressional districts.

City of East Cleveland: Should not be broken up from the
other three communities mapped here. 95% minority

c3871
(19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Mayfield: nan

c4513
(41112)

Cle Hts/Univ Hts/East Cle COI Map: This map was drawn by residents
of Cleveland Heights, University Heights, and East Cleveland gathered
together by the League of Women Voters — descriptions are on the map.
This map shows four communities with common interests who should
not be broken up by state house, state senate, or Congressional districts.

Shaker Heights School District: We share thoroughfares,
some parks, and many interests with Shaker Heights —
HOWEVER, we did not consult any residents of Shaker
Heights and are aware that they have also submitted a map
which you can see.

c3871
(19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Greater Heights: nan

c4337
(35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 6: nan

c3751
(18420)

Ohio Map: nan

Little Italy: This is an ethnic area where the local Italian
community in Cleveland had settled in the 1900s. They now
invite the larger community to enjoy their ethnic foods and
shops.

c3871
(19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Hillcrest: nan

c3875
(20010)

Ohio Map: nan

Little Italy: This is an ethnic area where the local Italian
community in Cleveland had settled in the 1900s. They now
invite the larger community to enjoy their ethnic foods and
shops.

c3915
(20724)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 7: nan

c4084
(25257)

Ohio Map: nan

Little Italy: This is an ethnic area where the local Italian
community in Cleveland had settled in the 1900s. They now
invite the larger community to enjoy their ethnic foods and
shops.
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c3871
(19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Orange: nan

c3976
(22374)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 9: Stokes
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Supporting Data for Cluster C18
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c1962
(32393)

Crouse Elementary Community: Community in the Westside of Akron

Westside of Akron - Crouse School District: Predominately African-American community. Lacks access to full
grocery stores & hospitals. Income level - majority under
the poverty line.

c2660
(35436)

OWA district map: Victoria Gibbons’ submission of her map OWA (ES)

Victoria: This community is where I was able to pursue
my degree at Kent State University. Kent is a city full of
students, young executives, new families, and old. There is
so much culture and vibrancy, art and music, life and love
within my community. Kent brings so much life and is a
fresh start for many of the members of the community.

c3891
(20264)

Ohio Map: nan

Pam Mascio: Aurora is a suburban/rural community. It
used to be really rural, is getting built up. Old town center. Equidistant between Cleveland and Akron. Not really
a suburb of either city, just kinda of its own.

c3894
(20276)

Ohio Map: nan

Debbie Gertz: In between Cuyahoga Falls and Stow, own
municipality, own PD, Silverlake in the 20s used to have an
amusement, only 1200 homes had access to the lake, Silver Lake Church (open to all religions, sexual orientation,
work on community and bringing people together). Elementary school, no high school. In between other communities. High schoolers go to Cuyahoga Falls or Stow.

c4067
(24685)

Ohio Map: nan

Randi’s Kent Community: The majority of people who live
and grew up in Portage County find jobs in Portage county,
even though there are some who commute to Akron, Cleveland, or Youngstown for work. Lots of employers, including hospitals and universities. This community has the
Cuyahoga River

c4181
(29665)

Ohio Map: nan

Firestone Park: Residential area of Akron Formerly identified with Tire manufacturers Area served by Garfield High
School Mixed black and white; many retired; not affluent
Firestone Park is an open community park

c4223
(30768)

Ohio Map: nan

Akron: Akron was built on the back of rubber workers.
Rubber capital of the world. Goodyear Blimp. Firestone
park. Great metro parks system. Very Democratic and diverse. All of the county judges are women. City council is
very diverse. A mix of white and blue collar workers. A lot
of industries that still support rubber and car industries.
All of the headquarters for Firestone, Goodyear, tires are
in...

c4236
(31202)

Ohio Map: nan

Kent: The larger Kent community comprises the city of
Kent and surrounding area, including Kent Township,
roughly approximating the Kent School District. The University brings a wealth of cultural and educational opportunities. The area has a small town feel with a wide range
of outdoor activities but is conveniently close to "big city"
resources like major airports, museums, music and sports
venues, et...
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c4240
(31754)

Ohio Map: nan

Kent City School District: nan

c4245
(32012)

Ohio Map: nan

Kent: The larger Kent community comprises the city of
Kent and surrounding area, including Kent Township,
roughly approximating the Kent School District. The University brings a wealth of cultural and educational opportunities. The area has a small town feel with a wide range
of outdoor activities but is conveniently close to "big city"
resources like major airports, museums, music and sports
venues, et...

c4257
(32377)

Ohio Map: nan

Kent: Kent is a mildly progressive college town, with a reasonably strong and thoughtful leadership, and a commitment to economic viability and social growth. It is a diverse
and welcoming small city that benefits from the presence
of a large state university. Kent has a great mix of people
who get things done and do for others. There is easy access
to natural areas for cycling, walking, kayaking and a...

c4259
(32393)

Ohio Map: nan

Westside of Akron - Crouse School District: Predominately African-American community. Lacks access to full
grocery stores & hospitals. Income level - majority under
the poverty line.

c4269
(32990)

Ohio Map: nan

Kent City School District: nan

c4284
(33545)

Ohio Map: nan

Kent: Kent is a mildly progressive college town, with a reasonably strong and thoughtful leadership, and a commitment to economic viability and social growth. It is a diverse
and welcoming small city that benefits from the presence
of a large state university. Kent has a great mix of people
who get things done and do for others. There is easy access
to natural areas for cycling, walking, kayaking and a...

c4285
(33547)

Ohio Map: nan

Kent / Franklin Township: The larger Kent community
comprises the city of Kent and surrounding area, including Franklin Township, roughly approximating the Kent
School District. The University brings a wealth of cultural
and educational opportunities. The area has a small town
feel with a wide range of outdoor activities but is conveniently close to "big city" resources like major airports, museums, music and sports venues...

c4295
(33720)

Ohio Map: nan

Kent: The larger Kent community comprises the city of
Kent and surrounding area, including Kent Township,
roughly approximating the Kent School District. The University brings a wealth of cultural and educational opportunities. The area has a small town feel with a wide range
of outdoor activities but is conveniently close to "big city"
resources like major airports, museums, music and sports
venues, et...

c4353
(35168)

Ohio Map: nan

Akron: Akron is an affordable, family-oriented community
with high quality health care and affordable higher education options. It also has beautiful and robust natural parks
including the Summit County Metro Park System and the
Cuyahoga Valley National Park System. A mid-market, former rustbelt community working hard to redefine itself.
Community is investing in low-income areas, e.g., Summit
Lake, t...
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c4365
(35291)

Ohio Map: nan

Akron: Akron is an affordable, family-oriented community
with high quality health care and affordable higher education options. It also has beautiful and robust natural parks
including the Summit County Metro Park System and the
Cuyahoga Valley National Park System. A mid-market, former rustbelt community working hard to redefine itself.
Community is investing in low-income areas, e.g., Summit
Lake, t...

c4378
(35436)

Ohio Map: nan

Victoria: This community is where I was able to pursue
my degree at Kent State University. Kent is a city full of
students, young executives, new families, and old. There is
so much culture and vibrancy, art and music, life and love
within my community. Kent brings so much life and is a
fresh start for many of the members of the community.

c4381
(35445)

Ohio Map: nan

Crestwood Schools: Comprised of three villages and surrounding townships

p2459
(21348)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

West Akron: Residential community, majority home owners, relatively stagnant home values, racially diverse, convenient access to 77 N (Cleveland/Canton), 44320 has high
infant mortality rates. Copley Rd near 77 is an Akron Great
Streets location.

c3871
(19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Solon: nan

p4059
(24348)

Ohio Map: nan

District 14: nan

c3871
(19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Twinsburg: nan

c4236
(31202)

Ohio Map: nan

Stow: nan

c4245
(32012)

Ohio Map: nan

Stow: Stow is a majority conservative city in a Democratic
county. It has a forward-thinking city administration that
recently established a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion initiative. Although it was founded just right after Ohio became a state in 1804, it lacks a traditional Main Street which
seems to deny it a civic focus. It has homey neighborhoods
and a good mix of retail and industry and a reputab...

c4257
(32377)

Ohio Map: nan

Portage County: This county is a microcosm of the United
States. There is a gated community in Aurora, which has a
reputation as a rich community- with one of the best school
districts. Then a bit south of that is a small liberal arts college community. There is Kent with it’s large State university. Very middle class in Streetsboro and Ravenna. Windham is one of our poorest areas which until recently still
...

c4269
(32990)

Ohio Map: nan

Area 1 - South Kent: South Kent, meet at the intersection
of Haymaker Pkwy. and Water St.

c4284
(33545)

Ohio Map: nan

Portage County: This county is a microcosm of the United
States. There is a gated community in Aurora, which has a
reputation as a rich community- with one of the best school
districts. Then a bit south of that is a small liberal arts college community. There is Kent with it’s large State university. Very middle class in Streetsboro and Ravenna. Windham is one of our poorest areas which until recently still
...
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c4285
(33547)

Ohio Map: nan

Western Portage County: A microcosm of the United
States, western Portage consists of gated communities in
Aurora, which has a reputation as a wealthy community
with one of the best school districts. Then a bit south of
that is a small liberal arts college community. There is Kent
with it’s large State university. Very middle class in Streetsboro and Ravenna. Finally very rural farming communities
in the southern town...

c4295
(33720)

Ohio Map: nan

Stow: Stow is a majority conservative city in a Democratic
county. It has a forward-thinking city administration that
recently established a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion initiative. Although it was founded just right after Ohio became a state in 1804, it lacks a traditional Main Street which
seems to deny it a civic focus. It has homey neighborhoods
and a good mix of retail and industry and a reputab...

c4353
(35168)

Ohio Map: nan

Cuyahoga Falls/Stow/Tallmadge: nan

c4365
(35291)

Ohio Map: nan

Cuyahoga Falls/Stow/Tallmadge: nan

c4381
(35445)

Ohio Map: nan

Crestwood extended community: With it’s rural nature,
many within the Crestwood School District go outside their
geographic area to shop, dine, worship, and recreate.

c3871
(19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Northfield: nan

c4236
(31202)

Ohio Map: nan

Ravenna: nan

c4245
(32012)

Ohio Map: nan

Ravenna: The City of Ravenna is located in Northeast
Ohio, approximately 18 miles east of Akron and 35 miles
southeast of Cleveland. Our location is one of our
biggest strengths. Ravenna is centrally located in an area
surrounded by major transportation modes and routes.
Ravenna prides itself on its rich history and heritage.
Founded in 1799 and developed throughout the 1800’s,
much of Ravenna’s original ...

c4284
(33545)

Ohio Map: nan

Franklin Township: The larger Kent community comprises the city of Kent and surrounding area, including Franklin Township, roughly approximating the Kent
School District. The area has a small town feel with a wide
range of outdoor activities but is conveniently close to "big
city" resources like major airports, museums, music and
sports venues, etc.

c4285
(33547)

Ohio Map: nan

Ravenna Township: The City of Ravenna is located in
Northeast Ohio, approximately 18 miles east of Akron and
35 miles southeast of Cleveland. Our location is one of
our biggest strengths. Ravenna is centrally located in
an area surrounded by major transportation modes and
routes. Ravenna prides itself on its rich history and heritage. Founded in 1799 and developed throughout the
1800’s, much of Ravenna’s original ...
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c4295
(33720)

Ohio Map: nan

Ravenna: The City of Ravenna is located in Northeast
Ohio, approximately 18 miles east of Akron and 35 miles
southeast of Cleveland. Our location is one of our
biggest strengths. Ravenna is centrally located in an area
surrounded by major transportation modes and routes.
Ravenna prides itself on its rich history and heritage.
Founded in 1799 and developed throughout the 1800’s,
much of Ravenna’s original ...

c4236
(31202)

Ohio Map: nan

Brimfield: nan

c4245
(32012)

Ohio Map: nan

Brimfield: A rapidly transitioning township community
from rural to middle class suburban. Currently, it’s Still retains its rural feel. Key landmarks Dussel corn and pumpkin farm and Mogadore reservoir. Interesting mix of conservative and liberal politics. Struggling to meet public
transportation/traffic needs. Along with police and fire to
support the rapid growth. Likely to be in the top 5 population ...

c4269
(32990)

Ohio Map: nan

Area 3 - Central Kent: Central Kent, meet at Risman Plaza

c4284
(33545)

Ohio Map: nan

Eastern Portage County: Community members of eatern
Portage will tell you that it is a wonderful place to live,
work, and play. With fertile land, access to fresh water,
and plenty of opportunities for active outdoor lifestyles, the
area offers a bucolic setting while still being in close proximity to the urban amenities of the surrounding metropolitan communities. Eastern Portage County has a long and
storied farming ...

c4285
(33547)

Ohio Map: nan

Brimfield Township: A rapidly transitioning township
community from rural to middle class suburban. Currently, it’s Still retains its rural feel. Key landmarks Dussel
corn and pumpkin farm and Mogadore reservoir. Interesting mix of conservative and liberal politics. Struggling to
meet public transportation/traffic needs. Along with police
and fire to support the rapid growth. Likely to be in the top
5 population ...

c4295
(33720)

Ohio Map: nan

Brimfield: A rapidly transitioning township community
from rural to middle class suburban. Currently, it’s Still retains its rural feel. Key landmarks Dussel corn and pumpkin farm and Mogadore reservoir. Interesting mix of conservative and liberal politics. Struggling to meet public
transportation/traffic needs. Along with police and fire to
support the rapid growth. Likely to be in the top 5 population ...

c4353
(35168)

Ohio Map: nan

Green Township/Portage Lakes/Norton: What I like most
about Green is that we have room to breathe. Our community is easily accessible from both Canton and Akron. Because Green has been a city for less than 30 years, we are
still finding our identity. We are divided into "old" and "new"
Green. The old are long-term residents who are disproportionately farmers and who generally have lower incomes
than the "new" residents, who are mostl...
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c4365
(35291)

Ohio Map: nan

Green Township/Portage Lakes/Norton: What I like most
about Green is that we have room to breathe. Our community is easily accessible from both Canton and Akron. Because Green has been a city for less than 30 years, we are
still finding our identity. We are divided into "old" and "new"
Green. The old are long-term residents who are disproportionately farmers and who generally have lower incomes
than the "new" residents, who are mostl...

c3728
(18002)

Ohio Map: nan

Akron: While not as many residents work in Akron as in
Cleveland, this is still a significant work location. Many residents consider Medina County a bedroom community.

c3751
(18420)

Ohio Map: nan

Akron: While not as many residents work in Akron as in
Cleveland, this is still a significant work location. Many residents consider Medina County a bedroom community.

c3875
(20010)

Ohio Map: nan

Akron: While not as many residents work in Akron as in
Cleveland, this is still a significant work location. Many residents consider Medina County a bedroom community.

c4084
(25257)

Ohio Map: nan

Akron: While not as many residents work in Akron as in
Cleveland, this is still a significant work location. Many residents consider Medina County a bedroom community.

c4236
(31202)

Ohio Map: nan

Aurora: nan

c4245
(32012)

Ohio Map: nan

Northern Portage County (NPC): Community members of
Northern Portage County, or NPC, contend that is a wonderful place to live, work, and play. With fertile land,
access to fresh water, and plenty of opportunities for active outdoor lifestyles, NPC offers a bucolic setting while
still being in close proximity to the urban amenities of the
surrounding metropolitan communities. Northern Portage
County has a long and storied far...

c4285
(33547)

Ohio Map: nan

Eastern Portage County: Community members of eatern
Portage will tell you that it is a wonderful place to live,
work, and play. With fertile land, access to fresh water,
and plenty of opportunities for active outdoor lifestyles, the
area offers a bucolic setting while still being in close proximity to the urban amenities of the surrounding metropolitan communities. Eastern Portage County has a long and
storied farming ...

c4295
(33720)

Ohio Map: nan

Northern Portage County (NPC): Community members of
Northern Portage County, or NPC, contend that is a wonderful place to live, work, and play. With fertile land,
access to fresh water, and plenty of opportunities for active outdoor lifestyles, NPC offers a bucolic setting while
still being in close proximity to the urban amenities of the
surrounding metropolitan communities. Northern Portage
County has a long and storied far...
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c715 (12448)

Medina county: nan

Akron: nan

c3915
(20724)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 6: nan

c4269
(32990)

Ohio Map: nan

Area 4 - West Kent: West Kent, meet at the Kent Public Library.

c4285
(33547)

Ohio Map: nan

Stow: Stow is a majority conservative city in a Democratic
county. It has a forward-thinking city administration that
recently established a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion initiative. Although it was founded just right after Ohio became a state in 1804, it lacks a traditional Main Street which
seems to deny it a civic focus. It has homey neighborhoods
and a good mix of retail and industry and a reputab...

c4337
(35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 7: nan

c3751
(18420)

Ohio Map: nan

Cuyahoga Valley National Park: A major park in the
Akron/Medina area. It was a major shipping route in the
1800 and was converted to a major recreational area. It has
miles of walking paths and bike paths. It is set up with infrastructure to support this type of use. It also supports
road bike trails. It has one of a kind sandstone cliffs and
small gorges. This is a national treasure that is utilized by
the northeast Ohio resi...

c3875
(20010)

Ohio Map: nan

Cuyahoga Valley National Park: A major park in the
Akron/Medina area. It was a major shipping route in the
1800 and was converted to a major recreational area. It has
miles of walking paths and bike paths. It is set up with infrastructure to support this type of use. It also supports
road bike trails. It has one of a kind sandstone cliffs and
small gorges. This is a national treasure that is utilized by
the northeast Ohio resi...

c4084
(25257)

Ohio Map: nan

Cuyahoga Valley National Park: A major park in the
Akron/Medina area. It was a major shipping route in the
1800 and was converted to a major recreational area. It has
miles of walking paths and bike paths. It is set up with infrastructure to support this type of use. It also supports
road bike trails. It has one of a kind sandstone cliffs and
small gorges. This is a national treasure that is utilized by
the northeast Ohio resi...

c4269
(32990)

Ohio Map: nan

Area 2 - North Kent: North Kent, meet at the intersection
of E Main St. and Horning Rd.
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Supporting Data for Cluster C19
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c1317
(29821)

Parma and North Royalton Communites: Parma and North Royalton.
I grew up in both cities, this is the way I seperate the communites. Hope
it is somewhat helpful to those unfamilar with the area.

Parma Circle: White, middle class

c2662
(35451)

Heavenly Saylor: Heavenly Saylor’s submission of OWA map (ES)

Heavenly S.: Parma Heights is a affordable area to live in.
Parma heights has a lot of nice metro parks for family fun
and exercise. I enjoy the food options Parma Heights has
to offer

c4024
(23425)

Ohio Map: nan

Strongsville, Ohio: A lot of white people live here, middle class (some upper-middle class), mostly single family
homes but some apartments and duplexes. Sub-divisions
and developments, great walkability. Community members do commute to CLE, retirees, walk from home. Fair
number of folks with Eastern European backgrounds. Mix
of professions in the community. Small businesses and
family businesses. Large residential...

c4187
(29821)

Ohio Map: nan

Parma Circle: White, middle class

c4382
(35451)

Ohio Map: nan

Heavenly S.: Parma Heights is a affordable area to live in.
Parma heights has a lot of nice metro parks for family fun
and exercise. I enjoy the food options Parma Heights has
to offer

c1317
(29821)

Parma and North Royalton Communites: Parma and North Royalton.
I grew up in both cities, this is the way I seperate the communites. Hope
it is somewhat helpful to those unfamilar with the area.

Rich North Royalton: Same as poor, but higher income and
bigger houses, schools

c4187
(29821)

Ohio Map: nan

Rich North Royalton: Same as poor, but higher income and
bigger houses, schools

c1317
(29821)

Parma and North Royalton Communites: Parma and North Royalton.
I grew up in both cities, this is the way I seperate the communites. Hope
it is somewhat helpful to those unfamilar with the area.

Richer North Royalton: Just like Poor, and Rich, but even
higher income and even bigger houses. Makes you wonder why they would choose to live here and not somewhere
with warmer weather.

c4187
(29821)

Ohio Map: nan

Richer North Royalton: Just like Poor, and Rich, but even
higher income and even bigger houses. Makes you wonder why they would choose to live here and not somewhere
with warmer weather.

c3871 (19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Berea: nan
South Cleveland: nan

c1317
(29821)

Parma and North Royalton Communites: Parma and North Royalton.
I grew up in both cities, this is the way I seperate the communites. Hope
it is somewhat helpful to those unfamilar with the area.

Hosptial/ Shoppes of Parma: Retail, Parma univeristy hospital, white, middle/upper class

c4187
(29821)

Ohio Map: nan

Hosptial/ Shoppes of Parma: Retail, Parma univeristy hospital, white, middle/upper class
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c1317
(29821)

Parma and North Royalton Communites: Parma and North Royalton.
I grew up in both cities, this is the way I seperate the communites. Hope
it is somewhat helpful to those unfamilar with the area.

Park: West creek reservation, white, mostly upper middle
class

c3871
(19919)

Ohio Map: nan

Parma: nan

c4187
(29821)

Ohio Map: nan

Park: West creek reservation, white, mostly upper middle
class

c1317
(29821)

Parma and North Royalton Communites: Parma and North Royalton.
I grew up in both cities, this is the way I seperate the communites. Hope
it is somewhat helpful to those unfamilar with the area.

Old Park: Big creek park, lower income, a little more diverse but mostly still white

c4187
(29821)

Ohio Map: nan

Old Park: Big creek park, lower income, a little more diverse but mostly still white

c1317
(29821)

Parma and North Royalton Communites: Parma and North Royalton.
I grew up in both cities, this is the way I seperate the communites. Hope
it is somewhat helpful to those unfamilar with the area.

Almost Brooklyn: Still techinally parma, but community is
more like brooklyn. A little more diverse, lower to middle
class.

c4187
(29821)

Ohio Map: nan

Almost Brooklyn: Still techinally parma, but community is
more like brooklyn. A little more diverse, lower to middle
class.

c1317
(29821)

Parma and North Royalton Communites: Parma and North Royalton.
I grew up in both cities, this is the way I seperate the communites. Hope
it is somewhat helpful to those unfamilar with the area.

College: Tri-C west, a tiny bit of diveristy but mostly white,
middle to upper class

c4187
(29821)

Ohio Map: nan

College: Tri-C west, a tiny bit of diveristy but mostly white,
middle to upper class

c1317
(29821)

Parma and North Royalton Communites: Parma and North Royalton.
I grew up in both cities, this is the way I seperate the communites. Hope
it is somewhat helpful to those unfamilar with the area.

Basically North Royalton: White, a more rural, middle to
upper class

c4187
(29821)

Ohio Map: nan

Basically North Royalton: White, a more rural, middle to
upper class

c1317
(29821)

Parma and North Royalton Communites: Parma and North Royalton.
I grew up in both cities, this is the way I seperate the communites. Hope
it is somewhat helpful to those unfamilar with the area.

Corporations and Big Houses: A lot of corportations here,
more rural, mostly white upper middle class

c4187
(29821)

Ohio Map: nan

Corporations and Big Houses: A lot of corportations here,
more rural, mostly white upper middle class

c1317
(29821)

Parma and North Royalton Communites: Parma and North Royalton.
I grew up in both cities, this is the way I seperate the communites. Hope
it is somewhat helpful to those unfamilar with the area.

Poor North Royalton: More rural but much like Parma, but
without the little bit of diversity. Mostly middle class white.

c4187
(29821)

Ohio Map: nan

Poor North Royalton: More rural but much like Parma, but
without the little bit of diversity. Mostly middle class white.
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Supporting Data for Cluster C20
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c2443
(26027)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Medina: Lived here for 25 years. Rural conservative community, transforming from farmland to housing developments. Voting precincts are accessible. Big disparity between white and blue collar workers, becoming white collar workers moving in to the community, very conservative.
White collars workers are commuting to Akron or Cleveland from Medina. Medina Square has city hall and is the
hub of the communi...

c2489
(12685)

OEC-Amber-Wooster: nan

Wooster: Diversity with the college campus, slightly older
population overall, except for the college students. Divide
between students and residents. Difference between the
issues that are worried about.

c3728
(18002)

Ohio Map: nan

Medina county: Medina County is a mix of urban and rural communities with different social economic levels. The
western townships (Litchfield, Spencer, Chatham, Homerville and Lodi) are rural. Both Westfield Twp & Guilford
Twp are primarily rural , but the villages of Westfield Center and Seville consider themselves more urban.

c3751
(18420)

Ohio Map: nan

Medina county: Medina County is a mix of urban and rural communities with different social economic levels. The
western townships (Litchfield, Spencer, Chatham, Homerville and Lodi) are rural. Both Westfield Twp & Guilford
Twp are primarily rural , but the villages of Westfield Center and Seville consider themselves more urban.

c3858
(19855)

Ohio Map: nan

Guilford Township: Guilford Towship in Medina County
is a mix of longstanding rural families and people moving
into the township on lands sold off by farming families.
Zoning requires that a lot must be five acres and there is
a stated goal to maintain the rural feel of the community.
History of Guilford Township from the Township website
Guilford township was originally know as Township Number 14, Range 14W o...

c3860
(19870)

Ohio Map: nan

Wadsworth: Founded on March 1, 1814, the city was named
after General Elijah Wadsworth, a Revolutionary War hero
and War of 1812 officer who owned the largest share of
the lands that became Medina County, Ohio. The population was 21,567 at the 2010 census. A post office called
Wadsworth has been in operation since 1823. 1747 – Elijah Wadsworth was born in Hartford, Conn. 1760 – Oliver
Durham, the first of ...

c3875
(20010)

Ohio Map: nan

Medina county: Medina County is a mix of urban and rural communities with different social economic levels. The
western townships (Litchfield, Spencer, Chatham, Homerville and Lodi) are rural. Both Westfield Twp & Guilford
Twp are primarily rural , but the villages of Westfield Center and Seville consider themselves more urban.
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c3987
(22601)

Ohio Map: nan

Lafayette: Rural with a few new housing developments.

c4027
(23435)

Ohio Map: nan

Cornerstone: Cornerstone comprises the small part of
Centerville that lies within Greene County. Because it is
in a different county, it will likely be considered a separate
entity for redistricting purposes. Currently, the area is entirely commercial, but multifamily housing is under development.

c4029
(23481)

Ohio Map: nan

Wadsworth: Founded on March 1, 1814, the city was named
after General Elijah Wadsworth, a Revolutionary War hero
and War of 1812 officer who owned the largest share of
the lands that became Medina County, Ohio. The population was 21,567 at the 2010 census. A post office called
Wadsworth has been in operation since 1823. 1747 – Elijah Wadsworth was born in Hartford, Conn. 1760 – Oliver
Durham, the first of ...

c4034
(23490)

Ohio Map: nan

Lafayette: Rural with a few new housing developments.

c4076
(25013)

Ohio Map: nan

Wadsworth: Founded on March 1, 1814, the city was named
after General Elijah Wadsworth, a Revolutionary War hero
and War of 1812 officer who owned the largest share of
the lands that became Medina County, Ohio. The population was 21,567 at the 2010 census. A post office called
Wadsworth has been in operation since 1823. 1747 – Elijah Wadsworth was born in Hartford, Conn. 1760 – Oliver
Durham, the first of ...

c4082
(25252)

Ohio Map: nan

Wadsworth: Founded on March 1, 1814, the city was named
after General Elijah Wadsworth, a Revolutionary War hero
and War of 1812 officer who owned the largest share of
the lands that became Medina County, Ohio. The population was 21,567 at the 2010 census. A post office called
Wadsworth has been in operation since 1823. 1747 – Elijah Wadsworth was born in Hartford, Conn. 1760 – Oliver
Durham, the first of ...

c4083
(25254)

Ohio Map: nan

Lafayette: Rural with a few new housing developments.

c4084
(25257)

Ohio Map: nan

Medina county: Medina County is a mix of urban and rural communities with different social economic levels. The
western townships (Litchfield, Spencer, Chatham, Homerville and Lodi) are rural. Both Westfield Twp & Guilford
Twp are primarily rural , but the villages of Westfield Center and Seville consider themselves more urban.

c4210
(30258)

Ohio Map: nan

Lafayette: Rural with a few new housing developments.

c4298
(33940)

Ohio Map: nan

Guilford Township: Guilford Towship in Medina County
is a mix of longstanding rural families and people moving
into the township on lands sold off by farming families.
Zoning requires that a lot must be five acres and there is
a stated goal to maintain the rural feel of the community.
History of Guilford Township from the Township website
Guilford township was originally know as Township Number 14, Range 14W o...
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c4321
(34539)

Ohio Map: nan

Guilford Township: Guilford Towship in Medina County
is a mix of longstanding rural families and people moving
into the township on lands sold off by farming families.
Zoning requires that a lot must be five acres and there is
a stated goal to maintain the rural feel of the community.
History of Guilford Township from the Township website
Guilford township was originally know as Township Number 14, Range 14W o...

c4325
(34718)

Ohio Map: nan

Guilford Township: Guilford Towship in Medina County
is a mix of longstanding rural families and people moving
into the township on lands sold off by farming families.
Zoning requires that a lot must be five acres and there is
a stated goal to maintain the rural feel of the community.
History of Guilford Township from the Township website
Guilford township was originally know as Township Number 14, Range 14W o...

c4366
(35301)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c663 (11809)

Hinckley Reservation: nan

Community 1: nan

c715 (12448)

Medina county: nan

Medina county.

c3728
(18002)

Ohio Map: nan

Commercial districts: More commercial/urban areas of
Medina County.

c3751
(18420)

Ohio Map: nan

Commercial districts: More commercial/urban areas of
Medina County.

c3875
(20010)

Ohio Map: nan

Commercial districts: More commercial/urban areas of
Medina County.

c4076
(25013)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c4084
(25257)

Ohio Map: nan

Commercial districts: More commercial/urban areas of
Medina County.

c4366
(35301)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 2: nan

c663 (11809)

Hinckley Reservation: nan

Community 2: nan

c715 (12448)

Medina county: nan

Commercial districts: More commercial areas

c3860
(19870)

Ohio Map: nan

Wadsworth TSHP: nan

c4029
(23481)

Ohio Map: nan

Wadsworth TSHP: nan

c4076
(25013)

Ohio Map: nan

Wadsworth TSHP: nan

c4082
(25252)

Ohio Map: nan

Wadsworth TSHP: nan

c4353
(35168)

Ohio Map: nan

Fairlawn/Bath Township: Fairlawn is a planned bedroom
community and suburb of Akron. It is an incorporated city
with ~7500 residents. Has own fire, police, BROADBAND,
and schools (Copley/Fairlawn) Offers a mix of single family and multi-unit residences Location of “clean" mid-sized
businesses, no manufacturing More racially mixed ~80%
White Bath is a township with ~9,600 residents. It’s a suburb of Akron. Has own fi...
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c4365
(35291)

Ohio Map: nan

Fairlawn/Bath Township: Fairlawn is a suburb of Akron,
a planned bedroom community with a mix of single family and multi-unit housing. It is an incorporated city with
~7,500 residents

c3728
(18002)

Ohio Map: nan

Montrose/Fairlawn: This is a significant shopping/dining
location for Medina Residents on the eastern half of the
county.

c3751
(18420)

Ohio Map: nan

Montrose/Fairlawn: This is a significant shopping/dining
location for Medina Residents on the eastern half of the
county.

c3875
(20010)

Ohio Map: nan

Montrose/Fairlawn: This is a significant shopping/dining
location for Medina Residents on the eastern half of the
county.

c4084
(25257)

Ohio Map: nan

Montrose/Fairlawn: This is a significant shopping/dining
location for Medina Residents on the eastern half of the
county.

c715 (12448)

Medina county: nan

Montrose/Fairlawn: nan

c3728
(18002)

Ohio Map: nan

Wooster: Many residents in the southern portion of Medina (including up to Chippewa Lake) find shopping in
Wooster more convenient to get to with less traffic.

c3751
(18420)

Ohio Map: nan

Wooster: Many residents in the southern portion of Medina (including up to Chippewa Lake) find shopping in
Wooster more convenient to get to with less traffic.

c3875
(20010)

Ohio Map: nan

Wooster: Many residents in the southern portion of Medina (including up to Chippewa Lake) find shopping in
Wooster more convenient to get to with less traffic.

c4084
(25257)

Ohio Map: nan

Wooster: Many residents in the southern portion of Medina (including up to Chippewa Lake) find shopping in
Wooster more convenient to get to with less traffic.
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Supporting Data for Cluster C21
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c2217
(33151)

OOC.AB.COMM: A map of the eastside of Youngstown, OH where I
grew up

Eastside, Youngstown: 1 High school(East High School)
1 elementary school(Youngstown Academy of Excellence,
which isn’t apart of the Youngstown City School system)
1 Grocery Store(borders Campbell on McCartney) The
McGuffey Mall is no longer a shopping center 1 park, which
is John White park 1 corner store in walking distance from
my house

c2223
(33157)

OOC.AB.COMM: An overview of the Northside of Youngstown, from
my childhood

Northisde, Youngstown: 2-elementary schools(Harding
Elementary, Martin Luther King Elementary) 1(Old school
building, was a highschool, it is now closed) 2 Hospitals(St.
Elizabeth/Northside Medical Center) 1 Grocery store Multiple Parks-Crandall Park, Wick Park

c2437
(28971)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Greene and Warren, Ohio: Sheila grew up in Greene but
now lives 25 miles south in Warren. Greene: Rural farming
community. Influx of Amish folks over the last year. Small
farms are gone and big farmers have come in and do the
work. Very strong Trump support in the area. Sleepy town
with one church and no gas station. One set of crossroads.
The school district is consolidated with three other towns,
most folks comm...

c2453
(22119)

OOC.CC.COMM: nan

OOC.CC.COMM: This is a multiracial population but is still
de facto segregated in practice. The population is older but
still has a lot of families with kids. Key businesses and institutions include Ursuline High School (my high school),
St. Christine’s (my grade school), Downtown Youngstown,
Mahoning Avenue in Austintown, a main thoroughfare of
the community, the Canfield square near where I grew up.
I did my...

c2457
(22108)

OOC.AB.COMM: nan

Eastside of Youngstown-COMM: -Not many grocery Stores,
our main grocery store(Save A Lot) borders campbell
along McCartney -Not many parks -There is an Airport(Lansdowne) -There is a corner store on Lansdowne.
-Toward the bottom of McGuffy, there is one more corner
store, as well as two gas stations -There is one high school
and 2 middle schools -two elementary schools -Along the
stretch of Albert street there is an old fact...

c2460
(20268)

AOTL-Ohio: nan

Olga Irwin: West Side of Youngstown. A lot of old West
Siders, older people, seniors, retirees from the old steel
mills, stick together, old immigration (Slavic and Italian).
European and Italian culture. Four or five churches. Used
to be a bar on every corner for the steel workers. Low income community.

c2472
(22119)

OOC.CC.COMM: nan

OOC.CC.COMM: This is a multiracial population but is still
de facto segregated in practice. The population is older but
still has a lot of families with kids. Key businesses and institutions include Ursuline High School (my high school),
St. Christine’s (my grade school), Downtown Youngstown,
Mahoning Avenue in Austintown, a main thoroughfare of
the community, the Canfield square near where I grew up.
I did my...
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c3630
(35937)

Small City Owa: nan

Natives: Predominately African American and lower class
families Very limited or no electives for children ( after
school programs, recreational centers) Limited jobs leading to outsourcing

c3925
(20922)

Ohio Map: nan

The Mahoning Valley: This is where I grew up!

c4271
(33151)

Ohio Map: nan

Eastside, Youngstown: 1 High school(East High School)
1 elementary school(Youngstown Academy of Excellence,
which isn’t apart of the Youngstown City School system)
1 Grocery Store(borders Campbell on McCartney) The
McGuffey Mall is no longer a shopping center 1 park, which
is John White park 1 corner store in walking distance from
my house

c4272
(33157)

Ohio Map: nan

Northisde, Youngstown: 2-elementary schools(Harding
Elementary, Martin Luther King Elementary) 1(Old school
building, was a highschool, it is now closed) 2 Hospitals(St.
Elizabeth/Northside Medical Center) 1 Grocery store Multiple Parks-Crandall Park, Wick Park

c4379
(35442)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c793 (13098)

West Side Warren: nan

West Side Warren: Primarily black/ lower class white High
gun violence and drug use Primarily Older people, single
parent families and single residents Small, less expensive
houses Poor performing k-8 schools High rate of homelessness because of proximity to mens shelter.

c892 (14347)

Girard, OH: Northeast: nan

Girard, OH: Northeast: No grocery stores in walking distance. Gas stations, (Jib Jab). Small town vibes. Everyone
knows everyone. Fast food restaurants. Green spaces and
parks. Not diverse, mostly white families.

c894 (14350)

OOC.Youngstown.COMM: nan

OOC.Youngstown.COMM: Food desert - No grocery stores
- Several miles out - last one did not survive the pandemic
- lots of convenience stores Great amount of poverty Free
lunches - are core to the needs of communities Community: majority black, more hispanic community (Puerto
Rican), Other communities (Somalian, Eastern European).
Decline in population: Loss of steal mills. Crime rate is very
high High rates of incarc...

c793 (13098)

West Side Warren: nan

North side of Warren: Primarily white Older or family aged
best performing k-8 school in district Bigger houses due to
proximity to country club Giant Eagle only grocery store
(More expensive)

c4337
(35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 8: nan
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Supporting Data for Cluster C22
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c4005
(22999)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c4180
(29660)

Ohio Map: nan

Stark County & Canton OH: Stark County has a population of 369,964 diverse people with significant shared interests. If districts should follow natural and official boundaries then Stark County should not be divided. Common
interests include a great education system , a good road
system, employment opportunities , availability of reasonable housing . Positives include: Transportation systems:
County has moderate s...

c4370
(35324)

Ohio Map: nan

Community 1: nan

c963 (15127)

North Canton 1: nan

North Canton 1: Small town feel in the suburbs

p330 (8463)

downtown college area in Alliance: nan

Downtown, college area in Alliance: Many students.
Mixed commercial and residential. Large hospital nearby.
Education important; conservative, middle-class area. Local business important.

p4222
(30709)

Ohio Map: nan

District 1: nan

p91 (25183)

Stark-Mahoning-Trumbull CD Map: This is a proposed 3 county Congressional map supported by the Chairman of the Stark County Democratic Party, Sam Ferruccio, and his leadership team that includes two
former Stark County Democratic Chairmen and one former Democratic State Central Committee member for State Senate District 29.

District 1: nan

p4063
(24566)

Ohio Map: nan

District 10: nan

p3996
(22749)

Ohio Map: nan

District 15: nan

p3995
(22746)

Ohio Map: nan

District 17: nan

c4231
(30911)

Ohio Map: nan

Bronzeville (NES): Bronzeville is a historically Black neighborhood with significant cultural relevance. Once a very
industrious and bustling community, highway projects in
the 60s cut the area off from Downtown, causing socioeconomic decline and the growth of crime and violence. The
neighborhood has become the focus of the city’s revitalization efforts which include renovation of the historic Lincoln Theatre, const...
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p4309
(34221)

Ohio Map: nan

District 6: nan

p4062
(24558)

Ohio Map: nan

District 7: nan

c4337
(35006)

Ohio Map: nan

District 9: nan
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Unassigned Submissions
Portal Link
(Districtr)

Overall Submission Information

Individual Area Information

c3747
(36811)

Conversion Therapy Ban Cities: These are the communities across
Ohio where LGBTQ youth are protected from conversion therapy, a
practice that is not only without evidence to back its efficacy, but it
is also considered harmful to children. The cities of Athens, Kent, Dayton, Columbus, Cincinnati, Lakewood, and Toledo are the only seven
cities in Ohio where children are safe from this abusive practice. Because of the disparity i...

Community 1: This is the communities across Ohio where
LGBTQ youth are protected from conversion therapy, a
practice that is not only without evidence to back its efficacy, but it is also considered harmful to children.

c3776
(36828)

Non-Discrimination Ordinances in place: Ohio lacks state wide protection for LGBTQ people in the areas of employment, housing, and
public accommodations protections. Only 33 cities across the state
offer this important equality of life indicator of legislating that people be treated equally regardless of identity. Those 33 cities include:
Akron, Athens, Beachwood, Bexley, Bowling Green, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Cleveland Heights, Columbus...

Community 1:

c3999
(36852)

Areas with Access to a Gender Clinic: Areas of Ohio served by a local
LGBTQ-affirming, full service clinic. While there are pockets of accessibility across the state, there are significant gaps in access to care for
most of the rural areas of the state. This lack of access in many areas
creates and perpetuates a migration of LGBTQ folks into urban areas
where they become aggregated and their vote watered down.

Community 1: Areas of Ohio served by a local LGBTQaffirming, full service clinic. While there are pockets of
accessibility across the state, there are significant gaps in
access to care for most of the rural areas of the state. This
lack of access in many areas creates and perpetuates a migration of LGBTQ folks into urban areas where they become
aggregated and their vote watered down.

c4000
(36853)

LGBTQ Community Centers: These are the communities with access
to physically housed LGBTQ centers that are open to the public and
not associated with a university. These community centers provide vital recommendations, resources, and community gathering space for
those in the LGBTQ community. These are important spaces, especially
for LGBTQ youth, who may be subject to being kicked out of their home
by unaccepting and int...

Community 1: These are the communities with access
to physically housed LGBTQ centers that are open to the
public and not associated with a university. These community centers provide vital recommendations, resources,
and community gathering space for those in the LGBTQ
community. These are important spaces, especially for
LGBTQ youth, who may be subject to being kicked out of
their home by unaccepting and int...

c3915
(20724)

Ohio Map:

Community 1:

c3926
(20924)

Ohio Map:

Community 1:

c4018
(23091)

Ohio Map:

Community 1:

c777 (12983)

Downtown Coshocton:

Downtown Coshocton: Rural community. Majority white,
older and family aged. Lower-middle class area Lots of
chain bushiness, and smaller businesses that don’t get visited as often 3 grocery stores, 1 being on the wealthier side
Lack of activities (movie theatre, bowling alley) Heavy traffic in downtown business area

c782 (13059)

Cumberland:

Cumberland: The Village of Cumberland and the areas
that are part of its community–where the people work,
shop and go to school
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c4157
(28823)

Ohio Map:

Community 2:
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